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The Subject Matter of the Course

Musings on the English Language
Let's face it – English is a crazy language. There is no egg in eggplant nor ham in hamburger; neither apple nor pine in pineapple. English muffins weren't invented in England or French fries in France. Sweetmeats are candies while sweetbreads, which aren't sweet, are meat.
We take English for granted. But if we explore its paradoxes, we find that quicksand can work slowly, boxing rings are square and a guinea pig is neither from Guinea nor is it a pig. And why is it that writers write but fingers don't fing, grocers don't groce and hammers don't ham? If the plural of tooth is teeth, why isn't the plural of booth beeth? One goose, 2 geese. So one moose, 2 meese? One index, 2 indices?
Doesn't it seem crazy that you can make amends but not one amend, that you comb through annals of history but not a single annal? If you have a bunch of odds and ends and get rid of all but one of them, what do you call it?
If teachers taught, why didn't preacher praught? If a vegetarian eats vegetables, what does a humanitarian eat? If you wrote a letter, perhaps you bote your tongue?
Sometimes I think all the English speakers should be committed to an asylum for the verbally insane. In what language do people recite at a play and play at a recital? Ship by truck and send cargo by ship? Have noses that run and feet that smell? Park on driveways and drive on parkways?
How can a slim chance and a fat chance be the same, while a wise man and wise guy are opposites? How can overlook and oversee be opposites, while quite a lot and quite a few are alike? How can the weather be hot as hell one day and cold as hell another?
Have you noticed that we talk about certain things only when they are absent? Have you ever seen a horseful carriage or a strapful gown? Met a sung hero or experienced requited love? Have you ever run into someone who was combobulated, gruntled, nudy or peccable? And where are all those people who ARE spring chickens or who would ACTUALLY hurt a fly?
You have to marvel at the unique lunacy of a language in which your house can burn up as it burns down, in which you fill in a form by filling it out and in which an alarm clock goes off by going on.
English was invented by people, not computers, and it reflects the creativity of the human race (which, of course, isn't a race at all). That is why, when the stars are out, they are visible, but when the lights are out, they are invisible. And why, when I wind up my watch, I start it, but when I wind up this essay, I end it.

(Richard Lederer, from Crazy English)

History of the English language is one of the fundamental courses forming the linguistic background of a specialist in philology. It studies the rise and development of English, its structure and peculiarities in the old days, its similarity to other languages of the same family and its unique, specific features. It is a diachronistic view of the language, that is aimed at understanding the very essence of the language that seems to be so unique in many respects today. In contrast to synchronistic approach with its study of a language as a system of interrelated phenomena, separate aspects of the language are going to be investigated, and with due respect to synchronic studies, paying due attention to some periods (that is, each of the periods will be studied in detail separate phenomena will be analysed). Actually, the usual criticism to diachronistic studies is that they lack a system. In historical studies only separate facts are investigated, for in reality, we are never sure that
some written records lost in the course of time might (or might not) contain some other data for analysis. With diachronic studies one really must not be too categorical as far as the non-existence of a certain word or a form of the word — that really might be due to the specific nature of the limited material that can be analysed. But practically, all-embracing material is rarely treated even in the most advanced studies of the present-day language, and we agree that it is just sufficient material that is needed. With adequate tools of investigation we still can trace all the changes within the language as a system. So the aim of the course is the investigation of the development of the system of the English language. We are going to have a close look at the major stages of development of the language, the influence of various linguistic and non-linguistic factors on the language and, in the long run, try and formulate what makes this language, once a language of one of the many not very significant European communities, now almost a Lingua Franca, a means of communication on the global scale however willing or unwilling should the peoples and politicians be to admit it.

The subject matter of the course is the changing nature of the language through more than 15 hundred years of its existence. It starts with a close view at the beginnings of the language, originally the dialects of a comparatively small number of related tribes that migrated from the continent onto the British isles, the dialects of the Indo-European family — synthetic, inflected language with a well-developed system of noun forms, a rather poorly represented system of verbal categories, with free word order and a vocabulary that consisted almost entirely of words of native origin. The phonological system of the language was also much simpler, with a strict subdivision of vowels into long and short, comparatively few diphthongs and an underdeveloped system of consonants.

Mighty factors influenced this language, converting it into the prevalently analytical language of today, with scarcity of nominal forms and a verbal system that much outweighs the systems of many other European languages in its segmentation of the verbal component. Its vowel system is rich, its vocabulary is enormous, incomparable with that of any other Germanic (and not only Germanic) language. It has many more borrowings than the majority of tongues and is magnificently flexible in adjusting to any need to express a new notion. Its spelling system, true, is somewhat confusing (that may be helpful for the language learners — they can guess the meanings of the so-called international words — words taken into the language from various sources and later taken from it into other languages), and the liberal attitude to foreign elements in the language and the easiness with which the language assimilates them is simply wondrous.

What is the English language nowadays? Speaking in more general terms, it is the native (and state) language of the population of several countries — Great Britain, where, as we can see, it arose and formed into a developed national language, and several former colonies of this empire — The United States of America, Australia, New Zealand and partly Canada (though for a layman it is the language of Canada). With a certain part of the population of the South African Republic the total number of the citizens of these countries will hardly reach half a billion native speakers. Can we compare it with such megacommunities as China, for instance? We do not in the least depreciate the significance of the Chinese language, or any other language of the world, but what then makes the English language a socio-linguistic factor now? Is it the might and influence of the USA or Great Britain? To a certain extent we may admit that might be the cause, but — only to a certain extent. There are some purely linguistic factors that facilitated this process.

This language has become a unique tool for mutual understanding between peoples on all continents and in every part of the world. We well know that a lion’s share of the information on the Internet is in English, the majority of international E-mail messages is in English; and that this is the international language of air traffic controllers and international conferences, congresses, forums, sports competitions, beauty contests. Pop singers from all countries try to perform in English aspiring to gain greater popularity, not necessarily in Great Britain and the USA, but also to become globally recognised.

Some 380m people speak it as their first language and perhaps two thirds as many again as their second. A billion are learning it, about a third of the world’s population are in some sense exposed to it and by 2050, it is predicted, half the world will be more or
less proficient in it. It is the language of globalisation — of international business, politics and diplomacy. It is the language of computers and the Internet. You’ll see it on posters in Cote d’Ivoire, you’ll hear it in pop songs in Tokyo, you’ll read it in official documents in Phnom Penh. Deutsche Welle broadcasts in it. Bjork, an icelander, sings in it. French business schools teach in it. It is the medium of expression in cabinet meetings in Bolivia. Truly, the tongue spoken back in the 1300s only by the “low people” of England, as Robert of Gloucester put it at the time, has come a long way. It is now the global language. (The Triumph of English A World Empire by Other Means Dec 20th 2001/ From The Economist print edition)

The study of the history of the English language will require the knowledge of related subjects; the data of some of the subjects already studied. Linguistic terminology and notions of general linguistics are not explained in the course — they are supposed to have been studied in the introductory university linguistics courses. Language system is viewed in the divisions generally recognised among the researchers of English, but with a special attention to its history. So, the course includes historical phonology dealing with the sound system of the oldest written records (phonology, not phonetics is dealt here with, because we can investigate the differences between the sounds of the dead languages whereas we can never hear it and investigate the physical nature of their sounds), historical morphology, historical syntax and historical lexicology. The problem of style is much more complicated, because not all the periods of the language are represented equally well in written documents, so only some aspects can be treated here. It is not possible to have a full historical study of the development of pragmatic types of sentences, though some of communicative peculiarities of the commonly used structures deserve to be mentioned. So such terms (notions) as phoneme, phonemic quality, vowel and consonant phonemes front and back vowels, monophthongs and diphthongs, stressed and unstressed vowels, assimilation (progressive and regressive), the notions of paradigms, inflections, synthetic and analytical forms, supplativity, and other terms are supposed to be already known or will be ascertained in the course of the subject.

Being a historical discipline this subject is going to use the material of historical science — the development of the language is in close relation to the development of the country — so the milestones in English history are to be reviewed. In our reference to history we are going to distinguish linguistically relevant historic events, or, to be more precise, some more linguistically relevant events as against some others which might have been very significant for the country but left much a paler imprint on the development of the language. So, the very settlement of the Anglo-Saxon tribes on the isles is of paramount linguistic importance — the language became isolated from the continental Germanic dialects and began its separate existence. Numerous feuds and wars that the English carried on with other countries had some impact on the language, but none can be compared with the Norman Conquest of Britain, which was probably one of the mightiest factors of its drastic change from a language relatively immune to foreign elements to one of the most receptive languages in the present-day world. Technical inventions might have had enormous significance for the development of the language. For instance, the invention of the loom for the weavers changed England into an industrial state, gave an incomparable impulse to its economic development, but as far as the language is concerned it can’t be compared with the invention of the printing press, that served as a mighty conserving factor to medieval spelling. No matter how the sound system changed, the spelling preserved the older shape of the words. If previously, spelling had changed to reflect changes in pronunciation, printing froze the spelling: we spell essentially the way Caxton did. Its importance in spreading literacy and the standard norm, thus transforming a language of many dialects into a national language is indisputable. The same can be said about such inventions of the early XXth century as radio and television. Bernard Shaw’s Professor Higgins would have much less work in training the correct pronunciation — RP would be brought into every house by the electronic media. Some facts in English history had less impact on the language, and we are going to state what really was the influence of this or that fact on the language.

The study of the history of the language in the present-day university course may seem to be something outdated and conservative, having little practical importance. Many specialists of working with language seem to do well without knowing it. A pragmatically-minded student may wonder in what
way it may help him in his future work, what practical gains may be achieved by knowing it. One may really master the language without knowing anything about its history, that's true — look, how many bilinguals there are in the world. Suffice it to take an English-speaking nurse or send a child to a good boarding-school somewhere in one of the above-mentioned countries, and we'll have a person with an excellent command of the language. But hardly anyone who has a good command of the language can be called a linguist. He/she will be able to communicate with people, he may even translate or interpret from one language into another but that won't make him a professional in languages. For the students of this department language is the object of study, not merely a means of communication. Amateur translation may be very
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for the layman language is full of rules and exceptions just to be remembered; for a linguist they are the result of systematic changes within it on various stages of its development.

Let’s take some examples. Without knowing the language we just feel that some words in English are borrowed, some have very close meanings, some form their paradigmatic forms regularly and some have irregular forms. To know what is the nature of this or that exception will make it easier to understand the very language itself. So, for instance, if we get an insight into the borrowed part of the English vocabulary, we’ll be able with absolute certainty to know that a borrowed verb 99 % of the time will have a regular paradigm; that if a word has two variants of pronunciation, some of them – non- or partially assimilated – will prove to be borrowed not so long ago, and older loans will sound more English, that is more compatible with the English phonetic system
fancy – phantasy etc.
The history of the English language will give an answer to many exceptions and irregularities of English grammar and spelling. It will make it clear which elements of the language structures are primary and which secondary categories and phenomena arose on various stages of its functioning. It will explain the existence of similar phenomena, almost identical in meaning but differing in stylistic value; it will just explain why the English alphabet is read so illogically, when /i:/ is e, and i is /ai/, and a consonant letter r is read as a broad long vowel /a:/.

Rules and exceptions will fit into a certain system when you know the history. How else can you explain why one and the same word may be a noun and a verb (love, smoke, finger for instance); or why there are different ways of forming the plural of the nouns, or why we should just remember the three forms of the irregular verbs, and why some of the irregular verbs are similar in forming past tense and the participles, and why some of the irregular verbs are unchangeable, and what made modal verbs defective, and why the word order in the English language is direct, and what happened to the common Indo-European way of expressing negation. We will see some words existing in several phonetic variants (as vase), some similar in meaning but different in form words (chorus and choir, fancy and phantasy, sir and senior – and such pairs as three and trio, eat and edible, acre and agronomist). Different ways of forming new words and the correlation of these ways have historical explanations. Some strange semantic transformations, host – versus hostile are explicable from the point of view of the history of the language.

Synthetic and analytical features of the language are taken for study in this course; the process of gradual change of an Indo-European synthetic language with cases and declensions into a language with numerous analytical formations, some of which may still be treated as word combinations is obvious when the language is viewed in its development.

Periods in the History of the English Language

The English language is to a certain extent rare in the sense that we
actually can find a starting point of its development. Usually, the rise of
languages comes naturally through the splitting and merging of dialects in
some hidden latent way. With English we may easily see when the first Anglo-
Saxon settlers in those distant times brought the language into the conditions
whereby any other influence from related languages became obstructed.

The beginnings of the English language are traced back to the year
449, when coming to help their Celtic ally, two Germanic chieftains, Hengist
and Horsa, brought their belligerent tribesmen to the Isles. History prior to
that event is marked by the turbulence of the Roman Empire. The Romans
had finally withdrawn to the Appennines to check the onslaught of the Barbarian
tribes. Having been kept in submission for several hundred years, the Celtic
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The accepted fictitiousness of Arthur. Timidly but resolutely their ancestors. Or perhaps there was no Arthur? Modern research has hardly remembers that Arthur was one of the most unyielding enemies to poetry can bestow - Mallory, Spencer and Tennyson embellished this name; Arthur's names and deeds are covered by all the glitter that romance and Twelve battles, all located in scenes untraceable, with foes unknown, except that they were heathen are mentioned in the writing of the Latin Nennius. Arthur's names and deeds are covered by all the glitter that romance and poetry can bestow - Mallory, Spencer and Tennyson embellished this name; it became part and parcel of the romantic past of the English people, and one hardly remembers that Arthur was one of the most unyielding enemies to their ancestors. Or perhaps there was no Arthur? Modern research has not accepted the fictitiousness of Arthur. Timidly but resolutely the latest and best-informed writers unite to proclaim his reality. They are ready to believe that there was a great British warrior who kept the light of civilisation burning against all the storms that beat.

So starting as a language separated from the rest of the Germanic linguistic area, it has been functioning for more than a millennium and a half; and there can be traced several periods within its history. Various approaches to delimiting the periods have been put forward. The basis of subdivision of the may be purely historical, based on some outstanding linguistically relevant events. There is a tradition of recognizing the Old English period (449-1066), the Middle English (1066-1475), and New English 15th century onwards, the framing events being Anglo-Saxon Conquest - the Norman Conquest; The Norman Conquest - the invention of the printing-press, and the end of the War of the Roses. Usually in this subdivision of periods they distinguish a subperiod - Early New English, the period between the 15th and mid-17th century - the period of Renaissance in the English culture, the one which is represented by numerous works of the classics of English literature and philosophy.

Each of the periods is marked by a set of specific features of phonology, grammar and vocabulary, and may be also defined in these terms. Henry Sweet classified them as The Period of Full Endings, the Period of Levelled Endings and the Period of Lost Endings. His classification is arbitrary to some extent - true, in the Old English period any vowel could be found in the ending, and the majority of the parts of speech are connected with the other words in the sentences by means of endings. Still, not all Indo-European endings of the changeable parts of speech are found in the language of the period, the paradigms are significantly simplified as compared with, say, Latin or even with the Gothic grammar; the period of levelled endings in reality contains the levelled vowel in the ending, but at the same time lots of endings were already lost; the period of lost endings - present-day language, as we know, is not totally devoid of endings, for some of the paradigmatic forms are still made by means of endings, scarce as they are.

Scholars have also tried to view the language in terms of the most significant works of writing; the more detailed classification here will be: Early Old English may be taken separately, as the period of pre-written functioning of the language. We can only guess what the language was like until the 8th century, the century beginning from which writing becomes widespread, and so all considerations on the subject are purely hypothetical. The data of the study of tribal languages of present-day Africa, or Polynesia
may give only a more generalised understanding of what a tribal tongue is. The formation of kingdoms on the British territory transformed the tribal dialects into regional (local) dialects that took place during the later, Written Old English (or Anglo-Saxon period).

The second major division in the generally accepted classification may also be treated with greater copiousness – the language of the first centuries after the Norman Conquest differs from that of the very end of the period. The beginning was marked by intense decline in the importance and sphere of functioning of the language. Unable to compete with the language of the mighty conquerors, is was reduced to serve the lower layers of the population, its functioning being prevalently in oral communication, the rules for the use of the forms were not only observed – they were not even set at the time, and it might be described as the period of free mutilation of the language by the uneducated and uncaring for the future of the language people. That was in what we call the Early Middle English. The writings of the period, represented mainly by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Peterborough Chronicle, such poems as Ormulum and a number of religious works (Poema Morale, Ancrene Riwle, Cursor Mundi etc) show the great turbulence within the language system, and drastic unregulated changes at work.

Late (classical) Middle English which came to our times in writings of G. Chaucer already presents a paragon of speech. London dialect becomes more and more prestigious, and what is written in “The Canterbury Tales” is already almost understood by a reader without a special linguistic training. Chaucer’s English is recognisable, is quite readable – the spelling of the period did not change so much as its pronunciation. Usually these literary works are usually supplemented with commentaries, but the original texts go without translation for the learners of the English literature.

Early New English – known as Shakespeare’s English – lasted for a century and a half – a time span far exceeding the life of the great Englishman – is represented by numerous writings of a whole bunch of prominent thinkers, writers, scientists (suffice it to mention such names as Christopher Marlowe, Edmund Spencer, Francis Bacon, Richard Hakluyt, James Shirley, Philip Sidney, John Webster, Ben Jonson, Michael Drayton, William Warner who were W. Shakespeare’s contemporaries). This period is characterised by co-existence of numerous almost equal in meaning forms – that was one more turbulent period of the making of the language, when not the strict rules but the authority of the user of the form was decisive in the choice of forms. The coryphaei could be guided by their own judgement – and so they represent a wonderful variety of forms of expression.

Classical classifications give the New English period as beginning with mid-17 century. Really, almost all the grammatical forms that are found in the language had been formed by that period; the major phonetic changes had already taken place; the ability to pick whatever lexeme wherever possible was already developed. The language in later years did not change as far as its structure and categories are concerned. Though the form of expression changed from century to century, it seems to be just a pure object of stylistic analysis and the study of territorial variants of the language and idiosyncrasies of style of the authors.

Yet more copious view of the language will single out the sub-period of 17-18th c, when the most educated minds of the nation worked on establishing what words and forms of the word were appropriate in civilized society. The establishment of norms, the received standard in pronunciation as well as in grammar, debates as to grammaticality of various structures and forms was very active through numerous publications of prescriptive grammars, dictionaries of correct English etc. It might be called the period of “cutting bulldogs’ tails” – some of the current and widely used forms were abolished to make the language well-organised and logical.

Specifically, a fourth, “post-Modern” period of English (we may call it Late New English) may have originated in 1876 or 1877 with Alexander Graham Bell’s invention of the telephone and Thomas Alva Edison’s invention of the phonograph. These machines, along with a few others that have followed – radio, talking pictures, television – were able to do for the spoken word what the printing press did for the written word. Before 1876, speakers could be heard only by those within earshot; now, however, a speaker may have a virtually unlimited audience, situated anywhere on the Earth or even in outer space.

Just as printing standardized spelling, one result of the latest communications breakthrough has been a leveling of differences in the pronunciation of English. People no longer hear the speech only of those from their own neighborhood or village. Instead, a whole nation listens to the same newscasters every evening.

British English (the brand of English spoken in Great Britain) and American English (that spoken in the United States) diverged as soon as the
American colonies were founded at the start of the 17th century. Nonetheless, because of the constant interchange of people and books across the ocean, American English never developed beyond being a dialect of English. With the advent of records, cinema, radio, and television, the two brands of English have even begun to draw back together again. Britons and Americans probably speak more alike today than they did 50 or 60 years ago.

Canadian English, Australian English, South African English, and many other dialects of English scattered around the world are coming increasingly to resemble one another. Within each dialect area, subdialects are also losing their distinctive characteristics. Within the United States, for example, the speech of Northerners and Southerners is becoming less obviously distinctive.

Although the English language is becoming more uniform, this does not mean that it will come to a rest once all dialectal differences are gone. Languages never stop changing, and English is no exception.

Late New English is studied extensively in terms of its structure, styles communicative peculiarities and geographical (territorial) variants, standards are established and reviewed, and that is what you are studying in the courses of practical English.

The Old English. General Characteristics

The Old English Period, in our study is the period from the fifth up to mid-eleventh century. It is characterised by the existence of the language in the form of several dialects, according to the seven kingdoms that existed on the island; the vocabulary of each of them is comparatively homogeneous and contains mostly words of native origin (Indo-European, Germanic and specifically English). The connection of words in the utterance is performed through a ramified system of endings, hence word order is relatively free. Common Indo-European traits, such as double negation or formation of impersonal sentences without any subject in the nominative case are quite common; phonetic structure is marked by a noticeable drift of the sound system away from other Germanic languages. New short diphthongs appear as a result of assimilative changes, the system of consonants develops more marked pairs of voiced and voiceless fricative sounds.

The background against which the English language was forming included long years of pre-written functioning of the language. Angles, Saxons and Jutes (or rather, Jutes and the rest) did well in peacemaking on the island. Very soon the remnants of the Celtic population were subjugated, or ousted into the outskirts of the Isles – to the North (Scotland), or to the West (Cornwall and Wales). The invaders felt comfortable on the new territory. The seven kingdoms formed by the newcomers were the following – Jutes, the earliest to come, formed the kingdom of Kent, Saxons – Essex, Wessex and Sussex, and Angles had the kingdoms of East Anglia, Northumbria and Mercia. These seven principal concurrent Anglo-Saxon kingdoms in the 7th and 8th centuries are known under the general name – Heptarchy. Though they were supposed to be allies, still the struggle for supremacy was not uncommon, and some four of them managed to gain supremacy at various times – first Kent, then Mercia and Northumbria. These latter reached the height of their importance in the pre-written period; some later documents of literature as well as the remains of material culture were ruthlessly destroyed during the raids of the Scandinavians. So, for instance, Northumbria’s rich cultural life (exemplified by the writings of Saint Bede and the illuminated Lindisfame Gospels) was destroyed by these raids in the 9th century. The Midlands offered better conditions for economic prosperity, but the frontier position as to the Scandinavians did its bit, and what we have more or less well represented in writings is the Wessex dialect.

Extant documents written in the language date from about 700 to about 1100, but the great bulk of written material represents the speech from about 900 to 1050. The language was represented in writing in four dialects: Northumbrian, Mercian, Kentish, and West-Saxon. The majority of the manuscripts, containing anything worth reading as literature, are in West-Saxon.

The dominance of the West-Saxon literature during the period demonstrates the political and artistic vitality of the kingdom of West Saxons (Wessex). This dominance of Old English literature by West-Saxon documents adds a twist to the study of the development of English. It was the Mercian dialect, not the West Saxon, that eventually dominated and evolved into Chaucer’s Middle English and our Modern English. West-Saxon literature is the ancestor of nearly all English literature, but the West-Saxon language is not.

The dialects spoken by the Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Frisians at the time of their initial settlement in Britain were, of course, no different from the dialects spoken in their Germanic homelands. As the generations passed, and
as the Anglo-Saxons became relatively isolated from their European cousins, spoken language evolved into the dialects mentioned above.

An event of paramount importance in the life of the Old English was the introduction of Christianity. Pope Gregory the Great sent a mission to the Isles, and since 597 Christianity comes into the life of the islanders. It is not the first time that the Christian religion landed here - Romans were Christians by the times they left Great Britain, and so were the Celts. Actually, Ireland had been Christian since the 2nd century AD, but that was far from the territory of the Heptarchy, and the barbarians that replaced the Romans were heathen. They had their heathen Gods, and even the days of the week are loan-translated from the Latin, following the Roman tradition to name the days of the week by the names of the Pagan gods we have in Old English - Latin Luna dies ~ Monan dæg; Martis dies ~ Tiwes dæg; Mercuris dies ~ Wodnes dæg, Iovis dies ~ Thunres dæg. Veneris Dies ~ Frijes dæg. Saturn, evidently, did not have a pagan counterpart in Germanic mythology, and so Saturnes dies is Saetern dæg.

Christianity came to England from Kent; and so Canterbury remains the religious centre of the country. Historians will expostulate lots of advantages England gained by this act - but as regards language development, its the influence can't be overestimated: England received the Latin alphabet and educated people. It brought monasteries with their schools and chronicles. Now the English history was written by the Englishmen themselves, in their own language; now translation as a kind of intellectual activity came into the life of Englishmen. The period of the reign of King Alfred of Wessex politically might have been criticised for letting the country be torn into two halves - the Wedmore Peace treaty of 878 let the Danes control and levy taxes of a considerable part of the state (called Dena laju - Danelaw). This treaty was not too glorious to the state as by it some of its territory was yielded to the enemy, and in the history books is referred to as such that simply restricted the Scandinavians' settlement. But this treaty allowed a relatively stable period in the development of the rest of the country; more than that, the very personality of Alfred seems to be one of the most prominent educators of the nation. His rule was marked by the implementation of literacy among the free well-to-do people; his laws promoted learning languages and the first libraries in England were founded under his rule. Much of what is now is available in Old English was created or preserved thanks to Alfred the Great.
The information of the dim and distant years, aesthetic and ethical standards of the Anglo-Saxon race come to our times in chronicles, translations of “the most necessary” texts into Old English, in thoroughly copied (and probably altered and enriched) epic poetry texts.

What texts are available now, and what dialects do they represent?

The Kentish dialect is relatively poorly represented by the 8th century glosses of Bede’s “Ecclesiastical History of the English people” (“Historia Ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum”). This history was originally written in Latin and translated later into a West Saxon dialect. Translations of Psalms and some old charters (chronicles) are also available.

The Northumbrian dialect is reflected in runic inscriptions of the Ruthwell Cross, the Franks Casket; poetry usually attributed to Caedmon’s “Hymn” and Bede’s “Dying Song”, Cynwulf (“Elene”, “Andreas”, “Juliana” and others that paraphrase in poetic form biblical motives); the best known epic poem “Beowulf”, though came down to us with a significant tinge of Wessex dialect insertions and is still thought to have been originally composed in Anglian – Northumbrian.

The Wessex dialect is represented best of all – in the number of writings, their volume and in divergence of styles. King Alfred and his associates contributed by their personal writings as well as in translations – “Pastoral Care” (“Cura Pastoralis”); Orosius’ “World History” (“Historiarium adversus paganos”) which also contains an original text composed by King Alfred himself. Boethius’ “Consolation of Philosophy”; Bede’s “Ecclesiastical History”; the earlier part of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles.

Later period in the history is represented by Aelfric’s works (they were also written in the West-Saxon dialect) – Gospels, Homilies, Lives of Saints, Latin grammar, Old Testament; Old Saxon Chronicles and Wulfstan’s “Homilies”, one of which “Sermo Lupi ad Anglos” (“The Wolf’s Sermon to the English”), written directly after the Scandinavian conquest and permeated by genuine concern about the fate of the ravaged country, is especially famous.

The difference between the dialects was found in phonology, choice of words and in the use of some grammatical forms.

---

**Old English Alphabet and Pronunciation**

The system of writing in Old English was changed with the introduction of Christianity. Before that, the English used the runes – symbols that were very vague, that might at the same time denote a sound, a syllable or a whole word.

Runes are the 24 letters (later 16 in Scandinavia and 30 or more in Anglo-Saxon England) of an ancient Germanic alphabet used from the 2d or 3d to the 16th century. Perhaps derived ultimately from the Etruscan alphabet, the runic alphabet was used mainly for charms and inscriptions, on stone, wood, metal, or bone. Each letter had a name, which was itself a meaningful word. The rune ᚣ, for instance, could stand for either the sound “f” or the fehu, “cattle,” which was the name given to the rune.

They were of specific shape, designed to be cut on the wooden sticks, and only few people knew how to make them and how to interpret them. Runic inscriptions that came down from the oldest settlers on the isles are few, and the language (as it is interpreted) is not what might be called Old English – it was rather an ancient language which might be very close to the languages of other Germanic tribes. The story of runes might be very interesting in itself, yet we are not concerned with the story of the development of the English language, and what we are going to study here was written in an alphabet dating back to the 7th century; it was Latin alphabet with few specifically English additions. Some English sounds had no counterpart in Latin, so three signs developed from runes were added, plus ligature æ, now well known as a transcription symbol.

The Latin alphabet was carried throughout medieval Europe by the Roman Catholic church – to the Irish and Merovingians in the 6th century and the Anglo-Saxons and Germans in the 7th. The oldest surviving texts in the English language written with Latin letters date back to c.700

So the letters of the Old English alphabet were as follows, and they denoted the following sounds...
The stress in the Old English was dynamic, and shifted to the first syllable. Originally in common Indo-European the stress was free; the stress in the Old English words was always on the first syllable (verbs with prefixes, however, had the stress on the root vowel). The nouns having the same prefix had the stress on the first syllable too: and'swarian - 'andswaru.

English sounds as compared with the sounds in other Indo-European Languages. Grimm's Law

There exists a sufficient number of Old English texts to form an opinion about what really the English language was in the times of Alfred and his successors. The language of the period bears a lot of traces in common with other inflected Indo-European languages, Ukrainian and Russian including. The nominal parts of speech were declined, the infinitive of the verb likewise had a distinct infinitival suffix, the structure of the sentence had a subject, a predicate and secondary parts. Just like in our Slavic languages word order was free, and the nominal parts of speech had cases, there was agreement between the subject and the predicate, double negation was not prohibited. Impersonal sentences had no subject (mē dūncī. kim dōhte etc.) And a considerable number of words of the language had parallels in other known Indo-European languages (brōdor brat; duru двери; dēr день). Some of these sounds are found in all languages that we know, some are now known as phonetic symbols, and they are specifically English sounds. But some sounds which are found elsewhere, may not stand in the English words of Indo-European origin in the same places. Sinus - sinus - син; but duo - dva - двa. Some other sounds may be found in other words; anyway, phonemics of the Old English is not something inconceivable or far too complicated, and in fact can be easily compared to other Indo-European languages, even to Ukrainian and Russian. Compare the following Old English words with Ukrainian and Russian words, and the words from other Indo-European languages just to see that, having the same origin, the words have not drifted too far apart, and their common origin is easily seen:

sunus (son) - Ukr., Rus. син, сын; Lat. sunus; Lith sunus; Sanskrit sunu - брат

brodor (brother) - Ukr., Rus. брат; Lat. frater; Greek frater; Sanskrit bhrater; French frere

twā (two) - Ukr., Rus. два; Lat. duo; Greek duo; Spanish dos; French deux
dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шкур; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk
dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шкур; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk
dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шкур; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk
dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шkur; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk

dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шкур; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk

dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr. шкур; Rus. пескарь; pesce (fish) Lat., Gk

dō (cat) Ukr. діо; Lat. ede; Rus. eda

vidan (find) and [v] in intervocal position lufu (love)

joh (him), mete (meat; in old times food)

treo (tell)

tellan (sing)

sittan (sit), sinjan (work), rinjan (ring), wyrcan (right)

pera (up) (pear)

pesca; poisson (fish) Ukr.
By carefully studying present-day English words and comparing them with the words of our language we can supply other examples of related words in the languages:

- flame Rus. пламя; Ukr. полум’я
- hawk Rus. кобець; Ukr. кібець
- frog Rus. прыгать; Ukr. стоять
- thin Ukr., Rus. тонкий
- throw Ukr. теряти; Rus. тереть
- heart – cardiologist
- queen – gynaecologist

In the process of its development a great number of words were taken into English from other languages. Some of them had counterparts in English, but with the sounds that were already only vaguely reminding of the original Indo-European source. So, now we can find many pair of words in present-day English in which we find similar stems are evident only to a person with some linguistic knowledge, one of them native, and the other taken from some other language (mainly Latin or Greek).

The first fundamental change in the consonant system of Germanic languages dates back to times far removed from today. Jakob Ludwig Grimm (1785-1863), a German philologist and a folklorist (generally known together with his brother Wilhelm for their Grimm’s Fairy Tales (1812-22) studied and systematized these correlations and in his *Deutsche Grammatik* (1819-37). His conclusions are formulated (called Grimm’s law or the First Consonant shift)

The essence of Grimm’s law is that the quality of some sounds (namely plosives) changed in all Germanic languages while the place of their formation remained unchanged. Thus, voiced aspirated plosives (stops) lost their aspiration and changed into pure voiced plosives, voiced plosives became voiceless plosives and voiceless plosives turned into voiceless fricatives

- bh → b d g
- dh → d g
- gh → h

In some others the changes are so significant, that the etymology is blurred. Without knowing the major shifts in sound system and semantics one will rather with difficulty trace that quick and vivus (vivacity), queen and gynaecology, tooth and dentist, foot and pedal, heart and cardiology, five and pentagon originate from the same Indo-European roots. But knowing how the sound system was developing we in the long run will find that their common origin is fairly transparent.
Aspirated plosives are now lost almost in all European languages, and
we take for comparison words from Sanskrit. Present-day Hindi has it, and
we may find them in well-known place-names in India (Bhilai, Bhopal, Bhaunagar, Dhoulagiri) and some well-known notions from Indian life—like the names of books—Bhagavad-Gita, Mahabharata, etc.).

Sanskrit madhjas—Goth midjis—Old English mīdel
Sanskrit (g)hostis Lat. hostis—Goth gast—Old English gist
Ukr. було́го—Old English pol
Ukr. кайра́ло—Lith obelis—Old English zeppel
Lat. duo—Ukr. дво—Goth twai—Old English twā
Lat. granum—Goth kaurn—Old English corn
Sanskrit gwene—Lat. gynaе—Goth gens—Old English cwenе
Lat. genu, Gk gόnυ—Goth kaunu—Old English cnīо
Gk gnosıs—Lat. cognoscere—Old English ēnawan;—Goth kunnan
Sanskrit pit(а)r—Lat., Gk pater—Old English fēder
Lat. plenum—Goth fulls—Old English full
Lat. tres, Gk treis—Goth dreis—Old English dēo
Sanskrit tad—Rus. таr—Goth ēdta—Old English ēdt
Lat. cors, cordis—Gk kardia—Goth ēairto—Old English ēorhtе

There are some exceptions to Grimm’s law: p t k did not change into f θ h, if they were preceded by s (tres—dreо, but sto—standan). Another exception was formulated by a Danish linguist Karl Adolph Vemer (1846–96) in 1877: if an Indo-European voiceless stop was preceded by an unstressed vowel, the voiceless fricative which developed from it in accordance with Grimm’s law became voiced, and later this voiced fricative became a voiceless plosive (stop). That is p t k → b d g. Greek пater has a Germanic correspondence fadеr, fеder because the stress in the word was on the second syllable, and so voiceless plosive was preceded by an unstressed vowel.

Vemer’s law explains why some verbs in Old English changed their root consonant in the past tense and in the Participle II—originally, these grammatical forms had the stress on the second syllable. Hence the basic forms of such verbs as sni ēdan (cut) and weordan (to become) were sni ēdan—sni ǣ—snið—sniðon—sniðen; weordan—wearō—wurdon—worden

So, in Present-day English we may find the words and morphemes of common Indo-European origin that differ in sound form their counterparts in other languages, but Grimm’s law will show their similarity to the words of other Indo-European languages. For example:

- fish, but piscе—(related to fish)
- foam but spume foam or surf, esp. on the sea; froth;
- far but periphery, perimeter, periscope
- five but pentagon, pentagram, pentathlon
- fire but pistol
- ten but decimal, decade, decagon
- sit but sedative, sediment
- ear but edible
- three but triangle, tripod, trident and so on.

We may find words having the same morphemes with the sounds modified in English but preserved in the borrowings in English (they are called etymological doublets). Comparing the words given below, a non-linguist will not find the relations between the words, yet for a linguist it is quite transparent:

democracy—hard
night—nocturnal
mother—maternal
tooth—dental
foot—pedal
heart—cordial

Some words, however, seem not to comply with this law. Such words as day, beard, door have counterparts in other Indo-European languages with similar sounds. But it is due to the fact that the sounds in the common Indo-European were voiced aspirated plosives, that gave voiced plosives in Germanic languages. Later this aspiration was lost in other languages (in Latin they changed into voiceless fricatives) and so the sounds are the same in Germanic and non-Germanic languages now.

Those who might be interested could see that the shifts did not end here. There were other shifts in German and Danish. Suffice it to give several German examples to exemplify that the process of shift continued and the words in these two Germanic languages acquire different sound form:

- English eat—German essen
- English eat—German Tag
- English two—German zwei
- English tongue—German Zunge
- English to—German zu
- English other—German ander
- English apple—German Apfel
- English pepper—German Pfeffer
- English pool—German Pfuhl
- English make—German machen
Old English Phonology

Apart from the differences in consonants we may see that vowels in similar words are different too. Especially prominent are the instances of numerous diphthongs in Old English replacing simple vowels as in *ehta* (eight), *jeoc* (yoke), *meolc* (milk), *heard* (hard), or when vowels change their quality in certain positions as in *water* (water), *fyllan* (fill). Some sounds merge, some get doubled - all these are to be studied among Old English sound changes.

The system of vowels in Old English included six long and seven short vowels (monophthongs)

- a æ i o u y
- æ e i o y

and four short and four long diphthongs:

- ea eo ie io
- -ea eo ie io

The length of the vowel was a phonemic quality. The words having long and short vowels differed in meaning: *jod* (god) - *jcH* (good), *west* (west) - *west* (waste), *for* (preposition for) - *for* (past tense of the verb *fdran* - go). Comparing Old English sounds with the system of sound of other Germanic languages, one can see that in English it is more complicated and the origin of some sounds blurred. Some of the sounds had counterparts in other Indo-European languages. So, for instance, such sounds as *i, u* can be found in similar words in other Germanic and non-Germanic Indo-European languages: Old English *niman* (Ukr. знімати); Old English *suna* (Lat. *sunus*). But the majority of sounds deviated from the way they were pronounced in other languages. So, for instance, Indo-European short *a* and *o* merged into one sound *a* in Germanic; but this *a* had several ways of development: *a* - *a* haban - *habban* (have); but *harda* - *heard* (hard), *arm* - *earm* (arm), *manna* - *mán* (man); long Gothic *á* changed and gave several other variants, but there appeared a new long *á* from Gothic *ai*. Various changes occurred in the Old English phonology. These can be called spontaneous, independent, and assimilative, influenced by the surrounding sounds.

What had changed spontaneously, or independently is the following:

- Gothic *ai* corresponds to long *ā*; *āu* to long *ēa*; *īu* to long *ēo* in Old English *dāud* - *dāud* (dead); *āust* - *east* (east); *dūps* - *dēop* (deep). These changes occurred irrespective of whatever sounds surrounded the sounds in question.

Assimilative changes are the changes that occurred in the language in specific surroundings - the sound might change when it was preceded or followed by some other sound or sound cluster. Many of the sounds that appeared in the language as a result of these changes returned to their previous quality in the next period, some did not, but we are concerned with these because the changes transformed the words formerly common in Germanic languages to their Anglo-Saxon variety.

There are two types of assimilation - regressive and progressive assimilation. If a sound influences the preceding sound, the assimilation is regressive, if it influences the following it sound - it is called progressive assimilation. Both types of assimilation are found in Old English. Most common, mutilating the general Germanic picture of the sounds are:

1. Breaking (fracture). This is the process of formation of a short diphthong from a simple short vowel when it is followed by a specific consonant cluster. Thus,

- a + r+cons, l+cons. => ea
- æ + h+ cons. => ea
- e + h final => eo

- a > ea hard > heard (hard)
- arm > earm (arm)
- half > healf (half)

- ah-du > eahdu (eight)
- nah > neah (near)

- talde > teald (told)
- kald > ceald (cold)

- warm > wearm (warm)

- e > eo

- hairto, herte > heorte (heart)
- erl > eorl (earl)
- hairda > heord (herd)
- fehtan > feohtan (fight)
- melcan > melcan (to milk)
- feh > feoh (cattle, originally fee)
In the Northumbrian and Kentish dialects, /+cons/ does not lead to fracture of the sound /æ/, which turns into /a/ (ald, all).

2. Palatal mutation (i-umlaut) The essence of this change is that a back sound, /a/ or /o/, changes its quality if there is a front sound in the next syllable. Especially frequent are the changes in the roots of the verbs influenced by the /i/ sound of the suffix of the infinitive -ian (the suffix lost its front sound in the same process, and in the Old English we have already the result of this change, not seeing the cause of it).

\[ a > æ; a > e \]

\[ wakjan – wæccan (to observe, to be awake) \]
\[ sandian – sendan (to send) \]
\[ nammian – nemman (to name) \]
\[ taliian – tælan – tellan (to tell) \]
\[ salian – sælan – sellan (to sell, originally to give) \]
\[ satian – sætan – settan (to set) \]

\[ ā > ō \]

\[ lārian – lērnan (to learn, to teach) \]
\[ hālian – hēlan (to heal) \]
\[ ān – ēniʒ (any) \]

\[ o > oe > e \]

\[ ofstian – eftstan (to hurry) \]
\[ dohter – dehter (dative case of daughter) \]
\[ ṏōian – wēpan (to weep) \]
\[ dōnian – dōnan (to deem, to judge) \]

\[ u > y \]

\[ fullian – fyllan (to fill) \]
\[ kunyŋ – cyncyny (king) \]
\[ ū > ū \]

\[ mūs – mūs (mice) \]
\[ cūdan – cū dan (to announce) \]

**Palatal mutation** was found not only in monophthongs but in diphthongs, too. The modified system of diphthongs looks like the following:

\[ ea > ie \]

\[ eald – ieldra (elder) \]
\[ hleahtan – hliehhan (to laugh) \]

\[ eo > ie \]

\[ feor – sierra (further) \]
\[ zeonʒ – zienhra (younger) \]
\[ ēa > ēe \]

\[ hūarian – hieran (hear) \]
\[ želēafa – želēfan (believe) \]

\[ ōo > ūe \]

\[ źetrōwi – źetrōwe (true) \]

3. Palatal mutation was found not only in monophthongs but in diphthongs, too. The modified system of diphthongs looks like the following:

\[ ea > ie \]

\[ eald – ieldra (elder) \]
\[ hleahtan – hliehhan (to laugh) \]

\[ eo > ie \]

\[ feor – sierra (further) \]
\[ zeonʒ – zienhra (younger) \]
\[ ēa > ēe \]

\[ hūarian – hieran (hear) \]
\[ želēafa – želēfan (believe) \]

\[ ōo > ūe \]

\[ źetrōwi – źetrōwe (true) \]

In the Northumbrian and Merican dialects, long and short /ea/ mutate into long and short /e/ (eldra, želēfan)

Very often palatal mutation thus distanced a noun or an adjective and a verb derived from it, for the most frequent case of palatal mutation was under the influence of the verbal (infinitival) suffix -ian. We find the reflexes of Old English palatal mutation in such pairs in present-day English as *sale – sell; tell – tale; doom – deem; full – fill* – in Old English the verb had mutated vowel *sællan* (from *taliian*) whereas the noun had no such mutation – *talu*. As we will see later, plurals of some nouns had a mutated vowel in the stem, which was very much in accordance with the rule *mūs – mūs* (mouse-mice), *fā – fēt* (foot – feet). Later developments of sounds in these words blurred the initial identity of the roots.

3. Diphthongization after palatal consonants

Diphthongs may have resulted from another process in Old English – diphthongization after palatal consonants /sk/, /k/ and /j/ (in spelling c, sc, j):

\[ u > ia \]

\[ skal – sceal shall \]
\[ scacan – sceaccan (shake) \]
\[ scamum – sceamu (shame) \]

\[ e > ia \]

\[ skaggon – sceawian (to show) \]
\[ jetan – jietan (get) \]

\[ ź > e \]

\[ sef – jea/(gave) \]
\[ jeat – jear (gate) \]

\[ ź > ia \]

\[ jeaf (gave) \]
\[ jean – jian (get) \]

\[ ź > e \]

\[ yong – zęp (young) \]

However, there are linguists who still doubt whether the /i/ sound (that is the resulting sound, it was actually a diphthong) was pronounced. Some stick to the opinion that the letter /i/ simply signified the palatal nature of the preceding sound.

The words beginning with /ʒ, sc/ and /c/ (such may be found in the texts) with non-palatalized vowel represent dialects other that West-Saxon (*ʒumʒ, žefan*) etc.
4. Back, or Velar Mutation
The formula of mutation here reminds very much that of palatal mutation, but the difference is that the syllable that influenced the preceding vowel contained a back vowel -oor « (sometimes even u might serve as background for back mutation). Not all the dialects had this mutation, and the process was not universal (in West Saxon literary language it occurred only before the sounds nl, p, b, f, m). 

i > io  

- hira - hiora (their):  
- slyfr - sloufr (silver)  
- sfon - siofon (seven)  
- limu - liemu (limbs)

e > eo  

- heorot - heorot (hart)  
- hefon - heofon (heaven)  
- efor - eofor (boar)

a > ea  

- saru - seam (armour)

5. Mutation before h. Sounds a and e that preceded h underwent several changes, mutating to diphthongs ea, ie and finally were reduced to i/y: - naht - neaht - niht - nieht - nyht (night). The second may be quite easily traced to breaking, but the origin of the other three is rather vague. Probably, the very nature of the h sound was the reason for further development of the sound.

The words with such mutation are not very numerous, still we cannot ignore them altogether. It is observed in the past tense of the verb majan (may) meahte - miehte - mihte - myhte and several other words.

6. Contraction
Somehow or other the consonant h proved to have interfered with the development of many sounds. When h was placed between two vowels the following changes occurred:

a + h + vowel > ea slahan - slēan (slay)  
e + h + vowel > eo sehen - sēon (see)  
i + h + vowel > io than - tōn (accuse)  
o + h + vowel > o fohan - fōn (catch)  
hoohan - hōn (hang)

The Old German had no contraction, and this consonant is present in the corresponding words — in corresponding present-day German words this consonant is still found in spelling, though later it was lost in pronunciation, too (in the words like sehen).

These were qualitative changes of vowels; the significant quantitative change that is still felt in present-day English is the lengthening of vowels before the clusters nd, mb — bindan, cild, climban (bind, child, climb). Further development of the sound system led to diphthongization of long vowels, and that explains the exception in the rules of reading the sounds in the closed syllables in the present-day English (the words like climb, find, hold, told, comb, bomb).

Still, if there was a consonant after this cluster the vowel was not lengthened: cildru (now children)

As far as other vowel changes, we can also mention gradation, or ablaut — grammatical interchange of vowels in different forms of the verb and in word-formation (чергування голосних у корені слова).

This was frequently found in making past tenses and participles of some verbs (they will be mentioned in studying Old English verbs).

Changes in Consonants

Voiceless fricatives appeared in Germanic languages as a result of the First Consonant Shift (Grimm’s Law). Proceeding from a changeable part of the consonant system (it is to be remembered that the stabler are the sonorants and the sibilant s) their development continues in Old English.

1. Voicing of fricatives in intervocal position

f > v  

- ofer (over)  
- hlaf - hlafas (loaf - loaves)  
- wif - wife, wifas (wife - wives)

Θ > Ø  

- õder (other)  
- rače (quickly)

s > z > r

Voiced sibilant z was very unstable in Old English (and other west-Germanic languages), and very soon changed into r. This process is called rhotacism.
It is due to rhotacism that common Indo-European suffix -iza (Ukr.-iut) used to form the degrees of comparison is so different now in Ukrainian and English, but comparing such words as

Goth. softja Ukran. тьхимь Old English soften ME softer we may easily find that the suffix is essentially the same.

2. Palatalization of the sounds k', sk' and kg' (marked as c, s'c and c') developed in assimilation, that is formation of a sibilant in places before front vowels.

\[ k' > tj \quad cild \ (child) \]
\[ sk' > j \quad sceal \ (shall) \]
\[ kg' > d \quad bryc\overline{3} \ (bridge) \]

Back y sound before palatal consonants turned into j - 3ear (year)
This process seems to have occurred in Late Old English.
So, the words that started with sc or 3 acquired a sibilant or j: if we find that a word still has g or sc/sk at the beginning there is a strong probability that it was borrowed from Scandinavian and replaced the Old English form (e.g. give, skin) or together with the old word formed a pair of etymological doublets (shatter/ scatter, shirt/skirt). Some words of Greek origin (school, scheme etc) will also have sk.

3. Assimilation before t. The sound t when it was preceded by a number of consonants changed the quality of a preceding sound.

\[ velar + t > h \quad \text{sće}an \rightarrow \text{sōc}te \ (seek - sought) \]
\[ brćjan \rightarrow \text{brıhte} \ (bring - brought) \]
\[ wyrcan \rightarrow \text{worhte} \ (work - wrought) \ (the sounds k and g changed in the past tense and in the participle II before the dental suffix) \]
\[ labial + t > \text{ft} \quad \text{jescepan} \rightarrow \text{jeaseaft} \ (creature) \]
\[ dental + t > \text{ss} \quad \text{witan} \rightarrow \text{wisse} \ (instead of witte - knew) \]

4. Loss of consonants in certain positions. Besides h that was lost in intervocal position, the sounds n and m were lost before h, entailing the lengthening of the preceding vowel:

\[ bronhte \rightarrow \text{brōhte} \ (brought) \]
\[ fınf \rightarrow \text{fīf} \ (five) \]
\[ onnder \rightarrow \text{ōdēr} \ (other) \]
\[ mʊ̃d - mʊ̃d (mouth) \]

The nasals were not lost in German, so the corresponding German words are fünf, ander and Mund.
Other examples of similar loss was the loss of ʒ before d and n: the vowel was lengthened, too:

\[ māįdēn - ĭdēn \ (maiden) \]
\[ sęįde - sę̄dē (said) \]

5. Metathesis of r. In several Old English words the following change of the position of consonants takes place:

\[ \text{cons} + \ r + \text{vowel} > \text{cons} + \text{vowel} + \ r \]
\[ dřidda - dřída \ (third) \]
\[ bronnan - burnan \ (burn) \]
\[ brenna - beorn \ (a warrior) \]
\[ bronjo - byrne \ (a corset) \]
\[ hros - hors \ (horse) \]

Metathesis of sounds is observed also with other sounds:

\[ aśćian - axtian \ (ask) \]
\[ waskań - waxan \ (wash) \]

6. West Germanic gemination of consonants
In the process of palatal mutation, when j was lost and the preceding vowel was short, the consonant after it was doubled (geminated):

\[ fŭllian - fyllan \ (fill) \]
\[ sæťan - setlan \ (set) \]
\[ salian - sellan \ (sell, originally give) \]
\[ talian - tellan \ (tell) \]
As we can see, the changes in Old English sounds were for the most part reflected in spelling, and we must only rely on the corresponding words from other languages to see what the origin of this or that sound was. The exceptions are only in such instances as various developments of ʒ, voicing of fricatives and palatalization of c, sc, cj.

Old English Morphology

Old English morphology was that of a typical inflected if somewhat simplified Indo-European language. Parts of speech included noun, pronoun, adjective, numeral and verb; all of which formed their paradigmatic forms by inflections, suffixes, and sound interchange. There were no analytical formations. Nouns in Old English retained only four of the Indo-European 8 cases, adjectives, partly pronouns and numerals agreed with the nouns they modified in number, gender and case. The Old English had two adjective declensions, a strong and a weak. The weak forms were used generally after demonstrative pronouns, and possessive adjectives; the strong were used independently. The comparison of adjectives and adverbs in Germanic differs from that in the Romance languages. Generally, -r and -st endings are added: long, longer, longest.

Free stress (accent) became recessive, and precise accent rules became dominant, with the first root syllable carrying the stress. Umlauting, a process of modifying vowel sounds, took place extensively in formation of paradigmatic forms (man → men; fot → fæt) and word building. A system of strong verbs developed as the result of vowel alternation (ablaut), and a unique way of forming the past tense using dental suffix for weak verbs (ealdian → ealdode to grow old) was created. The number of strong verbs in Germanic is steadily being reduced, and the system does not seem to permit the creation of new strong verbs. Conversely, the number of weak verbs is increasing.

Old English Noun

Nouns in Old English had the categories of number, gender and case. Gender is actually not a grammatical category in a strict sense of the word, for every noun with all its forms belongs to only one gender (the other nominal parts of speech have gender forms); but case and number had a set of endings. Nouns used to denote males are normally masculine — man, fæder, bræðor, abbod (man, father, brother, abbot). Naturally, those denoting females should be all feminine — modor, sveoror, swœne, abbudissa (mother, sister, queen, abbess). Yet there are curious exceptions, such words as mæyden (maid), wif (wife) are neuter (compare in Ukrainian хлоп’я, дівча). And wifman (woman) is masculine, because the second element of the compound is masculine. The gender of the other nouns is unmotivated, the same as in Ukrainian. Still in Ukrainian nouns have endings that can indicate the gender of the noun — степ (чолов’я), вікно (сер.) вода (жін.). In Old English there are no such endings, and words very similar in form may be of different genders. The same form may have two different meanings distinguished by gender, for example léod masc. “man”, but led (fem.), “people”, secj ( masc) — man, but secj ( fem) — “sword”.

There are two numbers — singular and plural, and four cases — nominative, genitive, dative and accusative. Comparing with what we have now we can see that number proved to be a stable category, relevant for rendering the meanings and expressing the true state of things in reality. Case is supplanted by other means to express the relations between the words in an utterance, whereas gender disappeared altogether.

All the nouns can be classified according to the different principles. In traditional historical studies the nouns are divided into classes according to the former stem-forming suffixes, which were hardly visible even in Gothic, the language separated in time from the Old English by centuries. The remnants of these suffixes are even more vague in Old English. Still, these stem-forming suffixes determined what inflections were taken by the nouns. Though lost in Old English they still worked in the way the case and number forms were made (we may compare it with some Russian nouns — without knowing the history of declensions, for instance, it is difficult to explain why in Russian the plural of стол — столы, but that of стул is not стулы* but стулья; very similar nouns ночь and дочь are not so similar in the plural: ночи but дочери and не дочи*. In Ukrainian the nouns ім’я and хлоп’я look alike but the plural of the first is імена and of the second not хлоп’я* but хлоп’ята.

Without mentioning the effect of the common Indo-European stem-forming suffixes in Russian and Ukrainian — о and e, i and or, en we can hardly find reasons for that. Without knowing the original structure of the nouns in the language we can hardly explain the exceptions in the formations
of plural of the present-day English nouns, too. Why goose -pl. geese, but moose -pl. moose, foot - feet but boot - boots, sheep - pl. sheep, but sheet - sheets? In treating the Old English nouns special attention is to be paid to the original groups of nouns in the language with due respect to their dwindling stem-forming elements. The classification based on historical principles seems to be at least a logical continuation of what the language had had earlier. We are fully aware that the stem-forming elements are just something slightly tangible; one can agree that some classes of nouns lose specific features of the class and tend to be merging with stronger groups of nouns; that the inflections in many cases are almost the same, that the gender of nouns may become more relevant than the original stem-forming suffix.

The nouns in Old English are commonly classified as belonging to strong and weak declension, within each of these groups there are several subgroups.

The Strong Declension

includes nouns that had had a vocalic stem-forming suffix. Former suffixes (a,o,i,u) are no longer found in Old English, moreover, even very paradigms of these groups of nouns were already splitting (we can see considerable difference in declension of nouns of different genders within the class of nouns originally having the same stem-forming suffix.) Yet the traditional classification will look like this.

-a-stems

They may be either masculine or neuter. The difference between the two genders may be seen only in the nominative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>m (short root vowel)</th>
<th>n (long root vowel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>stān</td>
<td>scip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>stānes</td>
<td>scipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>stāne</td>
<td>scipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>stān</td>
<td>scip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>stānas</th>
<th>scipu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>stāna</td>
<td>scipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>stānum</td>
<td>scipum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>stānas</td>
<td>scipu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stone

| Sīl | ship |

So, we can see that Old English nouns a-stems neuter with long vowel might give an unchanged plural, and the noun sheep being an exception from the general rule of formation the plural form goes back to the Old English period.

If there was a mutated vowel in the stem, this sound might be preserved only in the singular:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>dæ3</td>
<td>sæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>dæ3es</td>
<td>sætes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>dæ3e</td>
<td>sæte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>dæ3</td>
<td>sæt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>dæ3as</th>
<th>sætu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>dæ3a</td>
<td>sæta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>dæ3um</td>
<td>sætum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>dæ3as</td>
<td>sætu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This group of nouns is of the same origin as that of Ukrainian nouns cmis, deno, dno, vikno.

The Ukrainian (and Russian) 2nd declensions of nouns (masculine and neuter) originates from the same Indo-European group of nouns (Germanic short o proceeds from Indo-European a).

Examples of Old English a-stems are: masculine: earm (arm), eorl (earl), helm (helmet; protection), hring (ring), mōd (mouth), fjor (year), bisco (bishop), cyning (king), hām (home), heofon (heaven), herō (roof) etc.

neuter: dōr (door), hōf (hoof), jōc (yoke), word (word), dēor (wild animal), bearn (child), feoh (cattle), fjor (year), hūs (house), lēod (song), lim (limb), bē (beginning).

There are some peculiarities of declension of the nouns that had originally -j- or -w- in the stem (they are called -ja-stems and -wa-stems); they may preserve this sound in declension; but otherwise the differences are minor. Also, some nouns rather clumsy in the nominative might have become still clumser when an inflection was added; so we may see the omission of such sound (the second root vowel in such words as heafōd – heafōdes (head); seolh (seal, the animal) – seolh).
Examples of -ja- stems are: hyse (young warrior), bocere (a learned man), fiscere (fisherman), net (net), bedd (bed), wite (punishment, fine); -wa- stems: treo (tree), deaw (custom), deow (servant), searo (device), cnœ (knee).

We can find similar modification of the former Indo-European -o- (which is -e- in Germanic languages) suffix in Ukrainian (the nouns of the second declension list, життя, where -І-sound merges with -<?-, giving the sounds -m 'а (-тя) and a divergency in the paradigm).

The nouns of this class were very numerous and were characterized by high frequency of use in Old English, so this paradigm is highly relevant to the further development of this part of speech.

Nouns belonging to -jо- stems are all feminine. In the form of the nominative case monosyllabic nouns with a short root vowel of this class have ending -u; if there are two and more syllables or the root vowel is long, there is no ending at all:

### Singular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>hryc3</th>
<th>bearu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>hryc3es</td>
<td>bearwes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>hryc3e</td>
<td>bearwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>hryc3</td>
<td>bearu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>hryc3(е)as</th>
<th>bearwas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>hryc3 (е)a</td>
<td>bearwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>hryc3 (i)um</td>
<td>bearwum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>hryc3 (е)as</td>
<td>bearwas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Singular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>bridge</th>
<th>journey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>bryc3a</td>
<td>sceedwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>bryc3um</td>
<td>sceedwum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>bryc3a</td>
<td>sceedwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Ukrainian similar additional sound i gives such formations as стать, копія.

Other examples of the -jo- stems are: endebyrdnes (order, succession), herenes (praise), hild (battle), rest (rest).

The nouns formerly having -i-suffix, now called -i-stems might belong to all the three genders, and the case endings are different for different genders – masculine and neuter have the same endings as masculine and neuter nouns of the -o- stems, and feminine noun endings repeated the endings of the -o-stems.
Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>hyllas</td>
<td>speru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>hylla</td>
<td>sperma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>hyllum</td>
<td>sperum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>hyllas</td>
<td>speru</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other nouns of this group are:
- neuter: *sife* (sieve), *hilt* (hilt), *fėsc* (flesh), *yfel* (evil), *mynster* (monastery)
- feminine: *wiht* (thing), *hyde* (hide), *woruld* (world, age), *frumsceafi* (first creation), *fyrd* (army)

In Ukrainian the sound *і* caused the palatalization of the precious consonant and was lost: *mecmbo, zicmbo.*

Nouns belonging to -u-stems may be of masculine or feminine gender:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>nami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>nami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the course of language development the nouns belonging to -i-, -o- and -u- stems preserved nothing of their former appurtenance; yet it is significant that -o- and -u- stems in Old English had only three distinctive endings both for the singular and the plural and that was sufficient for proper communication; no ambiguity arose when they were accompanied by demonstrative pronouns. -i- stems, on the other hand, illustrate the tendency to dissolution of the former classes of nouns and a certain tendency for regrouping the declensions according to the gender of the noun.

**Weak Declension**

This class of nouns consists of a rather numerous group of nouns originally having -n-stems; the suffix is well-preserved in declension of nouns in Old English, but disappeared in the nominative case (compare Ukrainian nouns like *шя*, *тем*). -n-stem nouns may be of all three genders. But actually no difference in declension of nouns of different genders can be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>nami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other nouns of this group are:

In the course of language development the nouns belonging to -i-, -o- and -u-stems preserved nothing of their former appurtenance; yet it is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>nami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other examples of this group are:
- neuter: *ēxe* (eye), *cōfa* (chamber, repository).
Nouns belong to the group of -n- stems were numerous, and later there was a not very strong, but nevertheless pronounced, tendency to adopt the ending of the plural form by other nouns. Due to this tendency such hybrids as brethren and children appeared in Middle English and are preserved up to now.

Root Stems. This group comprises the nouns that never had a stem suffix; hence had a mutated root vowel, for formerly case endings might have had a front vowel, which no longer was present in Old English. The group was not numerous, but the words belonging to it were characterised by high frequency of use - they were the nouns used in everyday speech and therefore remained the most conservative - a group of exceptions with mutated root vowel preserved the majority of nouns belonging to this class.

Other nouns of this class are:
all compound nouns containing the morpheme man: wimman (woman), sæmann (seaman, wiking), ealdorman (nobleman, leader), and also tōð (tooth), fōð (foot), mūs (mouse), lūs (louse), bōc (book), ōc (oak), burh/burj (fortress, town).

The nouns belonging to -r-stems were of masculine and feminine gender, the group is a closed system. It included only of the terms of kinship. The endings here are scarce, a distinctive feature is that the dative case singular had a mutated vowel.
So, in the present-day plural form *children* we find the remains of the Old English stem-forming suffix *-s- turned through rhotacism into *-r-*. The *-en-suffix was added later, in Middle English, by analogy with the inflection of another influential group of nouns.

Although not very numerous, it has left traces of the former stem-forming suffix in present-day Ukrainian and Russian, too (*небо - небеса, небесний, чудо - чудеса, чудесний*).

Comparatively new for Old English are several substantivated participles forming a separate group of *-nd- stems*. They are all masculine and their declension combines the peculiarities of the declension of *-a-stems and, to some extent, *-r- stems as they all denote persons (they may form their plural form without any ending). Here the paradigm of the noun looks like following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>lambru</td>
<td>cealfru</td>
<td>cild, cildru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>lambra</td>
<td>cealfru</td>
<td>cilda, cildra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>lambrum</td>
<td>cealfrum</td>
<td>cildum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>lambru</td>
<td>cealfru</td>
<td>cild, cildru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>calf</td>
<td>child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here belong also such words as *feond* (accuser), *wealdend* (ruler), *wiʒend* (warrior), *scyppend* (creator), *brimlfend* (seafarer) etc.

The system of endings of the Old English nouns can be represented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>frōnđ</td>
<td>frōndes</td>
<td>frōnde, frōnđ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>frōnda</td>
<td>frōndum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>frōndas, frōnd, frōnđ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>frōndas, frōnd, freond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>frōndas, frōnd, frōnđ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>frōnda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>frōndum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>frōndas, frōnd, freond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Friend

The morphological system can be represented differently, if we take into account only the existing Old English noun forms. Nevertheless, though it might seem more logical, the system does not become simpler, and what is more the chain of systematic changes seems to be broken. Randolph Quirk and C.L. Wrenn (*Old English Grammar* London 1955), for instance, suggest the following classification:

A - General Masculine Declension - *cyniŋʒ* (*king*), *stān* (*stone*), *feord* (*father*)

B - General Neuter Declension - *scip* (*ship*), *land* (*land*), *wyte* (*punishment*)

C - General Feminine Declension - *talu* (*tale*), *jlqf* (*glove*)

D - the *-an Declension* - *juma* (*man*), *byrne* (*coat of mail*), *ēʒe* (*eye*)

E - Irregular Declensions: (a) - *-a-plurals sunu* (*son*), *hand* (*hand*)

(b) - *-ru -plurals ǣʒ (egg)*, *lamb* (*lamb*)

(c) - uninflected plurals *sceap* (*sheep*), *brōðor* (*brother*), *fēnd* (*rider*)

(d) - mutated plurals: *fō* (*foot*), *mīn* (*mouse*), *līs* (*louse*)
Old English Pronouns

Pronoun as a part of speech is a very specific class of words; it does not have meaning, it simply points to something mentioned earlier or situated within the range of visibility of the speakers. Hence we can see that pronouns have frequency even greater than they have nowadays when the rules of indication have been worked out and certain correlations established.

There are several types of pronouns in Old English: personal, demonstrative, definite, indefinite, negative and relative. Not all of them are equally developed; they are different in the type of deixis; the very existence of some classes is sometimes disputed. But no one ever denied the existence of:

Personal pronouns, that constitute a system of words replacing nouns; they are also called noun-pronouns.

In Old English they had three persons: the first, the second and the third
three numbers: singular, plural and the remains of the dual number in the second person
three genders: masculine, feminine, neuter.

The table of declension of the personal pronouns is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st person</th>
<th>2nd person</th>
<th>3rd person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>masculine</td>
<td>neuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ðū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>mīn</td>
<td>ðēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>mē</td>
<td>ðē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>mē, mec</td>
<td>ðēc, ðē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ñó, ðē</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3ē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hē, hī, hy, hēo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3ē</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hē, hī, hy, hēo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In combination with self personal pronouns could also serve as reflexive: him seolfum; swā ðū self talast (as thou sayest thyself, or to be more modern, as you yourself say); we māson in syfe (we may ourselves).

Demonstrative pronouns are sē (that) and ðēs (this), the first indicating something far and the second something near; occasionally in colloquial speech the third pronoun ðeon – yonder, something still more distant and farther.

They had three genders, two numbers and five cases in the singular and four in the plural and agree in number, gender and case with the nouns they modify.

The genitive case of personal pronouns might be used as possessive; the pronouns of the 1st and second persons were declined, and might be considered a separate class of pronouns; the third person pronouns were not declined (compare them with the Ukrainian – мій син, моя донька, моє село, мої сини, моє село but його син, його донька, його село, його син, його сина).

The personal pronouns seem to preserve in the course of time more forms than the other classes. It is to be noted that the plural form of the personal pronouns is of a specific nature, we is not ic + ic; it is ic + ðū or 3ē; ñē is not more than one ðū, it is ðū + someone else, number indefinite. However it is believed that polite ðē denoting only one person is found very early in the Old English (for ðy mē ðynē betre, sif low swe ðyncē – because of this, I think it would be better, if you think so, writes Alfred politely addressing Wæfert bishop in the Preface to his translation of Cura Pastoralis).

In combination with self personal pronouns could also serve as reflexive: him seolfum; swā ðū self talast (as thou sayest thyself, or to be more modern, as you yourself say); we māson in syfe (we may ourselves).

Demonstrative pronouns are sē (that) and ðēs (this), the first indicating something far and the second something near; occasionally in colloquial speech the third pronoun ðeon – yonder, something still more distant and farther.

They had three genders, two numbers and five cases in the singular and four in the plural and agree in number, gender and case with the nouns they modify.
These pronouns are especially important for the development of the language because they are the most frequently used as noun determiners, and through agreement it indicated the noun’s number, gender and case. That was especially important because in Old English some classes of nouns already had few endings. Besides, in a number of cases they already had a weakened meaning which approached the function of an article. So, for instance, the form of the noun sunu – suna might render the meanings of the genitive, dative and accusative in the singular and nominative, genitive and accusative in the plural. If it was modified by a demonstrative pronoun, almost no ambiguity arose:

des suna – gen.; dees suna dat.; done suna accus. sg.;
dā suna nom., accus., dār suna – gen. pl.
dēs (this) had the following forms in declension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>des</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td>desos, dios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>diisses</td>
<td>diisses</td>
<td>diisse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>diissum, deossumm</td>
<td>diissum, deossuum</td>
<td>diisse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>disne, dysne</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td>das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>dys, dis</td>
<td>dys, dis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural (all persons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>dās</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>dissa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>diissum, deossuum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>dās</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and on diissum ylcan fāre... (and in the same year...)
dy fāre de was āgān (in this year when he went ...)

Interrogative pronouns are nouns-pronouns hwā and hwēt and adjective-pronoun hwilc had the category of case, but did not change in number. The forms of these pronouns are such:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>hwā</th>
<th>hwēt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>hwā</td>
<td>hwēt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>hwāes</td>
<td>hwēes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>hwēm (hwam)</td>
<td>hwēm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.Instr.</td>
<td>hwone</td>
<td>hwēt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pronoun hwilc is declined like a strong adjective. hwilc eōwer hēfð hundcēontiċ scēopa (which of you has one hundred sheep?)

and hwilcera manna fēder is hē (and of which the men is he the father?)

Definite pronouns include the following: ēle (each), þehwā/ægħwā (everyone), þehwēt/ægħwēt (everything), þehwilc/ægħwilc (each, every), iðiðer/ægħwider (each of two, every), swilc (such), sēlca (the same). All but the last decline like strong adjectives, and sēlca is always declined weak.

on Æcum lacum (on each lake)

þehwā cristrenna manna (every Christian man)

ān īmte cymð ùре ægħwylcum (once (one time) to each of comes.)

ēgħweðer ende lið on sē (each of the ends lies on the sea)

sē lica Davud (this same David)

Indefinite pronouns include such as sum, ēniʒ. They are used in preposition to nouns and are declined like strong adjectives. Another indefinite pronoun is man, used as in this function in the meaning any individual, anyone, or people in general (compare the use of pronoun they in present-day English, in combinations like they say or man sagt in German).

hēat sumum cirre wolde fanðið (at some time he wanted to explore...)

ēniʒ here dēn mihte (that any army could do)

man sceolede his here settian and horsian (that his army should be fed and supplied with horses)

Negative pronouns are formed by fusion of a negative particle ne- with indefinite pronoun ēniʒ and numeral ān in its pronominal function. They are nān and nǣ niʒ, and are declined like the corresponding words without the particle ne-

him nān niʒ wiðfōð (no one opposed him)

nān man nē būde benōðan him (no one lived to the north of him)

Relative pronoun de is found fairly often in Old English texts, it introduced relative clauses and was later replaced by a group of pronouns and adverbs (that, which, where, when, how)

on ēnam ñeftran fāre de sē arcēbiscop wæs jemartynrod (on the next year in which or when the archbishop was tortured to death...)

sio scīr hette Halgoland de hē on būde (his shire (land) on which he lived was called Helgoland)

od dōne deaʒ de hīe hine fortbāernað (until the day when they burn him)
The Adjective

Most historians agree that the number or adjectives in Old English is not very significant. There are primary adjectives, dating back from the very old times and derivative adjectives made by adjective-forming suffixes from nouns. The adjectives of those times are similar to our Slavic adjectives, that is, this part of speech agrees with the noun it modifies in number, gender and case. Consequently, the adjectives have the same categories as the nouns do. Besides, they have categories which are purely adjectival.

The adjective in Old English had the following categories:
number – the singular and the plural;
gender – masculine, neuter and feminine;
case – 4/5 (nominative, genitive, dative accusative and partly instrumental)

Besides, the adjectives had two declensions, strong and weak (we may compare them to 2 forms in Ukrainian зелений гай / зелен клен, though in Ukrainian the second is found only in the nominative case, or Russian красная лента/красна девица, where the indirect cases of the latter combination will be красны девицы, красну девицу, etc.). The weak form of the adjective is used after a demonstrative pronoun, a personal pronoun or a noun in the genitive case, no matter whether the adjective is before the noun or after it and may be a stable epithet to the noun. When the adjective is not so accompanied, or is preceded by an adjective of quantity or number, it is declined strong.

Specifically adjectival categories are the degrees of comparison – the positive, the comparative and the superlative. These are characteristic only for the qualitative adjectives.

All in all each adjective might theoretically have up to sixty forms. In reality there are much fewer forms, because not all the adjectives had degrees of comparison, and case and gender endings in many cases might coincide (compare in Ukrainian: великий будинок, велика кімната, велика вікно — велики будинки/кімнати/вікна; великого будинку/вікна)

The paradigm of adjectives was rich in forms. The same endings were found in declension of participles that were declined in Old English and agreed with the nouns they modified (for comparison we may take Ukrainian case endings that are almost the same for the adjectives and for the participles).

Qualitative adjectives had degrees of comparison (positive, comparative and superlative). The forms of the comparative and the superlative degree are made synthetically, by adding suffixes -ra and -ost/-est.

soft - softra - softost (soft)
blæc - blæcura - blacost (black)

The number of syllables in the adjective did not affect the rule – even polysyllabic adjectives may take these suffixes
me ðync bettre ðæst we ðæc suma bec, ðæ ðæ niedbeðearfostaðen eallum monnum tô wiotonne (I think it would be better that we should increase the number of books that should be the most necessary for all the people to know)

Sometimes suffixation was accompanied by i-mutation of a root vowel:
eald – ieldra – ieldest (old)
stronj – strenjra – strenjest (strong)
lonj – lenjra – lenjest (long)
jeonj – jinjra – jinjest (young)
feor – fierra – fierrest (far)

The remains of the mutated vowel now may be found only in two adjectives: old (older/elder) and far (further/farther).
Four adjectives in Old English had supplétive degrees of comparison, that is their comparative and superlative degrees are formed by adding the suffixes to the stems of other adjectives. These adjectives have counterparts in other languages, too—in Ukrainian and Russian languages corresponding adjectives have supplétive degrees of comparison.

jôd - bêtera - bèst, sârê, sêst (good)
yfel - wiesra - wierest (bad)
mycel - mûra - mûst (much)
lytel - laissa - lîst (little)

Compare: поганий - гірший, великий - більший etc.

The Adverb

The adverb is the part of speech that functions as an adverbial modifier. There are simple and derived adverbs in Old English. Simple adverbs are unchangeable. Here belong:

adverbs of place: hwâr (where), ðûr (there), hwiman (from where) and ðûmon (from there, thence);

adverbs of time: hwanne, hwan, hwon (when), ðûnne, ðonne, ðonne (then), ða (then);

adverbs of manner: hwæðcre (though, however), hwon (a little), ðaer-bi (thereby, by that means), ðaer-æfter (thereafter, from that time).

These adverbs may also be used in the sentence as sentence connectives, in the function of conjunctive adverbs.

Derivative adverbs are formed from the adjectives by means of the suffix -e:

wîd - wíd (wide - widely)
heard - hœard (hard)
luflic - luflice (lovingly, fondly)
frœondlic - fœondlice (friendly)
sôdlic - sôdlice (truly)

Adverbs may also be formed by lexicalization of the genitive or the dative case of the noun

hwil - hwîlum (from time to time, at times);
willa - wîlles (willingly)

Adverbs that have degrees of comparison form them in the same way as adjectives, that is by adding the suffix -or/ra and -ost/est:

neáh - neárra - niehst (near)
ôr - ôrra - ôrest (early)
feor - jurôra - jyrest (far)

The Numeral

Old English had a system of numerals of common Indo-European origin. Derived numerals have suffixes that, in phonetically modified form, are found in present-day English, the numerals twæ and drê had three genders, cardinal numerals from 1 to 4 might be declined (much simpler than Ukrainian declension of all numerals without exception) and numerals from 20 to 100 were formed by placing units first, and then tens.

1 - án
2 - M - twezen N - twâ F - twâ
3 - ðri, ðreiðri/ðrêo ðrî/ðrêo
4 - ðeower
5 - fif
6 - siex, six
7 - sogon, siofon
8 - cahta
9 - nîzon
10 - tîen, tyn, tîn
11 - endlefan
12 - twelf
13 - ðristen/tynce
14 - feowertene
15 - fîtene
20 - twentiȝ
21 - án and twentiȝ
29 - nîzon and twentiȝ
30 - drîtiȝ
40 - feowertiȝ
Ordinal numerals were declined like strong adjectives, their system is as follows:

1 - forma, fyresta
2 - ðær, æfter
3 - þriðda, ðirda
4 - fœorda
5 - fi fta
6 - siofoda
7 - eahtoda
8 - ni3oSa
9 - teoSa
10 - teoda
11 - endlefta
12 - twelfta
13 - dreoteoda
15 - fifteofla
20 - twenti3oda
30 - driti3oda
70 - hundsiofonti3oda
100 - hundteonti3oda

Meaning and use of cases of the Nominal Parts of Speech in Old English

Every case of the nominal parts of speech in Old English has a certain sphere of meanings which can be found in various situations where it is used.

They may present some difficulties for English learners, but the Ukrainians and the Russians will find only few discrepancies in the case meanings as compared with those in their native language. But in some cases they do not coincide, in one language the case form may have a greater range of meanings than in the other.

The Nominative Case

For a student whose native language is Ukrainian or Russian the meaning of the Old English cases will be fairly clear if we compare them with the existing use of cases in the Slavic languages. The noun/pronoun/adjective in a nominative case can be a subject or a predicative (a nominal part of the compound nominal predicate) in the sentence:

On dæm æfteran þære de ðæ arcbiscop wæs gemartyrod, ðæ cyning ðæ sette Lyfine biscop to dæm arcestole (on the following year after that archbishop was tortured to death, the king appointed bishop Lyfin to the archbishopal seat)

Wæs ðæ man in weoruld-hāde ðæ setted oð dā ðæ de hæ wæs jelefedre ylde (The man was placed in worldly life until the time that he was of mature age)

Having incorporated the former vocative, it is also used in the function of direct address (compare the Russian Nominative case in the similar function – in Ukrainian the Vocative case is preserved).

Hwæt eart dū, suyn mīn? (What are you, my son?)

The Genitive case is mainly used in the function of an attribute and expresses belonging or quality; it may also express partitive meaning – the meanings quite common in any other inflected Indo-European languages. Possession and other attributive meanings characteristic for the Ukrainian genitive case (дім брата; допомога брата; відповідь брата, дівчата шаленої краси, хустина шовку зеленого) – in present-day English are rendered by the genitive (possesive) case of the animate nouns and of-phrases with the majority of other.

wëswiðe ðade majon mid þodes fulltune (very easily we might with god's help)

The former partitive meaning of the genitive case is now usually associated only with a noun with preposition often preceded by a pronoun:

eal sio eþastead de nú is on Angelycynne fiþra monna (all the young people that now are in England/ of the English people/ of the free men)
...his forces adran3 on Temese (many of his men were drowned in the Thames)
featels full ealda duode westeres (sacks full of ale and of water)

The partitive meaning of the genitive might be easily illustrated by Ukrainian use of this case in the following two phrases (дай гроші... (accusative) – (all that you have or all needed for something) and дай грошей... (partitive genitive, part of what you have); дай води... (accusative – the whole bottle or other container) – дай води (partitive genitive – some water, to have a drink etc.)

hē dær hād wesstanwindes (be there waited for (some) west wind)

Some other adverbial uses of the genitive case of nouns are also possible:
dæzes and nihtes (day and night) (compare Ukr. одного ранку)

The Dative case in Old English is the most versatile in functioning. It incorporates the former Dative, Locative and Instrumental cases and may render the meanings of all these three cases.

In the function of the indirect object it is used without prepositions

Othhere ścihe his hlāforde (Othhere said to his lord...)

hē beðãte dē scipum and dē āstilas ēnute his sūna (the entrusted those ships and those hostages to his son Canute)

In the function of the adverbial modifier of time and place the genitive case of the noun is usually used with prepositions

On dēm āfran  bindActionCreators cē arcebiscop wæs īmartyrode, sē cyninȝ želette Lyfine biscoþ to dēm āncrīde (on the next year when the archbishop was tortured to death the king appointed bishop Lievin the archbishopal seat)

cum Swejen cyninȝ mid hīs flōtan (king Sweyn came with his ships/fleet)

dær is mone gān cāð (that is known to/by many)

Wæs sē man in wēorlde-hādē þætete ǣd dē hē wæs īfērēdē vīde (The man was placed in worldly life until the time that he was of mature age)

sē hlaefdisī ze wendende dē ofer sē to hīre brōder Ricardes (his wife went then over sea to her brother Richard)

When used in the function of the former instrumental case (as prepositional object) it is associated with the prepositions wīd and mid.

and sēr dēr mid hīs fyrde (and sat/came to a halt) there with his army

hīne forbēorēd mid hīs wēorrum and hraescē (they bury him with his weapons and garment)

The Accusative case of nouns in Old English shares the range of meanings of the case with other inflected languages and can be compared with present-day Ukrainian

Its main function is that of the direct object:

hē nē mihte nān ār iæs ãm (he could not sing anything)

clypode hē ēsau, hīs yldran sūn (he called Esau, his elder son)

hī nātre brieze ne cœpten (they did not keep any bridge)

It is also common in the function of the adverbial modifiers of place, denoting the direction of the action (not the location of something) and time:

sē hlaefdisī ze wendende dē ofer sē to hīre brōder Ricardes (his wife went over the sea to her brother Richard)

wæs dēr mid hīm ǣd dēne byre dēr Swejen weard ðæd (was there with him until the news that Sweyen died)

The structures of complex object known as Accusative with the Infinitive became widespread only in the Early New English, and are believed to have been borrowed from Latin. However such structures may be found not only in translations, but in the original English texts such as Beowulf, where their use can be hardly attributed to any (other than Scandinavian) foreign influence:

hē fārīnga fyrzen beamos ofer hārne stān hlōman funde. (suddenly he found mountain-trees lean over a hoary stone)

dōne hē iæs ãm dē hērpan hīm nāteæcan (when he saw those harps approach him)

The Verb in Old English

The system of the Old English verb was less developed than it is now, it had fewer forms, and its categories were somewhat different from the similar categories in present-day English. Some of them were ambiguous, the grammatical nature of the others is not recognised by scholars. Still, its paradigm was fairly complicated, as all the verbs fell into numerous morphological classes and employed a variety of form building means. The
form-building devices were gradation (vowel interchange), the use of suffixes, inflections, and suppletion. Inflections, however, were also present when other ways were employed, so we can say that the ways of forming paradigmatic forms were - inflections combined with vowel interchange or suppletion, or pure inflection.

All the paradigmatic forms of the verb were synthetic. There were also lexical structures with non-finite forms of the verb rendering some grammatical meanings (later developed into analytical forms).

Non-finite forms of the verb.

The non-finite forms of the verb in Old English were the infinitive and two Participles. They had no categories of the finite verb but shared many features with the nominal parts of speech.

The infinitive had the suffix -an/ian. Being a verbal noun by origin it had the grammatical category of case: the nominative and the dative, the latter form was made by the suffix -enne/anne: writan - to wfitenne. Like the dative case of nouns the infinitive in this form was associated with the preposition to and could be used to indicate the direction or purpose of an action, and in the impersonal sentences:

ic wilnode werkfullice tælibanne dā hwīle de ic lifde (when I lived I wanted to live a worthy life (virtuously))

hrædest is ðō cwōdenne (to say it short, to cut it short)

The nominative (uninflected) form of the infinitive is often used with such verbs as willan, sculan, weordan to render various grammatical meanings; these combinations served as the basis for analytical verb forms.

Participle I is formed by means of the suffix -ende added to the stem of the infinitive: writan - wrintende (to write - writing), yran - yrnde (to run - running), sprecan - sprecede (to speak - speaking):

dæt scip wees ealne weȝ yrnde under sejle (the ship was running (going) under sail)

This participle was active in meaning and expressed present time relevance or simultaneous with the tense of the finite verb processes and qualities. Like all nominal parts of speech, it had the categories of number, gender and case and was declined like a strong adjective:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>sprecede</td>
<td>sprecedes</td>
<td>sprecedum</td>
<td>sprecedne</td>
<td>sprecede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>sprecente</td>
<td>sprecentes</td>
<td>sprecedum</td>
<td>sprecenta</td>
<td>sprecenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>sprecond</td>
<td>sprecondes</td>
<td>sprecondum</td>
<td>spreconde</td>
<td>spreconda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Singular

Participle II expressed actions and states resulting from past action and was passive in meaning with transitive verbs, and rendered only temporal meaning of the past with the intransitive. Depending on the class of the verb, it was formed by vowel interchange (gradation) and the suffix -en (strong verbs) or the dental suffix -d/t (weak verbs). Participle II was commonly marked by the prefix je-, though may be found without it, too, especially when the verb had other word-building prefix - writan - wrinten, jefriten (to write - written), findan - founden (to find - found), onfinnan - onfinnende (to begin - began); endian - enonde, jeendonde (end - ended), tellan - teald (to tell - told), secgan - seçed (to say - said).

Participle II might be declined according to the strong and the weak declension, and the forms of the nominative case of all genders are as follows

(3e)numen (take);
(3e)teald (told);

strong declension:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)teald (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numene, (3e)tealde (pl)</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealde (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealda (pl)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealde (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealde (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealda (pl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealda (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealda (pl)</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealda (pl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and weak declension:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealda (sg)</td>
<td>(3e)numen, (3e)tealdan (pl)</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealdan (pl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealdan (pl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>(3e)numena, (3e)tealdan (pl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Categories of the Old English Verb.

The verb in Old English has the following categories: person, number, tense and mood.

**Number** is not a specifically verbal category but rather a way of agreement of the predicate with the subject represented by the opposition of the singular and the plural. As dual number by that time was very seldom used, no corresponding form of the verb is found in Old English. The choice of singular or plural form depends on the number of the noun/pronoun subject of the sentence. This opposition is valid for all the verbs in all the other categorial forms.

The category of **person** is represented by all the three persons, though this opposition is neutralised in many positions. Present Tense Singular has all the forms, whereas in plural the category is not shown. Past tense singular had only one form for the 1st and the 3rd person, and in the Imperative and Subjunctive mood the category of person is absent.

The category of **mood** was represented by the opposition of three moods — Indicative — Subjunctive — Imperative.

The **Indicative mood** represents the action as a real fact

*On ðæm æftran ōfære cum Swedena cymn...*(on the next year came king Swen.)

den Eastland is swiðe mycel (that eastland/Estonia/ is very big)

The **Imperative** expresses order, or request to a second person. It may be used in the singular or in the plural:

*Sinmē ña hwæt hwæt tu* (sing me something)

*Geðidda ðow mid þissum wordum* (ask you with these words)

Previously in early Germanic (well represented in Gothic) the Imperative mood had three persons, and in the third person it had a tinge of optative meaning — how can you call the order or the instruction directed to the third person? This optative meaning is still preserved in some cases of Old English Imperative, even though it is directed towards the second person. But in this case its optative meaning depends on the semantics of the verb-predicate

*Þū on sælum wes, jœð-wine jœmena — Be thou happy, friend of men*

There is practically no controversy as to the terms the **Indicative** and the **Imperative** mood, but as far as the **Subjunctive** is concerned, opinions differ. Some call it Conjunctive Mood, as it always is a relative not the absolute mood. Some call it Optative because in Old English optative meaning was much more frequent than it is in the present-day Subjunctive mood forms.
It may be called *Conditional* or even *Oblique* but we must always bear in mind that this is a mood that renders the general meaning of unreality or supposition. Some oppose the Indicative and the Imperative to the Subjunctive as the moods of fact and the mood of fancy. The action expressed by this mood form is somewhat shifted from reality, even though it might not contradict it altogether. Some mental attitude to what is being said in Subjunctive mood is usually implied – condition, desire, obligation, supposition, perplexity, doubt, uncertainty or unreality. So it is used in conditional sentences of unreal condition – the unreality of condition made it clear that a verb in the indicative would be superfluous:

\[ jíf dū wære her, mære mın brōdr dēad; (if he were here, my brother wouldn’t be dead) \]

It may be also found in the subclauses of purpose and concession and is common for temporal clauses:

\[ hē yat and blēsād dē ēr hē swelte (he will eat and bless you before he/supposedly will/die) \]

\[ et of mīnum hunto dē dū mē blēsāc (eat of my game for what I have hunted/so that you/should/bless me) \]

It might be used in simple sentences expressing wishes – these were much more frequent than they are now; these uses are somehow neutralised, levelled and may be found in some set phrases the origin of which may be traced only by professional linguists (please), or the very verb may have been lost and we regard *many happy returns of the day* as a self-sufficient phrase.

\[ sunu mīn, hlyste mīnre läre (my son, that you would listen to my words) \]

\[ sunu mīn, sīg sō wiriynnys ōfer mē (oh, my son let that condemnation be for me) \]

Another very frequent use of the subjunctive is the employment of this form in the structures of indirect speech. A certain grain of incredulity to someone else’s speech shifts the connection of the actions of the verb from the reality

\[ hē sēde hē wēre of Truso (he said that he was from Truso) \]

\[ hē sēde hē wēre nēmned Ālfred (he said that his name was Alfred) \]

The category of *Tense* was represented by the opposition past – nonpast (or as they say more correctly preterit – nonpreterit). The current form for the non-preterite is the Present. But present time reference is only one of the meanings rendered by this form. In general it seems to be a most universal form of the verb. It was used (and is used now) when seemingly universal truths are uttered, it is used in reference to moment of speech and a lengthy period including both previous and following this moment; they may be fairly lengthy. In Old English it was commonly used to denote future, as well.

So, the major cases of the use of the present tense in various meanings will be:

- the actual present, the “now”
- *Aelfred cynmin ālfead ģrōan Warferd bispoc* (king Alfred asks/greet Warferth bishop...)
- *ic dē sende dēt spell* (I, who send this story)

in reference to a regular or habitual action

- *sē cynmin and ðā tírcostan mēn drīnað mēolec* (the king and the richest men drink milk)

- *dōne ærnam hy ealle toweard ðām fēo* (then they all run towards that property)

with future time reference:

- *sýx dæas dū wyrca: on ðōm seofodan dō rest* (you will work six days, on the seventh you will rest)

- *dōne dā dā in byrjst. hē yat and blāsād dē ēr hē swelte* (when you bring it he will eat and bless you before he dies)

We cannot say that this use is quite obsolete now. It is not. A future action which is planned and about to be performed in the nearest future is rendered by the present tense form of the verb (*Next week our team plays with Maribor*); a future action in adverbial clauses of time and condition (*When my mother comes, she will look after my children: If he comes we’ll know what happened there*). These may be called grammatical archaisms; these structures were common in Old English, and as there was no ambiguity as to the time reference of the action they were not replaced by newer forms in Middle English. There are other uses of the Present (*Just imagine, I come home yesterday and what do I see – a pool of water right in the middle of my room* – emphatic present, to make the narration more vivid; or historical present: *In 1066 William Duke of Normandy claims his rights to the English crown*) – these seem to belong to the sphere of stylistics, as they are deliberately employed to make special emphasis on the verb, to make the listener or the reader think of the action as if going on before his eyes. Such instances may be found in Old English, too:
As far as the future time reference is concerned, it may be specified by using adverbs of future time, by the use of special verbs with future time relevance. The verbs of wishes and commands are among such markers, because an order can never be directed into the past: wishes and obligations are usually associated with the future. So other markers of future time relevance were the verbs willian, sculan, etc.

Sometimes the structures with the verb beōn were used, the future time relevance of these structures is semantically conditioned

ie nōt hwēnne mihte dagas ā gāne hōf (I don't know when my days are ended = will be ended)

The four grammatical categories listed above were supplemented by some other ways of expressing grammatical meanings.

One of the less happy grammatical categories is that of aspect. Here the distinction between imperfective aspect, expressing an action in its duration without indicating its beginning or its end, and the perfective aspect which expressed an action in its completion, where its beginning and its end can be traced. To express it, the verbs with prefixes such as ā-, be-, for-, he-, of- and to- are used. The most “grammatical” of all is the prefix he-. The instances of the use of verbs with the prefix he- are very common in Old English, worthan - jæworthan, bindan - jæbindan, feohtan - jæfeohtan. The verbs with the prefix he- denoted a completed action whereas the verbs without this prefix denoted an action with no indication as to the completion of the action.

ḍā Rebecca dær sehirde and Esau āld jān wæs (when Rebecca heard it and Esau departed...)

So a question arises as to distinguishing another grammatical category of the Old English verb - that of perfectivity, or the existence of perfective and non-perfective aspect.

Some recent explorations have shown that the very same prefix is not necessarily associated only with purely grammatical overtones. Whereas perfective meaning of the verbs with this prefix can hardly be disputed, there exist a great number of words where the very lexical meaning of the word is changed by adding it. This is observed in such pairs as sitian - jæsitian (to sit = to occupy); beran - jæberan (to carry = to bear a child). At the same time verbs without any prefix might have perfective meanings in themselves, such verbs as cuman have such meaning, and in the phrase maniȝ oft jæcweð (many people often said) a prefixed verb has the meaning rather of repeated but not completed action. So common efforts in ousting the perfective aspect were crowned by general non-recognition of this category. We may speak rather of lexical ways of expressing the idea of perfectivity. This may be compared with the existence in present-day English of a set of non-recognised half-systemic ways of expressing some grammatical meaning, such as

gressive (inchoative) aspect
come to believe
fall to thinking
begin wondering
get tired, married, interested

or single occurrence actions
to give a nod, a smile, a shrug etc.

Apart from these there existed a whole set of analytical formations that gave in future all the present-day analytical verb forms. The forms of the perfect, future tense, passive voice, analytical forms of the subjunctive mood and even continuous, though came into the language together with the Norman invasion, had their roots within the English language. The structures that gave rise to these forms were:

habban + P II

Originally it meant that the subject owned a thing having a certain feature as a result of an action performed upon it. Then they acquired the meaning of result of an action

hæfde sæ cymnæ his here on ðu tæwunæn - (this king had his army divided into two parts)
It looks very much like the present-day perfect, but the participle in this construction agreed with the noun (in case the noun was in the plural it would sound like his *heriēas tēnumene* (his armies divided...).

The participle agreed in number and case (accusative sg – acc. pl). Thus, it can be compared with the present-day structure *I have my car repaired* which everyone would agree is not a perfect tense but an instance of the use of the complex object.

The combination of the verb *beōn/wesan* with Participle II rendered the grammatical meaning of voice, yet had no status of an analytical verb form (on the same grounds, because the participle was changeable and agreed with the subject of the sentence):

On *dēm æftran 3ēre de se arce bishop wēs ʒemartyrode* (on the next year after the archbishop was tortured to death...)  
In the plural it would be – *dā menn wēron ʒemartyrode*

The verbs *willan/sculan* in combination with the infinitive rendered future time relevance, yet they were not devoid of their primary modal meaning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The infinitive</th>
<th>ʒripan (grip)</th>
<th>beran (bear)</th>
<th>dēman (deem)</th>
<th>macian (make)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>dēme</td>
<td>macie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒripest</td>
<td>bierest</td>
<td>dēmst</td>
<td>macast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒripōd</td>
<td>bīroð</td>
<td>dēmōd</td>
<td>macōd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripād</td>
<td>berað</td>
<td>dēmað</td>
<td>maciað</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>dēme</td>
<td>macie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bierest</td>
<td>dēmst</td>
<td>macast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒripōd</td>
<td>bīroð</td>
<td>dēmōd</td>
<td>macōd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripēn</td>
<td>berað</td>
<td>dēmað</td>
<td>maciað</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmdest</td>
<td>macoste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒrap</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripōn</td>
<td>bāroñ</td>
<td>dēmdon</td>
<td>macodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmdest</td>
<td>macoste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒrap</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripēn</td>
<td>bērañ</td>
<td>dēmdon</td>
<td>macodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle I</td>
<td>ʒripēnde</td>
<td>berende</td>
<td>dēmende</td>
<td>maciende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoformative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ber</td>
<td>ʒripē</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripōn</td>
<td>bēroñ</td>
<td>dēmdon</td>
<td>macodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmdest</td>
<td>macoste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒrap</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripōn</td>
<td>bāroñ</td>
<td>dēmdon</td>
<td>macodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>ʒrip</td>
<td>bēre</td>
<td>dēmdest</td>
<td>macoste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>ʒrap</td>
<td>bēer</td>
<td>dēmde</td>
<td>macode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ʒripēn</td>
<td>bērañ</td>
<td>dēmdon</td>
<td>macodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle II</td>
<td>(ʒe)ʒripēn</td>
<td>(ʒe)bōren</td>
<td>(ʒe)dēmed</td>
<td>(ʒe)macod</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Morphological classification of Old English Verbs**

The above table of conjugation of verbs shows that the means of building grammatical forms differed in Old English for different groups of verbs. Most forms were made by means of vowel interchange or grammatical suffixes accompanied (or not) by inflections; one form – Participle II was
formed either by vowel interchange or by a suffix and was sometimes marked by a prefix. In addition, there are verbs that had suppletive forms.

The majority of Old English verbs fell into two great divisions: the strong verbs and the weak verbs. In addition to these two main groups there were a few verbs which could be put together as "minor" groups. The main difference between these groups lies in the way they form the principal forms; besides there were a few other differences in conjugation. Accordingly, the verbs may be divided into the following groups:

- strong
- weak
- preterite-present
- suppletive.

The strong verbs formed their stems by means of vowel gradation and by adding certain inflections and suffixes; in some verbs gradation was accompanied by changes of consonants, but these were mainly due to the activity of assimilative phonetic processes of the period (assimilation before t, loss of consonants, rhotacism or Verner's Law). There were four basic forms (stems) of the strong verbs, and the use of the stems was as follows:

1. the stems with this vowel are used in the infinitive, the present tense indicative and participle I;
2. in the past tense singular, the 1st and the 3rd person
3. in the past tense plural, 2nd person singular and Past Subjunctive
4. in the form of the Participle II.

The weak verbs derived their Past tense stem and that of Participle II by adding dental suffix -d- and -(-; normally they did not change their root vowels apart from the cases when assimilative changes split these sounds into diphthongs.

In the preterite-present forms both ways were used; these verbs will be mentioned separately.

Suppletive verbs are what their name implies - they formed their forms from different stems or had peculiarities in formation of their paradigm. Two anomalous verbs beôn/wesan and don have other peculiarities of the paradigm.

There were about three hundred strong verbs in Old English. They were native verbs of Proto-Germanic origin and usually have parallels in other Germanic languages. They are divided into seven classes. Gradation in Old English develops from common Indo-European gradation but the vowels differ due to numerous phonetic changes in Germanic languages and then in English, so the vowels may be quite different, but the principle is the same.

In Germanic languages the classes of the strong verbs had the following vowels in four basic forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes of verbs</th>
<th>1st form</th>
<th>2nd form</th>
<th>3rd form</th>
<th>4th form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I class</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II class</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III class</td>
<td>i (ai)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u (au)</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV class</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e:</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V class</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e:</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI class</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII class</td>
<td>reduplication of the root syllable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Classes of verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes of verbs</th>
<th>1st form</th>
<th>2nd form</th>
<th>3rd form</th>
<th>4th form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st form</td>
<td>2nd form</td>
<td>3rd form</td>
<td>4th form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>singular</td>
<td>past tense</td>
<td>a) past plural</td>
<td>PARTICIPLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I class</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II class</td>
<td>eo/u</td>
<td>ea</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III class</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a (o)</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV class</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V class</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI class</td>
<td>æ/au</td>
<td>æ/ø</td>
<td>æ/ø</td>
<td>æ/ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII class</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e/ø</td>
<td>ee/ø</td>
<td>Æ/æ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gradation formula:

- Class I: \( \text{i} - \text{a} - \text{i} - \text{i} \) (Gothic long and short \( \text{i} \) are preserved, Gothic \\( \text{ai} \) spontaneously, in all positions changed into \( \text{a} \))
  - \( \text{writan} - \text{wrät} - \text{writon} - \text{writen} \) (to write)
  - \( \text{risan} - \text{räs} - \text{rison} - \text{risen} \) (rise)

- Other verbs of this class are: \( \text{geliefan} \) (to believe), \( \text{drīfan} \) (to drive), \( \text{frīpan} \) (to clutch), \( \text{bihtan} \) (to bite), \( \text{jewīlān} \) (go), \( \text{bidan} \) (bide), \( \text{frīdan} \) (glide), \( \text{strīdan} \) (strike), \( \text{sījan} \) (mount), \( \text{scīnan} \) (shine), \( \text{fīdan} \) (go) etc.

As the third and the fourth forms originally had stress on the final syllable, if the verbs had voiceless fricatives in the second syllable, these turned into voiced stops (Verner's law):

- \( \text{fīdan} - \text{lād} - \text{lidon} - \text{lidon} \) (to go)
- \( \text{sniðan} - \text{snað} - \text{snidon} - \text{sniden} \) (to cut)

If the verb had the sound \( h \) between two vowels in the root, the process of contraction was at work, the set of form looks different, too. So \( \text{ūhan} \) (to convict) had changed into \( \text{tēon} \), and the four basic forms here are:

- \( \text{tēon} - \text{lāh} - \text{tījon} - \text{tījen} \) (to blame)

### Class II

- Gradation formula: \( \text{eo} - \text{ēa} - \text{u} - \text{o} \)
- The four basic forms of the verbs of this class are:
  - \( \text{bōdan} - \text{bēd} - \text{būdon} - \text{borden} \) (to offer)
  - \( \text{clēofan} - \text{clēaf} - \text{clūfon} - \text{clofen} \) (to cleave)

- Other verbs of this class are: \( \text{creōpan} \) (creep), \( \text{cēosan} \) (to choose), \( \text{cēowan} \) (chew), \( \text{fītōtan} \) (flee), \( \text{fētōtan} \) (weep), \( \text{scētōtan} \) (shoot), \( \text{flōzan} \) (lie), \( \text{brēowan} \) (brew), \( \text{drēosan} \) (fall), \( \text{frōesan} \) (freeze).

- The verbs that had \( s \) after the root vowel had the change of the consonant (according to Verner's law this consonant through rhotacism changed into \( r \)):
  - \( \text{cēosan} - \text{cēas} - \text{curon} - \text{coren} \) (to choose)
  - \( \text{frōesan} - \text{frēas} - \text{fruron} - \text{froren} \) (to freeze)

- Contraction changed the sounds that in Gothic were \( \text{tu}ha \) into \( \text{ō} - \text{tuhan} \) into \( \text{tēon} \) (to draw), and \( \text{fluha} \) into \( \text{flēon} \) (to flee). Their basic forms are:
  - \( \text{tēon} - \text{lāh} - \text{tužon} - \text{tužen} \) (to draw)
  - \( \text{flēon} - \text{flōs} - \text{fluzon} - \text{fluzen} \) (to flee) (voiceless \( h \) changed into \( j \) under Verner's law)

- Some class II verbs have the vowel \( u \) instead of the usual \( ē \)
  - \( \text{lācan} - \text{lēc} - \text{lucen} - \text{lacen} \) (to lock)

- They are: \( \text{brēcan} \) (need), \( \text{bīzan} \) (bend), \( \text{dījan} \) (dive), \( \text{lūban} \) (bend), \( \text{scīfan} \) (shove), \( \text{slīpan} \) (slip), \( \text{stūpan} \) (try).

### Class III

- The first and the second classes of strong verbs had a long root vowel (or a diphthong) followed by one consonant. In the third class of Germanic strong verbs a short vowel was followed by two consonants. In Old English that was a position where short vowels were subjected to assimilative processes, hence there are several variations of root vowels in this class of verbs.
- a) if nasal sound + another consonant followed the root vowel the gradation formula was:
  - \( \text{i} - \text{a(o)} - \text{u} - \text{u} \)

- Other verbs of this class are: \( \text{drīcan} - \text{drīnc} - \text{drūcon} - \text{drūcen} \) (to drink)
- \( \text{fīdan} - \text{fand} - \text{fundon} - \text{fundon} \) (to find)

- Here belong also such verbs as \( \text{bindan} \) (bind), \( \text{grīndan} \) (grind), \( \text{swīdan} \) (vanish), \( \text{windan} \) (wind), \( \text{onjinnan} \) (begin), \( \text{sīnan} \) (reflect), \( \text{spīnan} \) (spin), \( \text{wīnan} \) (work), \( \text{clīnan} \) (cling), \( \text{scīnan} \) (shrink), \( \text{sījan} \) (shout), \( \text{scīnan} \) (shind).
(sing), springan (spring),stinjan (sting), sincan (sink), climban (climb), swimman (swim) etc.

b) if l + another consonant followed the root vowel, then this formula was $\text{i/e - ea - u - o}$

(1 + consonant caused breaking of the vowel of the second forms of the verb)

helpan - healp - hulpon - holpen (to help)

Other verbs having such sounds are: del/an (delve), sweljan (swallow), meltan (melt), sweltan (die), bellan (bark), swellan (swell), melcan (milk).

c) if r + consonant or h + consonant followed the root vowels then breaking in the first two forms changed the formula into $\text{eo - ea - u - o}$

steorfan - stearf - sturfon - storfen (to die)

feohtan - feaht - fuhton - fohten (to fight)

weordan — weard - wurdon - worden (to become)

Here also belong ceorfan (carve), weorpan (throw), beorjan (conceal), beorcan (bark), hweorpan (turn).

Other variations are found when other phonetic changes had taken place:

The verbs beginning with palatal $\mathbf{j}$ had $\text{ie}$ in the first form as a result of diphthongization of $\text{eo}$ after palatal consonants:

$\text{ie - ea - u - o}$

 jeladan - jeald - jaldon - jalden (to pay)

jelpan - jealp - julpn - jolpen (to boast)

There are also some phonetic anomalies belonging to this class:

bersian - bærst - burston - borsen (to burst)

friyan - frægn - frunon (frunen) - frunjen (frunen) (to ask)

teran - orn - urton - urten (to run)

biernan - børn - burnon - burnen (to burn)

murnan - mearn - murnon - ? (to mourn)

Class IV

The verbs of this class have only one consonant after the short root vowel, and it is a sonorant - $\mathbf{r}$ or $\mathbf{l}$, in rare cases - $\mathbf{m}$ or $\mathbf{n}$. The scheme of gradation is $\text{e - æ - æe - o}$

Class V

These verbs also have a short root vowel followed by only one consonant other than $\mathbf{l}$, $\mathbf{r}$ or $\mathbf{n}$ and here the basic vowels are:

$\text{e - æ - æe - e}$

sprecan - spræc - spræcon - sprecen (to speak)

tredan - tred - trædon - treden (to tread)

Other verbs that formed their past tense and the participle II without deviation from the original scheme are metan (measure), wrecan (persecute), cnedan (knead), etan (eat), wesan (be).

When the first sound was $\mathbf{j}$ then diphthongization of $\text{e}$ is observed and the forms of such verbs are:

$\text{jiefan - jeaf - jeafon - jiefen}$ (to give)

$\text{jietan - jeat - jerton - jiten, jiten}$ (to get)

In the verbs where the first short sound had palatal mutation, the consonant after it in the infinitive (originally one, as is common for this class of verbs) was doubled (geminated):

$\text{sittan - sast - saston - seten}$ (to sit)

$\text{biddan - bæd - bædon - beden}$ (beg)

The verbs with contraction in the form of the root preserved the sound $\mathbf{h}$ in other forms of the verb (it may be voiced in the second and the third forms according to Verner's law), and participate in further sound development as in $\text{seeon - seah - sawon/sse jon - sewen/sawen}$ (to see)

Classes VI and VII of the strong verbs are specifically Germanic (they have no counterparts in other Indo-European languages), and are characterized by the fact that the vowel of the infinitive was repeated in the form of the Participle II, and the vowel in the past tense forms was the same for both the singular and the plural.
Class VI
The formula of gradation here is
\[ a - \delta - \delta - a \]

faran - for - fforon - faren (to go)

Here belong such verbs as jalan (sing), wadan (walk), drajan (draw), جمهورية (gnaw), bacan (bake), scecan (shake), wascan (wash). There are verbs of this class that have other vowels, which are conditioned by the same factors as the variations in other classes:

if there was h sound in the middle of the word, it was dropped in the infinitive in the process of contraction and voiced in the other forms, and the basic forms are:

\[ \text{sledn - sloj - slojon - slasjen} \]
(beat)

\[ \text{fledn - floj - flojon - fltejen} \]
(flay)

Some verbs had fractures or mutations of the first vowel in the infinitive

\[ \text{swerian - swor - sworon - sworen} \]
(to swear)

\[ \text{hliehhan - hldj - kldjon - hla?jen} \]
(to laugh)

\[ \text{stazppan - stop - stopon - stapen} \]
(to step)

The verb standan (stand) loses the sound -n- in the past tense forms

\[ \text{standan - stod - stodon - standen} \]

Class VII
This class in Gothic was a group of verbs that built their past tense by reduplicating the root syllable. In Old English these forms contracted, and the long vowels that appeared in place of two repeating stems may be different, for they resulted from the fusion of various root morphemes. The most common are the following patterns:

\[ \text{a - e - e - a} \]

\[ \text{a - co - eo - a} \]

\[ \text{ea - eo - eo - ea} \]

\[ \text{hdtan - het - heton - hdten} \]
(to call)

\[ \text{I man - let - leton - laeten} \]
(to let)

\[ \text{cndwan - cneow - cneowon - cndwen} \]
(to know)

\[ \text{healdan - heold - heoldon - healden} \]
(to hold)

\[ \text{bætan - bæt - bæton - bæten} \]
(to beat)

Other verbs of this class, rather frequent in Old English, are: ondrædan (fear), rædan (advise), steelpan (sleep), faeladan (fold), hleapan (leap), wipan (weep), flæwan (flow), stræwan (grow), ræwan (row), blæwan (blow), sāwan (sow), lācan (play) etc.

The examples of the use of various forms of the strong verbs are:

\[ \text{ðū fæsthst ðæt ðe ealdʒe (present singular 2nd person) (you see that I am getting old)} \]

\[ \text{ðā hwealhunta firrest faræd (Present plural) (where whalehunters go farthest)} \]

\[ \text{ðā ðræs hē from ðæm slæpe (past singular) then arose he from the sleep} \]

\[ \text{and bujón calle to Swe3ene (past plural) (and all surrendered to Sweyn)} \]

\[ \text{ðē is sehâten Grammatica (Participle II) (which is called Grammatica)} \]

As a result of later developments, only a few remnants of the original seven classes of strong verbs can be found in Modern English; verbs formerly belonging to classes I, IIIa, b, IV, VI survive to some extent; others have changed beyond recognition. A significant number of the verbs belonging to the seven classes of the strong conjugation have changed into the weak conjugation; many others disappeared altogether and semantically have been replaced by other verbs, borrowed from other languages (Latin or French).

Weak verbs
There are three classes of Old English weak verbs as contrasted to the four in Gothic. Their number was ever growing in the Old English as it was a productive pattern. They had three basic forms, their past tense and Participle II were made by adding the dental suffix -t- or -d- to the root morpheme. They are divided into three classes depending on the ending of the infinitive, the sonority of the suffix and the sounds preceding the suffix. New verbs derived from nouns, adjectives and partly adverbs (that was a very productive way of word-building in Old English) were conjugated weak:

\[ \text{hors n (horse) \rightarrow horsian w v 2 (supply with horses)} \]

\[ \text{lytel adj (little) \rightarrow lytilan w v 2 (to diminish)} \]

\[ \text{nēah adv (near) \rightarrow nēilæcan w v 1 (to approach)} \]

Another group of weak verbs were causative (transitive) verbs derived from strong intransitive verbs.
licjan s v V (lie) → lecjanan w v I (lay)
sittan s v V (sit) → settan w v I (set)

This is further reflected in the existence in the language pairs of verbs, one of which is irregular, and another is regular, that presents difficulty for the learners of the language on the early stages of study (rise/raise, lie/lay etc.) In Old English the number of such pairs exceeds those that remain in the language until now. Examples of such verbs are:

- drencan sv 3 → drencean w v I (to drink – to make someone drink, to give drink) In present-day English the verb to drench is not directly associated with drinking;
- sellan s v 7 → seallan w v I (to sink – to make someone/something sink, to plunge); there are no traces of the weak causative verb in present-day English;
- sendan sv 7 → sendan w v I (to go – to make someone go, to lead) – only the second word in the pair (causative) remains now:
- risan sv 1 → rīran w v I (to rise – to raise);
- seallan s v 7 → sellan w v I (to fall – to fall);
- sētan s v 1 → sētan w v I (to bite – to bridle, that is to make horse take the bridle into the mouth)

Borrowed verbs (though not very numerous in Old English) were also weak: Lat. signare → sejlian w v 2 (to mark with a sign, esp. the sign of the cross)

Class I

The verbs of this class ended in -an (or -ian after r). Originally they had had a stem-forming suffix -i- that caused the mutation of the root vowel. That is why they all have a front (mutated) vowel in the root. When the root vowel was short, the consonant after it was geminated. This class of verbs is subdivided into regular and irregular.

Regular class I verbs have mutation of their root vowel (due to an original -i-element in the suffix in all their forms), and the three basic forms of the verb end in

- -an/-ian – -de/-ede/-te – -ed/-t-d
  - dōmian → dōmian – dōnde – dōned (to judge)
  - arjan → ārjan – ārēde – ārēd (to plough)
  - nasian → naesian – nerede – nered (to save)
  - manian → manian – temede – temed (to tame)

When the suffix was preceded by a voiceless consonant, the suffix -d- changed into -t-; in the second participle both -r- and -ed are found:

- cēpian – cēpte – cēpt, cēpted (to keep)
- bēðan – bēde – bēd, bēded (to greet)

If the stem ended in two consonants, the second being d or t, participle II of such verbs, can have variant endings - in -d, -t, or -ded, -ted.

- sendan – sende – send, sended (to send)
- restan – reste – rest, rested (to rest)

Irregular verbs of the 1st class of the weak verbs had mutated vowel only in the infinitive, while in the past tense and in participle II it remained unchanged. Thus they had different vowels in the root first form as against the second and the third, but that is not gradation! Examples of such verbs are:

- salian – sellan – sealde – seald (to give)
- talian – tellan – teallde – teald (to tell)

Irregular verbs of class I of the weak verbs are:

- leomian (to leam),
- hMan (to heal),
- hyran (to hear),
- fyllan (to fill),
- ēlan (to feel),
- lyhtan (to light),
- nemnan (to name),
- menjan (to mingle, to mix),
- bestri(e)pan (to strip, plunder),
- hjyan (to humiliate),
- laJstan (to follow),
- nywgran (to restrict),
- onstellan (to institute),
- jesjlian (to sail),
- yean (to increase),
- styrian (to stir).

Class II

These verbs originally had the suffix -oia- in the infinitive; the root vowel is the same in all three forms. The absence of mutation in the infinitive
is due to the fact that the -i- (from -oja-) appeared at the time when the process of mutation was over. The suffix gave the vowel -o- in the past tense and in the infinitive. Their paradigm is the most regular, and so the majority of latter lexical innovations joined this class.

The pattern of the three basic forms has the following endings:

-ian - ode - od
macian - macode - macod (to make)
lufian - lufode - lufod (to love)
hopian - hopode - hopod (to hope)
jemartyrian - jemartyrode - jemartyrod (to martyr)

Other verbs of this class are: andswarian (to answer), ealdijan (to grow old), earnian (to earn), jemartyrian (to endure), jödian (to improve), lócián (to look), rícstian (to govern), wyrstian (to worsen), yfelian (to get worse), sówian (to sew), mettian (to supply with food), horsian (to provide horses), wundrian (wonder).

Class III

The suffix -ai-, that determined the peculiarities of conjugation of the weak verbs of the third class in Old English is no longer found. The class is not numerous (there are about eight verbs) and a closed system. Moreover, there is a tendency to disintegration of this class, some of the verbs changing into the first and the second classes.

Some verbs of this class have doubled consonants in the Infinitive and the mutated vowels, which are accounted for by the presence of the element -i-/j- in some forms in Old English. The pattern of the most frequent class III verbs forms is

-an - de - d
habban - hæfde - hæfd (to have)
libban - lifde - lifð (to live)
secj(e)jan - sæjde - sæjð (to say)

Other, less frequent verbs of this class are fimraean (hate), hjæcean (think); thraean (threaten), smæcean (think), fræcean (free).

Note: negative particle ne-, when it merges with the verb habban, does not influence its paradigm (nhabban (= ne habban) - næfde - næfð)

Preterite-Present Verbs

Preterite-present verbs occupy a specific place within the verbal system of Old English verbs. They combine the qualities of the strong verbs as well as the weak verbs. Their present tense is formed according to the rules of formation of the past tense of the strong verbs, that is by gradation (vowel interchange) whereas their past tense has all the peculiarities of the weak verbs, e.g. witan - wáit, but wisse, wists; participle II meanwhile retains the suffix -en of the strong verbs. It is just this peculiarity that makes them preterite (in form) - present (in the meaning).

The origin of these verbs will be clearer if we consider the peculiarity of their semantics. In general, past tense has a strong tinge of result in its meaning; especially the verbs containing the ʒe- prefix, though as already mentioned, some of the forms with resultative meaning had no such prefix.

A certain group of verbs preserves this strong meaning of result, and it turns into their dominant feature; they begin to render the present result of the past action. E.g. witan - ʒait; cunnan - ʒann; munan - ʒan - what I have got to know, I know: what I have learned to do I know how to do it; if I have memorized your name, I remember it. So the past tense in structures like ʒe wát sê ʒe wëʒ; ʒc cann swimman; ʒcmon done brôðor meant and was perceived as the present state of mind of the speaker, and in linguistic competence of the speakers turned to be considered the present tense. However, there were situations in which the past tense was still required; one might want to know that once there was a man who knew the way, who could swim or who remembered that brother but he is dead, or gone, and the form of the past tense no longer could refer that action to the present. By that time the only productive pattern of making verb forms was that of weak verbs, the one with the dental suffix. And it was naturally used in this case, so there appeared the forms ʒe wisse sê ʒe wëʒ; ʒe cūde swimman; ʒe munde his brôðor. Participle II, however, had the necessary meaning of result, and some verbs preserved it, formed by gradation and the suffix -en, while with some other the pattern of the weak verbs was used. The verbs of this group, with overburdened system of forms, started losing certain parts of their paradigm (or, probably, some forms were not necessary and therefore not used - at least in the texts that came down to our times).

Analogous development may be found in other languages; there are several Latin verbs whose past tense acquired present meaning - memini
(I have remembered —» I remember); novi (I have come to know —» I know); odi (I have come to hate you —» I hate). The same is found in Greek, too: oída (I came to know —» I know), pepoitha (I have come to trust you —» I trust you).

Most preterite-present verbs are classified according to the classes of gradation to which their present tense belongs. However, some of these do not fit into this system, as their vowels do not correspond to the gradation system of strong verbs.

The table of the main forms of Preterite-Present verbs found in Old English texts is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Present Tense</th>
<th>Subjunctive</th>
<th>Past Tense</th>
<th>Participles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>witan</td>
<td>wât</td>
<td>wâst, wât</td>
<td>witen</td>
<td>witen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>witon</td>
<td></td>
<td>wite</td>
<td>witen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>dêa3an</td>
<td>dêa3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cu3ëde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dônon</td>
<td></td>
<td>cu3ëne</td>
<td>cu3ëne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>unnan</td>
<td>unnan</td>
<td>unnenn</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cunnan</td>
<td>cunnan</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>sculan</td>
<td>sculan</td>
<td>sculon</td>
<td>sculon</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sculon</td>
<td>sculon</td>
<td>sculon</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>munde</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>ma3an</td>
<td>ma3on</td>
<td>ma3on</td>
<td>ma3on</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cu3en</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
<td>cu3en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>moet</td>
<td>moet</td>
<td>moet</td>
<td>moet</td>
<td>cu3ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
<td>cu3ën</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Their declension was as follows (not all forms are found in the texts, so what is not registered there is not included in the table):

Note: The verb witan may merge with the negative particle ne-; the paradigmatic forms of the verb nyöan (ne witan) are similar to those of witan: nöi, nöst, nyon, nysse etc.
irregular verbs

There are four verbs in Old English listed as irregular beon/wesan (be), jan (go), don (do) and willan (will). The first two differ from all other verbs in that their forms are derived from different roots, that is their system is based on suppletivity.

beon/wesan

This verb forms its paradigmatic forms from the three roots – wes-, es- and be-. The verb belongs to the most ancient in Indo-European languages, and is suppletive in other languages as well. Suppletivity here is explained by the fact that in old times they had slightly different meanings, the level of abstraction was low, and what, for instance was (in the past) was not associated with present tense is (now). In addition, this verb had two infinitive forms and in the present tense two sets of forms for each person. The forms of this verb are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The infinitive</th>
<th>beon/wesan (to be)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present tense Indicative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>eom, béo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>eart, bist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he, hēo, hit</td>
<td>is, bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td>sindon, sint, bēo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present tense Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular all persons</td>
<td>ste, sī, sy, bēo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural all persons</td>
<td>sēn, sēn, sīn, bēon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td>wes, bēo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural</td>
<td>wesan, bēo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle I</td>
<td>wesende, bēonde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>wēs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>wēre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he, hēo, hit</td>
<td>wēs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td>wēron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forms in which the negative particle ne coalesces with this verb are: ne is → nis; ne wēs → nēs; ne wērēon → nēron; also nēs, nēre, nēren.

There is no strict rule in the use of variant forms in the present tense; still there might be some subtle differences in their functioning. Some observations suggest that beon is limited to future and sentences with abstract meaning, while wesan is used only in concrete, but instances of random use of the forms are not rare.

3añ (to go)

This verb of motion had reduplication in Gothic, which is lost in Old English. Besides suppletivity for the past tense, the peculiarity of its conjugation is that it has mutation in the 2nd and 3rd person singular present indicative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The infinitive</th>
<th>3añ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present tense Indicative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>3äst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he, hēo, hit</td>
<td>3ād</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present tense Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular all persons</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural all persons</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>3än</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle I</td>
<td>3änende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>3öde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dü</td>
<td>3ödest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he, hēo, hit</td>
<td>3öde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td>3ödon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The verb *dōn* (to do)

The verb *dōn* and is irregular, has mutation in the 2nd and the 3rd person present indicative. Its past is conjugated weak, with the change of root vowel from \(-o-\) to \(-y-\).

### The infinitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present tense Indicative</th>
<th>willan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>wille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ōū</td>
<td>wîlt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>wille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all persons</td>
<td>willaō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present tense Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular all persons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wille</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>willen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>willende</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>wolde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ōū</td>
<td>woldest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē, hēo, hit</td>
<td>wolde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural all persons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wolden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular all persons</td>
<td>wolde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural all persons</td>
<td>wolden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forms of this verb may also be found in the negative variant (with the participle *ne* coalesced with the root): *ne wille* → *nylle, nelle, ne wolde* → *nolde*, also *nylled, nyllen, noldest, nolden*. 
Old English Vocabulary. Etymological composition

The full extent of the Old English vocabulary is not known to present-day scholars. There is no doubt that there existed more words in it. Surely, some Old English words were lost altogether with the texts that perished; some might not have been used in written texts as they belonged to some spheres of human life which were not of great interest (some colloquial words, for instance).

Modern estimates of the total vocabulary (recorded and preserved in written monuments) range from 30,000 words (some even say 100,000 - Smirnitskiy, Pei).

It is mainly homogeneous. Loan words are fairly insignificant, and are grouped around some specific spheres of life.

Native words, in their turn can be subdivided into: Common Indo-European words, which were inherited from the common Indo-European language. They belong to the oldest layer and denote the names of natural phenomena, plants and animals, agricultural terms, names of parts of the human body, terms of kinship; verbs belonging to this layer denote the basic phenomena, plants and animals, agricultural terms, names of parts of the language. They belong to the oldest layer and denote the names of natural

European words, which were inherited from the common Indo-European

Some linguists tend to treat common West-Germanic words separately, but mainly they are not so numerous. For instance, spreken (to speak) is found also in OHG and Dutch (sprechen); wermod (wormwood) - OHG werimwota (wormmouth).

Finally, hypothetically there are specifically Old English words, that is the words not found in any of the known old texts. These are to be taken for granted - no one knows what other texts might have been lost and the words

beran (bear), breccan (fragment), faestan (fast), flöstan (float), hwan (to heal), lingan (lie), sitan (sit), standan (stand), weorcban (work), witan (know), willan (will); feor (far; Lat. porro, Greek peri, perimeter), ful (full), heard (hard), manci (many), mere (sea), moona (moon), beard (beard), lippa (lip; Lat. labium, Rus. язычок), tréow (tree).

The majority of pronouns and numerals also spring mainly from the same source: wæ (two), dōð (three), fij (five), eatha (eight), fien (ten); ic (I), δη (they), mé (me), dat (that), hwā (who; Lat. quis), hwē (what; Lat. quod).

Common Germanic words are the words than can be found in all Germanic languages, old and new, eastern, western and northern. Here belong such words, for instance, as eorde (earth - Goth. aurð, OHG erda, OSax ertha, Olcel jord, Mn Germ. Erde);

grēne (green - OHG grœni, OSax groni, OFr grêne, OScand groene, Mn Germ grün)

hand (hand - Goth. handus, OHG hant, OSax hand, OFr hanc, hond, Mn Germ Hand);

hiðeapan (leap - Goth. hlaupan, OHG hlousan, OSax hlopan, OScand hluppa, OFr hlapa, Mn Germ laufen)

land (land - Goth. land, OHG land, OSax, OFr, OScand land, Mn Germ Land);

sand (sand - OHG sant, OSax, OFr sand, Olcel sandr Mn Germ Sand);

wik (week - Goth. wico, OHG welha, wohha, Olcel vika, OSax wica, OFr wike, Mn Germ Woche);

Some words belong to the sphere of everyday life, and denote vital objects, qualities, and actions. Other words of common Indo-European origin are dæl (part), dag (day), dag (Got. augo - Lat. oculus), fisce (fish), fóda (food; Lat. panis - bread), ford (ford; Greek poros - a ferry), fréond (friend; comp. Ukr. prystyma), fyr (fire; Greek pyr; in Ukr. nippingkissa), jæst (host-guest), jœc (yoke), jɪnna (man, human, Lat. homo), jœrte (heart), hœcyht (kazeomb) (hook), meolc (milk), medu (mead), nama (name), sveur (father-in-law), swɪn (swine, pig), ðorn (thorn; Ukr. mepen), bæatan (beat),
Lexical borrowings in Old English

Loan-words, or borrowings were not so frequent in Old English. They are: Celtic (taken from the substratum languages) and Latin. Celtic element is not very significant, and is mainly reduced to the following:

\[ \text{dùn} \] (down), \[ \text{dùn} \] (dun), \[ \text{binn} \] (bin). These may occur as separate words, but a great many are found only as elements of place-names (\[ \text{amhuin} \] - river: \[ \text{Avon}, \text{Evan}, \text{usige} \] water in names beginning with \[ \text{Exe-}, \text{Usk-}, \text{Esk-} \], (later - whiskey); \[ \text{dùn}, \text{dùm} \] (hill): \[ \text{Dumbarton}, \text{Dunvegan}, \text{Dunstable}, \text{Dunfermline}, \text{Dunleary} \]; \[ \text{inbher} \] (mountain) - \[ \text{Inverness}, \text{Inverurfe}, \text{coil} \] (forest) \[ \text{Killbrook}, \text{Kiltiemore} \] etc. Some common names of people are of Celtic origin, too - \[ \text{Arthur} \] (noble), \[ \text{Donald} \] (proud chief), \[ \text{Kennedy} \] (ugly head).

Besides, one can find some words that were taken from Celtic languages by other Germanic languages, not necessarily on the Isles - \[ \text{wealas} \] (alien) OHG \[ \text{wat(a)ha}, \text{Icel} \text{valir, eisarn} - \text{isarn, isern} - \text{iron}.\n
Latin words in Old English are usually classified into two layers. Some were taken into Germanic languages in pre-British period, during contacts of the Germanic tribes through wars and trade; these words are found in many Germanic languages (we take Present-day German for comparison), and are so assimilated now that only a specialist can trace their origin. They are:

- \[ \text{castel} \] (castle - Lat. castellum)
- \[ \text{cealc} \] (chalk - Lat. \text{calcium})
- \[ \text{ciðe} \] (cheese - Lat. \text{caseus}, Mn Germ Küse),
- \[ \text{cìres} \] (cherry - Lat. \text{cerasus}, Mn Germ Kirsche),
- \[ \text{copor} \] (copper, Lat. \text{cuprum}, Mn Germ Kupfer),
- \[ \text{cycene} \] (Lat. \text{coquina}, Mn Germ Kuchen),
- \[ \text{cytel} \] (kettle - Lat. \text{catillus}, Mn Germ Kessel),
- \[ \text{disc} \] (dish Lat. \text{discus}, Mn Germ Tisch),
- \[ \text{mile} \] (mile - Lat. \text{milla passum}, Mn Germ Meile),
- \[ \text{myln} \] (mill - Lat. \text{molinum}, Mn Germ Mühle),
- \[ \text{piper} \] (pepper - Lat. \text{piper Mn Germ Pfeffer},
- \[ \text{pund} \] (pound - Lat. \text{pondo}, Mn Germ Pfund),
- \[ \text{stræt} \] (street, road Lat. \text{via strata}, Mn Germ Strasse),
- \[ \text{torr} \] (tower, Lat. \text{Turris}, Mn Germ Turm),
- \[ \text{weall} \] (Lat. \text{vallum}, Germ Wall),
- \[ \text{win} \] (wine - Lat. \text{vinum Mn Germ Wein}),
- \[ \text{ynce} \] (ounce Lat. \text{uncia}, Mn Germ Unze)

Traditionally, to this first layer we refer the place names containing Latin stems \[ \text{cest} \] - Lat. \text{castra} (camp) - \[ \text{Chester}, \text{Manchester}, \text{Winchester}, \text{Worcester}, \text{Leicester}, \text{Lancaster}, \text{coln} \] - Lat. \text{colonia} (from \text{colere} to cultivate, inhabit) - \[ \text{Lincoln}, \text{Colchester}, \text{port} \] - Lat. \text{port} (gate) - \[ \text{Portsmouth}, \text{Bridport}, \text{Devonport} \]. There are lots of hybrid formations which are now familiar place-names in Britain:

- \[ \text{Man}-\text{chester} \]
- \[ \text{Win}-\text{chester} \]
- \[ \text{Lan}-\text{caster} \]
- \[ \text{Glou}-\text{caster} \]

The second layer of the Latin borrowings is connected with the introduction of Christianity, and denotes religious notions plus some notions connected with the cultural and social phenomena which appeared in society after this event. A significant portion of religious terms are not specifically Latin, for they were borrowed into it from Greek, so we may find similar words in other languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>New English</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ \text{apostol} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{apostle} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{apostolus} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{apostolos} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \text{bishop} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{bishop} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{episcopus} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{episcopes} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \text{devil} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{devil} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{diabolus} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{diablos} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \text{anthem} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{anthem} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{antiphona} ]</td>
<td>[ \text{antiphona} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other words now existing in English but borrowed in old times are:

- abbod (abbot), abbudissa (abbess), òlmesse (alms), alter, altar (altar), antecriste (Antichrist), candel (candle), enzel (angel), creda (creed), ynn (hymn), martyr (martyr), papa (pope), massse (mess), mynster (monastery), prôôsi (priest), ps(e)alm, sealm (psalm), saltere (psalter), scrin (shrine); scôl (school), maÔister (teacher), dihtan (to compose), meter (meter), epistol, pistol (epistle, letter).

Some borrowed stems came easily into the word-building system of the language, forming the following hybrids in Old English - preôôst-had (priesthood), biscop-had (bishophood), cfisten-dbm (Christendom), biscop-rice (bishopric), martyr-had (martyrhood) etc. There are also compounds, one part of which is Latin and the other English cirice-jeard (churchyard), mynster-hdm (monastery as home), mynsterhata (destroyer of monasteries), mynsterman (a monk).

However, the English language still had a strong immunity to foreign influence; some religious terms are of native origin, though their original meaning was different. Jod (god) in pagan polytheistic religion was one of several deities, esp. a male deity, presiding over some portion of worldly affairs, halja (saint) is related to whole. Weôôd (altar) was also native. There were translation loans for the others: heahfseder (patriarch, high father), jodspel (gospel, good story), drenes (trinity), fulwian (to baptize) - fulluht - feeder (godfather), sefeesteness (religion; Lat. religare - to fasten).

It was already mentioned that translation-loans are also found in the names of days of the week, and also some other terms (Môôan - dae23, Tiwes-dae23, Wodnes-dae23, Òu(n)res - dae23, Frije - dae23 - Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday).

Word-building in Old English

Apart from taking words from other languages, there were internal ways of enriching the vocabulary - word-building techniques. These were:

- morphological - creating new words by adding new morphemes;
- syntactic - building new words from syntactic groups;
- semantic - developing new meanings of the existing words.

Morphological word-building is the way of adding morphemes to make new words, know as affixation. Here we distinguish two major group of affixes - prefixes and suffixes, infixes being non-characteristic for the English language.

Affixation

Suffix is a morpheme that is added to the root-morpheme and which modifies its lexical meaning. Additionally, they may (and in the majority of cases do) refer the word to another part of speech. In this treatment they will be classified according to the principle of what part of speech is formed by means of this or that suffix. Hence, In Old English there were:

- Noun-suffixes
  - -ere was used to form masculine nouns from stems of nouns and verbs, denoted the profession or the doer of the action (it is related to Gothic -areis, Lat.-arius):
    - fiscere (fisherman), writere (writer), bocere (bookman), fujelere (fowler, bird-catcher), drowere (sufferer), jedeahtere (counselor), ryperere (robber). The corresponding feminine suffix was
    - -estre:
      - bæcestre (woman baker), spinnesestre (spinner), witejestrê (prophetess), myltestre (prostitute).
  - -end was used to form masculine nouns from verb stems (originally the suffix of Participle II):
    - frôônd (friend), demend (judge), fôônd (hater), hêôelend (savior),
li ðend (traveller), wælend (ruler), frðøend (sailor), ceasterbþend (citizen of a fortified town)
-in - masculine; was used to derive patronimics; may also form emotionally coloured diminutives:
cynin (king), æðelin (son of a nobleman), þincþærfðen (son of an earl), Eanweardin (son of Eane), Wærmundin (son of Wærmund), earmin (poor fellow);
-lin - variant of -in; forms prevalently emotionally marked nouns from adjectives:
dærlin (darling), lyðlin (baby).

A group of derivational morphemes used in Old English may be called semi- or half-suffixes: they originated from nouns and still preserve to some extent their original meaning (compare the status of -man in policeman, sportsman etc.)
-ðm (the noun þæm meant ‘doom’) frðøðm (freedom), wþsdøm (wisdom), wæððm (unjust judgment), swicþðm (betrayal)
-læc (the noun þælc meant ‘gift, game’) formed abstract nouns: ræðælc (robbery), wæðælc (wedlock), scicþælc (fantasy, ghost – from scinam – shine, appear), wroðælc (cruel)
-þæden (the noun þæðen meant ‘arrangement, agreement’): frøndþæden (friendship), manÝæðen (faithfulness); now we find it in such nouns as haþerd, knïred
-sceip/sceype (the verb sceippan meant ‘to shape, create’) formed abstract and collective nouns from noun stems:

hlæfordscipe (lordship), frøndscipe (friendship), folscipe (people), ðæodscipe (people, population), þæblæscipe (conviviality, festivity)
-
hæd (the original noun hæd meant ‘title, rank’) formed abstract nouns from noun stems:
cildhæd (childhood), mæþðæd (maidenhood, virginity), wæoruldhæd (secular life)

While noun-forming suffixes might retain the stem within its former category simply adding sound meaning to it, adjective-forming suffixes invariably change the part of speech appurtenance of the stem. They are very rarely if ever added to adjective-stems but form adjectives that represent some quality in relation to some notion which is expressed in a noun or a verb:
-ede (is related to Participle II suffix -d):
hœcæde (hooked), oþæðeda (three-headed)
-en: ylden (golden), wylfen (woolen), hæðen (heathen)
-seald: mani geal (manyfold), Ørieal (threefold)
-full: sorðful (sorrowful), carful (careful), sinful (sinful)
-ij: hælð (holy), mistið (misty), busið (busy), dysið (foolish, now dizzy), symndj (sundry, separate)
-/thie: Øynthie (thorny), steðthie (stony)
-/isc: englisc (English), Bryttisc (British), folisc (popular), mennisc (human)
-/læs: zèðælas (unbelieving), slæþlæs (sleepless), giriðæs (defenceless)
-/æc: fröndælc (friendly), luþic (full of love), jæðlic (yearly), dæðal (deadly), niðic (unique), eþæþic (terrible), jœræþic (cheerful), jœdcæþic (divine), jrimæþic (grim), heftofæþic (heavenly), hraþfic (grievous), cûðic (certain)
-/sum: slæþæs (unbelieving), slæþlæs (sleepless), giriðæs (defenceless)

Adverb-forming suffix -e was usually added to adjective stems; this was a productive way of word-building: wêd – wide (wide – widely), lân – lan(N – for a long time), fæst – fæste (firm, fast – firmly), luþfulic – luþfullic (willing – willingly), fjæðlic – fjæðlice (steadfast – steadfastly), sœðlic – sœðlice (true – truly), laþlic (lawful) – laþlice (lawfully)
Verbs were formed by adding the suffix -an/ian, -ettan to noun, adjective and adverb stems, sometimes this process was accompanied by adding prefixes: hāljan (saint) - hālig (consecrate); jeðiersum (obey) - jeðiersumian (obey); clāne (clean) - clānsian (to cleanse), lā ḍ (hate, injury) - lā Ḇettan (to hate), hāl (whole, healthy) - hālltian (to greet, to wish health), wyrs (worse) - wyrsian (worsen), yfel (bad) - yfelian (worsen).

Prefixes

The use of prefixes in Old English was a productive way of forming new words, and their number exceeds that of prefixes in modern times. They were especially frequent with the verbs

- jdn - go
  - a-jan - go away
  - be-jdn - go round
  - fore-jdn - precede
  - ofer-jdn - traverse
  - je-jdn - go, go away

- settan - to place
  - a-settan - to place
  - be-settan - to appoint
  - for-settan - to obstruct
  - fore-settan - to place before
  - ze-settan - to populate
  - of-settan - to affect
  - on-settan - to oppress
  - to-settan - to dispose
  - un-settan - to put down
  - wiđ-settan - to resist

Comparing the two sets of derivatives, one can see that the same prefix may add different shades of meaning to the stem. If such prefixes as fore- or over- are more or less transparent (their original prepositional meanings are preserved), one can hardly explain why are so different additional shades of meaning in the pairs jdn - be-jan and settan - besettan. So the meaning of the prefix can be specified only in some cases, and as the same prefix may be added to several parts of speech, there is no point in classifying them along any line. Suffice it to say that the most frequent and important prefixes are:

be- becuman (happen to), bestripepan (strip), besweopan (to deceive), bespelen (ask for advice), bemsetan (measure), beselatan (steal away), behatian (promise)

jewring (perfective) jewritan (write), jesettan (populate), jewinnan (winn), jefwadan (proceed), jewifian (marry), jewsafian (separate)

jew (with nouns collective, abstract meaning) jewryw (loyalty, thought, mind), jejad (power, control), jebroð (brothers; comp. Ukr. братья), jebas (begaviour, bearing), jelāc (tumult, commotion), jefoht (battle, fight), jesyntu (prosperity)

for- (adds the idea of destruction or loss) ford (destroy), forneman (take away), forš (leave), forš (overlook, neglect), forerītaman (burn up), forberdō (forbid), forbūtan (avoid), forcuman (overcome), forhabban (abstain from)

in- (adds the idea of destruction or loss) inbrinjan (bring in), inbryrd (inspiration), indif (dive in), in (entrance, beginning), in (hidden thought), mis- (negative) misjician (to dislike), misbōtan (to ill-use), mislimpan (to go wrong), miswed (cure), misfertan (abstain from)

of- ofsētan (kill), ofseaman (put to shame), ofś (deprive), ofsētan (displease), ofsunan (refuse to grant), ofsprīt (offspring)

ofer- (over) ofersētan (oversee), ofercuman (overcome), ofersētjan (rise over), oferfētan (traverse)

on- ondrētan (to dread), oncnātan (perceive), onfītan (discover), onslēp (fall asleep), onstelātan (establish),
onlēnan (lend), onlihtan (give light), onsōn (look on)
oð- oðfeallan (fall away), oðfōn (flee), oðsakan (deny), oðwitan (charge)
un- (negative) uncūð (unknown), unforworht (innocent), unfrīð (enmity), unlaʒu (violations of law), unlīfel (not little), uncūðjan (undress), uncūðēft (evil practice), unūð (evil deed), unyēde (excessive tax), unrīm (countless), unrīht (injustice), unwēder (storm, bad weather)
under- underjētan (understand), underfdn (receive), underdeōdan (subject to), undersceotan (intercept)
ut- utridan (ride out), ulrīsan (rush out)
wid- widcwedan (reply), widjripān (grapple), widmētan (compare), widascan (refuse), widhabban (resist), widscean (refuse)

Composition

The essence of composition as syntactic word-building is in making a new word from two or more stems. The number of compound words in Old English is significant, some of them were periphrastic nominations for some common notions and form special stylistic devices in epic poems (kennings). The most common patterns are:

N + N  āc-trāo (oak tree), stān-bryc3 (stone-bridge), bōc-cūēft (literature), æmesʒu (alms, charity), æmesriht (right of receiving alms), folcʒu (public law), hwēlhusa (whale-hunter), cradcild (a child in cradle, public), sēman (seaman), winterīd (winter time), horshēwela (walrus)

Adj+N  cwiseolfor (quicksilver), ʒūd-dēød (good deed), Westsē (Western sea), wid- wēʒ (wide road), ealdorbisceop (high priest), ealdorman (noble man) eald-ʒēsi (old companion), hrǣd-wyrd (hasty of speech), sūʒ-ferh (bold, rash)

N + V  lustfullian (rejoice)

V+N  bǣc-hūs (bakery)

N+Adj/PII  wīn-sǣð (drunk, satiated with wine), bealo-hydiʒ (evil-minded), feorh- sēoc (mortally wounded), ʒilp-hlǣden (full of praise) hrīm-cealh (frost-cold), ealdor-λanʒ (age-long), sumor-λanʒ (summer-long)

Adj + Adj  heard-sǣliʒ (unfortunate)
PII + N  bolʒen-mēd (having an angry mind)
Adv + V  æfterfuljan (follow, come after), underbǣc (behind)

There are compounds made from three and ever more stems; they may have derivative morphemes too:
ryhfsæderencyn (ryht+fæderen-cyn) direct paternal ancestry, ryhnmōðanwind (ryht+nōðan+wind) good wind from the north.

Among the compound words there are a lot of poetic metaphoric circumlocutions called kennings. Some notions, such as battle, warrior, had a great number of such periphrastic nomination (synonymic group of warrior, for instance had 37 such nomination only in “Beowulf”). Some examples of such words are: ʒār-berend (spear-carrier), ʒār-wīʒa (spear warrior), sword-freca (sword-hero), ʒūð-beorn (battle warrior), ʒūð-freca (battle hero), ʒūð-rinc (man of war, warrioir), maʒo-rinc (relative warrior), ʒūd-wine (war friend), lind-hǣbbed (shield owner), hilde-ðōr (battle beast), rōndhǣbbed (shield-owner), ʒūð-hafoc (battle hawk), hildemęc3 (battle man), here-rinc (army hero), dōm-ʒeorn (eager for fame), byrn-wīʒa (armour-clad warrior) and many others.

Other notions that had synonymous kennings are:

human body: bān-cofa (bone chamber), bān-hūs (house of bones) bān-loca (bone-enclosure), līc-hāma (body-home), flǣsc-hām (home for flesh), ferhō-loca (spirit-enclosure);

battle: wēʒen-jewrixl (weapon-exchange), ʒār-mittunʒ (encounter of spears), sūm-ʒēnast (collision of banners);
sea: sēʒ-rād (sail road), laʒu-flōd (water flood), laʒu-lād (water way)

Semantic word-building is actually a metaphoric extension of meaning of a word to name something other, similar to original word in some respects. Here belong:

mūd (mouth, part of human face) → (Humbra) mūd (mouth, part of the river, here Humber)
wēdan (to turn) → wēdan (to translate)
weorc (work) → weorc (fortress) etc.
**Middle English**

Traditionally it is considered that the Middle English period begins from the year 1066, the most significant event in English history, the event that changed the official, prevalently Germanic language of the population into a colloquial tongue, an adulterated with numerous borrowings and utterly spoiled pigionized vernacular, which had to lead continuously and strenuously struggle to survive, and when it at last re-emerged as an official state language it was changed beyond recognition. Much can be said about the reasons and the processes that took place in this period, and historical background, of course, is of paramount importance to understand why it happened. A brief survey of historic events of the period is needed, to get a better understanding of the linguistic consequences of these events.

The event that preceded the Norman conquest and paved the way to it was the Scandinavian invasion. This event is probably less memorable, yet it prepared the ground for further changes in the society as well as in the language.

Scandinavians (then simply Danes, for Swedish, Norse, Danish in those times simply were not yet discerned within the language commonly known as Old Norse) were old rivals of the English, and were troubling Anglo-Saxons ever since their settlement on the Isles. They occasionally raided into their territory, looted the monasteries, and in many respects interfered with the life of the local population. Through the so-called Wedmore peace treaty King Alfred of Wessex in 878 yielded a considerable part of the country to economic control of the Danes so that the latter could come and levy taxes from the population; the territory was called Danelaw and in the long run this rather shameful treaty contributed to the peaceful and happy life of the Southern part of the country, and the majority of written monuments of Anglo-Saxon culture are dated back to those happy years. Chronicles, translations of Latin works on geography, the beginnings of grammar, numerous religious texts and finally the very text of the most significant epic poem, *Beowulf*, are dated back to the years of King Alfred and the Danelaw. The Scandinavians, for their part, not only came to collect money but comprehended that the very territory of the islands was much more suitable for living and economic activity and moved and settled there. They mixed with the local population, and without much effort penetrated into that community which was to become the basis for the English nation. Their languages were similar, so mutual understanding was not specifically difficult, only some simplification was needed as is usual when languages differ in particulars – these particulars, i.e. endings and other unnecessary details might be omitted without significant effort. Yet as time passed, the English kings were less and less apt to recognise the Wedmore accords, and the Scandinavians, that had already tasted the advantages of these territories grew more intent on getting still more, and the onslaughts were resumed. They resulted in the 1013 Scandinavian invasion of King Sweyn, and the additional almost 30 years of Scandinavian rule.

King Sweyn started the process, and in 1016 his son Canute (or Knut) became the ruler of England. The invasion was not utterly ferocious; of course there were victims and many people were killed, but seeing that there was no prospect for further resistance, king Aetherled fled to Normandy, and the whole country was controlled by the Scandinavians.

The invaders came with their families, intermarried and intermixed with the local population, and finally were absorbed ethnically and linguistically by it; the relations between the languages was considerably equal, and the influence of the Scandinavian on the English language was moderate.

Morphologically it resulted in reduction or levelling of endings which were different in the two languages (compare *fiskr* ~ *fisc*; *daeg* ~ *dagr*; *gripa* ~ *gripa*; *sitia* ~ *sittan*), and the loss of the category of gender whatsoever for the same words might have different genders in the two languages (compare *собака, степь, боль, живопись, рукопись, корь, посуда* which are feminine in Russian while their Ukrainian counterparts are masculine: *собака, степ, боль, живопись, рукопись, кір, посуд*). Both languages had agreement of adjectives and pronouns with the nouns they modified, and so not to think about the endings (*степ широкий чи широка, біль сильний чи сильна*), but in Ukrainian the unsophisticated speakers simply dropped the endings, thus extinguishing a whole category from the language. The same is true about the use of prepositions – the parallel may be given from Ukrainian life, where so many high-ranking officials are still using *дякую вам* – so we can easily understand the Old English or Old Norse who got puzzled as to what preposition to use – *much to do or much at do*; hence some came to be used as a variant, some fell into disuse or changed their meaning (*to fight with* is quite O.K., *but to be in love with* – that is quite an innovation in the English language of Middle English period). The lexical borrowings of this period came equally in many spheres of life and sometimes they denoted some things really absent in the Old English. Perhaps *windа, scе* – window was a specific oval kind of an opening in the dwelling that only the Scandinavians knew, or *feолoga – fellow* – that was a kind of specific
relations between people when they shared common property and conducted some economic activity jointly. These were not originally found in the English society, but borrowing of the others cannot be accounted for reasonably: 

- *lagu* - law; *wrang* - wrong; *husbonda* - husband, casten - to cast, taken - to take, skye - sky.

So, during the invasion such words were borrowed from the Old Norse as they, them, their; ill, ugly, ransake; skate, sky, skirt, skill, skin, scatter, egg, give, guest, guest. Old English words *ziefan*, *ziefan*, *zief*, *zie* thus were dropped and replaced by Scandinavian borrowings; such words as *skirt* coexists with *skirt*; *scatter* with *scatter*, *shin* with *skin*; but the words now are different in meaning.

Sometimes it was only new meaning from the Scandinavian that replaced the original meaning of an Old English word: *dream* that meant/joy acquired the meaning *dream in a sleep*; *holm* formerly *ocean* acquired the meaning island, *plough* changed from *cultivated land* to *plough; deyen* (to die) was borrowed and Old English verb that had that meaning *steorfan* acquired a new meaning of *to starve*.

So, the English language of the period that preceded the Norman conquest was significantly changed and simplified, and the drastic changes that followed fell onto the prepared linguistic soil.

The very Conquest was also to some extent the result of 30 years exile of the English kings following the conquest.

As is known from history, after the Scandinavian conquest the English king joined his sister who was married to a Norman Duke in Normandy, and his son Edward the Confessor was brought up in the French environment. The English court enjoyed Norman hospitality, and Edward, who was childless constantly reminded William Duke of Normandy, that after his death the only legitimate heir to the English crown was just he, William as the next in line. When in 1042 the Anglo-Saxon Barons who remained in England managed to oust the Scandinavians, according to the custom of period it was Edward who regained the rule in England, though he himself did little to do it. On his return, he brought many councillors of French origin, and the language Edward knew much better than English was French; it was spoken in the English court even before the Normans. The Anglo-Saxon barons among whom was the powerful Earl Godwin of Wessex, however, controlled a significant part of the territory and hoped that after the Edward’s death power would pass to one of them, and when Edward died in 1066, they elected Harold Godwin the Duke of England. As soon as the news reached William the Duke was simply enraged, and mustered a big army by promising lands and positions to his mercenaries – only one third of his soldiers were Normans, the others were from other parts of France and Europe in general; William had the support of the Pope as well. His army crossed the English Channel and on October 14 at the battle of Hastings, 1066, routed the English army, that was smaller and had to guard the northern areas from the recently driven out Scandinavians. King Harold was killed, and William proceeded to London where the Witenagamot officially proclaimed him the King. On Christmas Day, 1066 his coronation took place in the Westminster Abbey. It took him several years to subjugate the whole country; and this process was marked by almost complete extinction of the old Anglo-Saxon nobility (he had promised lands, posts and estates, so the previous owners of these had to die or disappear). Practically all Archbishops and Barons were either killed in action, executed or emigrated leaving to the Normans whatever they had. William himself became the owner of one-third of the lands in the country, and Norman castles of the period are scattered all over England. He had some difficulties in managing the country; it was much easier for the native barons to collect taxes from the peasants they knew and whose language they spoke. So in 1086 William organised the great census – the Doomsday book was written registering the English population (in turned out to be about 2 mln?). He was the ruler of Normandy as well, and his domain was situated on the continent as well as on the island.

Following the Conquest many other Normans crossed the channel, and enlarged the population of England. The approximate number of French settlers was about 200 000. After the Civil war in the reign of king Stephen 1135-1154 new settlers made use of the anarchy in the country and seized the remaining lands. They spoke French, which, though had some peculiarities – it was, in fact, the language learned by the ethnic Germanic tribe of *nordmonna* that settled in that part of Europe yet in the 9th century. For almost three centuries the French language was the official language of the English kingdom; it was the language of the royal court, the church, courts of law, army and the castle. Education, as it was mainly controlled by the church was also in French, though the Latin language was traditionally also taught.

Towns and cities spoke French, and English was debased to the speech of common churls from the country; it was mainly spoken and mutilated beyond recognition by the efforts of mutual understanding of the uneducated peasants and uneducated French soldiers, and the French population in general. A good knowledge of French was the sign of higher standing and gave a person a certain social prestige. Probably, some considerable part of the
English population was already bilingual. A curious situation occurred when a nobleman was less expert in languages than common peasants. Several stories bear evidence that in some strained circumstances when a mighty bishop had to flee away from the anger of his sovereign Richard Czer de Lion, he to his utter surprise found out that common people, addressing him in English could speak French and understand him, while he was unable to speak or understand their language.

Peace in the country was however rather hard to maintain. In 1203 John the Lackland lost the original possessions of the Norman Dukes in Normandy, and probably that led - first only very slightly - to the feeling of hurt pride and was the first stimulus to reinstating the English language. But it took decades for the first recognition of this language. It was not until 1258 that king Henry III let the language into official use - his famous Proclamation to the councillors in the parliament was written in three instead of the earlier two languages - French, Latin and English.

The three hundred years of French domination affected the English language enormously. The first English kings after the Conquest did not know the English language; Henry IV, who succeeded Richard II on the throne in 1399, was the first king since Harold II whose mother tongue was English.

But still in mid-14 century (1362), under Kind Edward II the Parliament acting on the petition of the City of London ruled that the courts of law should conduct their business in English. In the same year English was first used in the Parliament itself. About this time French was replaced by English in schools.

Why didn't the English language die altogether? Why was it not absorbed into the dominant Norman tongue? Three reasons are usually given.

First - it was too well established, too vigorous, and too hard to be obliterated. The English speakers, in spite of all, demographically prevailed, and they were not going to stop speaking it just because they were conquered.

Second - to quell the natural resentment of their English subjects the Normans, willy-nilly picked up some English to survive, and in this case the co-existence of the English and the Normans was more peaceful;

Third - king John, later called the Lackland, lost most of the English possessions in France; by 1206, Philip II of France had conquered Anjou, Normandy, and Brittany. That did not re-introduce English into official use, but the country was no longer territorially bilingual. French was the language of the higher classes within the country the majority of the population of which was English-speaking.

There were other factors contributing to the revival of English. Among them the Hundred Years' War with France 1337-1454 (the name traditionally given to the Anglo-French conflicts that occurred between 1337 and 1453, but a more accurate set of dates would be the 150-year period from 1294 to 1444); an outbreak of mysterious disease known as The Black death that is estimated to have killed off from 25 percent to 50 percent of the European population between 1347 and 1351 (mainly those that lived in cities, and in England that was the French-speaking part). The people that came later to the cities and towns from the rural territories brought with them their own, though much simplified and full of French borrowings, native English language.

Reduced population as a result of the Black Death (1349) made tenants and laborers scarce, encouraging impoverished peasants as well as prosperous artisans and urban workers to demand abolition of servdom, an easing of the restrictions of the manorial courts, and repeal of the Statute of Labourers (1351), which aimed at imposing a maximum wage. Unrest peaked when a poll tax of a shilling a head was imposed (1380). Its collection sparked revolt simultaneously in Kent and Essex. Scarred by the scale of the revolt and to pacify the rebels, King Richard II (then a boy) spoke to the peasants in English.

Linguistically speaking, William Caxton, the first English printer is one of the most remarkable personalities. He introduced the printing press around 1476; he was the first editor-publisher, printing the works of G. Chaucer. W. Caxton's decision to reproduce the English of London and the South-east was crucial. He and his successors gave a special currency to London English.

The effects of the French language on the Middle English are hard to overestimate. The changes in spelling that took place in that period laid the basis for present-day English spelling, a great number of words came into the language and the majority of them are still used, fully assimilated and no longer perceived as borrowings. The English grammar was much simplified. The language under Norman rule lost its natural immunity to foreign influence, the nationalistic spirit guarding the purity of the language was muffled, which made the language more liberal, more tolerant to variation and more flexible.

And yet despite the many French loanwords, English remained English, not a dialect of French. English grammar, as opposed to vocabulary, remained virtually unaffected by French, and grammatical developments that had begun much earlier during Anglo-Saxon times continued without interruption through
the Conquest. Even today it is still obvious that the grammatical structure of English resembles that of German far more than it resembles that of French.

It is at that time that English surnames, family names appeared. In Old English it was enough to be called Aethelred, son of Alfred. First, this was reduced to the suffix - son: Johnson, Thompson; then place names came into use, then occupation; if a person was a foreigner then his nationality might become a surname.

Writings in Middle English

The language existed in the form of several dialects.

The Southern group of dialects represented by the descendants of Kentish, west and East Saxon dialects of Old English. The following literary documents exemplify it: South-Eastern, or Kentish:
- Dan Michel's "Aynbite of inwit" (Remorse of Conscience) 1340;
- William of Shoreham's "Poems" (early 14th century);
- "Poema morale" (anonymous) early 13th c.

South-Western: Layamon's "Brut" (it contains elements of the Midland dialect, too) 13 c.
- "Ancren Riwle" (Statute for Nuns) 13 c.
- Robert of Gloucester's "Rhymed Chronicle" ab. 1300
- John Trevisa's "Polychronicon", translation from Latin 1387

Midland, or central dialects are subdivided into:

West Midland, where the best known literary works are:
- "William of Palerne" (romance, early 13 c.)
- "Sir Gawaine and the Green Knight" (14c.).

and East Midland, where such works were written as Peterborough Chronicle (a sequel to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle)
- Robert Mannyng of Brunne's "Handlyng Synne" – about 1300
- "King Horn" romance 13 c.
- "Havelock the Dane" – 13 c.
- metric homilies ofOrm "Ormulum" 13 c.
- Genesis, Exodus (religious poems) 13 c.

The dialect of London belonged to the same group of Midland dialects, and is also represented by a group of works: the Proclamation by Henry III 1258, the earliest official document written in Middle English, the poem "Evil Times of Edward II", Adam Davy's "Poems" dated by early 14th century.

But real masterpieces of the period written in London dialect are the works of J. Gower and G. Chaucer. The poems of John Gower (1330-1408), a poet whose work, although largely neglected today, was once favorably compared with that of his friend Geoffrey Chaucer were very popular. Gower wrote in Latin and French, but his masterpiece is the long poem in English, "Confessio Amantis" (1390). Mixing medieval learning with classical stories often taken from the Latin poet Ovid, it discusses the Seven Deadly Sins and also develops the theme of courtly love with considerable rhetorical skill and delicacy.

Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400), is recognized as one of England's greatest poets. Modern study of the setting of his art has made clear that in his work there is a range of subtlety surpassing that of all other medieval writers, with the exception of Dante Alighieri. He is best remembered for The Canterbury Tales. But his contribution to language development and English literature is not limited to it. He was an able translator, having a good command of three languages (Latin, French and Italian); he did much to bring the masterpieces of world literature to the English reader. His earliest models were probably French, the culture most familiar to the English court. A surviving copy of a partial translation of "Le Roman de la Rose" may be his: Chaucer claims to have translated that most influential poem, and echoes of it abound in much that he wrote. He also translated (1380) a number of meditative Latin works whose terms had been, and would increasingly become, important in his own artistic terminology: Boethius's "Consolation of Philosophy," Pope Innocent III's "On the Misery of the Human Condition," the translation of which is lost but survives in part in the Canterbury Tales in the "Man of Law's Tale," and "A Life of Saint Cecilia" from the "Golden Legend." He may also have translated a condensed French version of part of the "Book of Consolation and Counsel" by Albertanus of Brescia, which appears as the "Tale of Melibeus" in "The Canterbury Tales."

At about the same time Chaucer also wrote or began to write a satirical dream-vision, "The Parliament of Fowls" (1382), "The Legend of Good Women", an unfinished series of nine so-called lives of Cupid's saints like Cleopatra and Did, and "Troilus and Criseyde". "Troilus and Criseyde", a penetrating and humane "tragedy" in five books and more than 8,200 lines in rhymed royal stanzas, is often called the finest of all medieval romances.
Between 1386 and his death Chaucer sought to complete *The Canterbury Tales*, an undertaking which, in its final form, would have presented 30 tellers and tales within a unified dramatic and philosophical design. Twenty-four tales, a few of them incomplete, were written. They range from the lofty to the scurrilous. Chaucer made consummate use of all the intellectual and poetic possibilities of his day and expanded them. He subtly adapted language and perspectives to his individual tellers and thus established a model for Shakespeare and the Elizabethan dramatists.

Chaucer's generous good humor, wit, and ability to tell a good story well have always been recognized. Today he is generally recognized, in addition, as a highly sophisticated intellectual writer who incorporated into his poetry the major philosophical and artistic concerns of his age. He did so with an apparent ease achieved by no other English poet before Shakespeare.

The Northern dialects developed from Old English Northumbrian. In the Middle English such works as Richard Rolle de Hampole's "The Pricke of Conscience" (14 c.), Townley Plays (14 c.) and York Plays (early 15 c.) appear in this dialect.

Scotland, separate though closely related with the English state at that time, developed a distinct dialect of English - Lowland Scots that has been significant as a literary language since the time of John Barbour's *Bruce* (1375) and the works of the 15th-century Scottish Chaucerians Gawin Douglas, Robert Henryson, and William Dunbar, whose poetry was notable for its satirical and epic qualities and its richness of language.

John Barbour, (1316-1395), is often considered Scotland's first identifiable poet. While archdeacon of Aberdeen (1357-95) he wrote the national epic romance "The Bruce" (1375). This work, based largely on fact, celebrates Scotland's victory under King Robert the Bruce over the English at the Battle of Bannockburn (1314).

There was no general standard in spelling as well as in choice of words and grammatical forms, but the London dialect as that of the political center of the country gradually develops into the prevailing and officially recognized.

The material for analysis chosen in our study will be limited to the samples from Geoffrey Chaucer's works as the most representative of the general line of the language development.

---

**Changes in the System of Spelling**

French graphic habits were introduced, and marking the sounds became more European in form, no alien letters hampered reading because all the letters were exclusively Latin. Specifically English sounds, earlier marked by letters specific only for the English language were replaced by digraphs.

- ʒ, ʃ and wynn were replaced by Latin letters.
  - ʒ - g
  - ʃ - god
  - ʒān - goon
  - ʃ - y
  - ʒreʃ - grey
  - ʃear - year

(In some cases phonetic changes led to the use of other letters, the folʒian - folwen is due to sound, and not purely spelling change; the same is true of the letter æ - it fell into disuse because the very sound developed into some other sounds).

The sound ʤ marked by cʒ was also rendered by g or dʒ - singe, bridge. In French borrowings the same sound was marked according to the French tradition by j - judge, June.

The letter v was introduced to mark voiced fricative (it was its allograph u first, hence the name of the letter w).

The letter q always accompanied by u is introduced to denote either the consonant k or the cluster kw - quay; quarter, queen.

z is introduced to denote the corresponding sound in some cases Zephyrus, zel (zeal); but in traditional chesen it was not.

Spelling habits affected unambiguous cases.

Long ū was replaced by digraph ŏu, in the French tradition: ūhūs - hous, mūs - mous ĭs - out; it was found in French words: trouble, couch; in final position, and occasionally in medial it was ow: hū - bow; cū - cow, dūn - down.

In some cases the sound u came to be represented by o, especially when it stood neighbouring the letters with many vertical lines luʃ - lōwe: cūmēn - comen etc.

Long sound ð is now rendered by oo: fīt, tōd → foot, tooth

Long Old English ǣ was marked either by a digraph ēe mētan - meate, meete (to meet) or turned into ie: feld - field; ðēof - thef - thief (like French chief, relief).

The consonant ǣ gave way to digraph th → ðē, ðū, ðēo → that thou three;
The sibilant [ʃ] formerly rendered by c before or after front vowels was replaced by a digraph ch: cild, cōsan, hwile → child, chesen, which (the same sound was found in the words chambre, chair, taken from French).

The sound [ʤ] of various origin is marked by the letters j, g, dg - courage, joy, bridge.

The sound [ʃ], formerly rendered by sc is rendered by the combinations sh and sch: scip, fisc, sceal → ship, fish, schal.

The sound [k] rendered by c before consonants is rendered by k - cnāwan - known; cnīht - knight.

Middle English Phonology

For various reasons - who knows what was the primary and what was the secondary reason of the most fundamental changes in Middle English language structure, the first change in the phonological system to be mentioned is the levelling of sounds - vowels in the unstressed syllables. As we know, Old English had a fixed stress on the first syllable so not only the final, but also middle sounds in polysyllabic words tend to change various sounds to one neutral sound [ə], marked as e. In Old English at the end of the words we might find whatever sound: cara, caru care - now all the forms merged into one care; in this way we may say that the paradigm was simplified; at the same time in verbs various endings also merged into a single sound form - writan, writen, writon - writen; wrttaS, writed - to writeth. Final sounds m and n are pronounced indistinctly in such forms and are also on the way to being lost altogether: carum, stānum - care, stone. Final n was either pronounced or not depending on the following sound - and so we have variants in some forms (the form of the infinitive writen - write).

In the unstressed syllables of the verb forms most frequent is the case that it was preserved in the forms of the participle, and tended to be lost in the infinitive; but even in the participles it was lost if the root of the word already had a nasal sound (binden - bound - bounden later simply bound; exceptions are possible, and in present day English we have cases of variant forms of the participles, say gor - gotten (Br.-Am.); but always forgotten).

The same phenomenon is seen in the numeral ān (one) that became an indefinite article (a) in present-day-English, and in possessive pronouns mine and thine that have forms my and thy if they are not followed by a noun that begins with a vowel.

With the stressed vowels the situation was different. Here we may mention the general tendency as well as the behaviour of various individual vowels.

First of all, there were quantitative changes in vowels. In Old English a short or a long vowel might be found in any position; they were absolutely independent phonemic units. The Middle English vowel system was basically different. The quantity of vowels becomes dependent on the environment, on what follows the vowel. With a few exceptions the situation in Middle English is briefly this: in some phonetic environment only short vowels are possible; in the other the vowels are invariably long. Thus quantity becomes a positional characteristic of a sound.

First, a long vowel before two consonants (including a geminated consonant marking a long consonant sound) is shortened; the exception here are the clusters mb. ld. nd (i.e. two voiced sonorants) or when the two consonants belonged to the second syllable of the word. (mēste, lēst → most; least)

Compare: OE cépan - cēpte ME kepèn, kepe - kept; OE fēdan - fēdé - ME feed - fed

In the 13th century short vowels were lengthened in the open syllables. This lengthening affected the short vowels a, o, e. căru - care became similar to words formerly having short vowel: talu - tale, u and i mainly remained unaffected.

Individual vowels

The most significant change was monophthongization of Old English diphthongs. The sounds that appeared as a result of this process were not new to the English language - they simply coincided with the sounds that already existed in the language, in many cases returning the vowel to its previous quality, which was changed in the course of breaking, diphthongization after palatal consonants, and mutations

short ea → æ → a
heard - hard
earm - arm
healf - half
eall - all

short eo → e closed (e)
heorte - herte (heart)
siortfan - sierven (starve)
heofon - heven (heaven)
feoll - fell (fell)
short ie almost invariably changed to i or e
nieht - niht (night)
hierde - herde (shepherd)

Long diphthongs behaved a little differently. The changes were as follows:
äa → æ → e: (this sound might be represented by the letters e, ea)
east - e:st (east, est)
edad - de:d (dead, dede)

æo → e:
dæop - deep (deep)
sæon - sene, see (see)

Individual sounds
æ → a
ðæt - that
æfter - after
feast - fast

(that æ came in Old English from common Germanic a, a kind of a pendulum-like movement of sounds is observed).

æ → e: (open)
stræt - street
dæl - deal
sæ - sea

Thus we may see that merging of sounds as a result of monophthongization of long and short diphthongs and the development of æ occurs
æa, æ → a (short)

While long eo merged with long open e (found mainly in the open syllables) and short eo with short closed e (in the closed syllables).

Other important changes are:
long å turned into long œ
stån - stâne (stone)
hâm - hâme (home)
æn - æn (goon, go)

long and short y gave i in the north and east
u in the west
e in the south west

fyllan – fillen (to fill)
dyte – dide (did)
byrycȝ – bridge

In some cases not only a north-eastern variant was accepted, but also southern, or western; sometimes it was reflected only in spelling
bysiȝ – busy, business
byriȝean – burien (bury)
myriȝe – merry (merry)

So, all in all the system of vowels contained short i, e closed, e open, a, o and u which developed

i – from Old English
i – hit – it
y – fyllan – fillen (to fill)

ie – ðiefan – yiven (to give)

e – from Old English
e – helpan – helpen (to help)
eo – heorte – herte (to heart)

a – from Old English
a – abbod – abbot
a(o) – man – man
æ – ðæt – that
ea – heard – hard

o – from Old English
a(o) – lanȝ – long
o – ofer – over

u – from Old English
u – sunu – son

The origin of Old English long vowels looks like the following:
i: – from Old English
i – writan – writen
yfyr – fire
i before old, nd, mb
child – child
e: closed – from Old English
ë – döman – deemen (to deem)
long ðo döor – deer
short e – feld – field
\( \varepsilon \): open from Old English

- long \( \varepsilon \) → \( s\varepsilon \) - sea
- long \( \& \) \( b\varepsilon\)\(\text{a\,\text{t}}\)n - beaten (to beat)
- short \( \varepsilon \) in the open syllable
  - mete - meat

\( \alpha \): could not go back to the corresponding long vowel in Old English, as it changed into open long \( \varepsilon \); but there was one out of \( \alpha \) short in the open syllables:
  - talu - tale
  - nama - name

\( \chi \): open resulted from Old English \( \ddot{a} \):
  - \( st\ddot{a}n \) - stone
  - \( \ddot{a}c \) - oak

\( \sigma \): closed from Old English long \( \ddot{o} \):
  - \( d\ddot{e}n \) - doon
  - \( \ddot{o}s \) - goose

Short \( o \) followed by lengthening group of consonants
  - wold

New diphthongs appeared in Middle English as a result of the changes in the consonant system of the language.

The changes in consonants were as follows:
- \( k' \) - \( [tj] \) marked by \( ch \)
  - cild - child
  - cin - chyn, chin
- \( sk' \) - \( [f] \) marked by \( sh \) (the process began in Old English but was completed in Middle English)
  - sceal - shall
  - scip - ship
- \( j' \) - \( [j] \)
  - \( s\ddot{a}r \) - yeer, year
  - \( d\ddot{e} \) - day
  - \( \ddot{a}r\ddot{a} \) - grey
- \( c\ddot{e} \) - \( [\text{d}] \)
  - hryc\ddot{e} - ridge
  - bryc\ddot{e} - bridge

\( h \) at the beginning of the word was lost in clusters \( hr, hl, hn, hw \)
- \( hr\ddot{in}\ddot{e} \) - ring
- \( hryc\ddot{e} \) - ridge
- \( hr\ddot{a}f \) - loaf

- hl\(\ddot{y}\)sten - listen
- hnu\(\ddot{u} \) - nut
- hw\(\ddot{a}r \) - what (the fate of the sound in these combinations however is much more complicated, and in stressed position who, whose from hwa, hwæs it did not disappear at all)

The sound \( \gamma \) (marked by \( j \)) in the intervocal position vocalised and turned into \( w \), which led to the following diphthongs:

- \( a\ddot{\gamma} \) - \( aw(au) \) dra\ddot{a}n - drawn
- \( \ddot{a}\ddot{\gamma}n \) - Owen thus coinciding with the already existing
  - \( \ddot{a}\dot{r} \)wan - jrowen
- \( \ddot{a}\ddot{\gamma} \) - \( [ai] \) marked by \( ai, ay \)
  - \( d\ddot{a}\ddot{\gamma} \) - day
  - \( l\ddot{a}\ddot{\gamma} \) - lay
- \( e\ddot{\gamma} \) - \( [ei] \) marked by \( ei, ey \)
  - \( we\ddot{\gamma} \) - wey,
  - \( se\ddot{\gamma}l \) - seil, sail

The combinations \( j + \) vowel lead to long vowels:

- \( i\ddot{\gamma}, y\ddot{\gamma} - i \):
  - ti\(\ddot{z}e\)le - tile
  - iz\(\ddot{e}l \) - ile (hedgehog)
  - ry\(\ddot{z}e \) - rie, rye
- \( u\ddot{\gamma} - u \): (marked by \( ou, ow \)
  - fu\(\ddot{z}o\)l - foul (bird)
  - bu\(\ddot{z}o\)n - bowen

In combination with liquids (\( l \) and \( r \)) new diphthongs appeared:

- \( l\ddot{\gamma}, r\ddot{\gamma} - lw, rw [ou] \) and [au]
  - so\(\ddot{r}z\ddot{a}n \) - sorwen, sorrow
  - fo\(\ddot{r}z\ddot{a}n \) - folwen, follow
  - 3al\(\ddot{e} \) - galwe, gallows

Alongside the changed English sounds Middle English had a number of French unassimilated sounds nature, nasal \( a, e, o \) and \( u \), the consonant \( j \). Their fate was to assimilate later joy, nature, simple, eturn, abandoun, - the words with French sounds we have in present day-English are the borrowings from later periods.
Middle English Morphology

The changes in morphology are closely related to changes in the sound system. As the inflections in all parts of speech were placed at the end of the word, they invariably were pronounced in a reduced form and disappeared altogether. So the paradigms of all parts of speech were to great extent simplified, and many forms were lost altogether.

The changes in the nominal system were the most significant.

Middle English Noun

Old English complex classification of nouns was based on differences in declension, in endings that were added to them in various forms; as the endings were levelled, the grounds for distinguishing the very classes become insignificant.

The category of gender was lost; and the loss was total, with no remnants in any of the nominal parts of speech (personal pronouns are not counted, because he and she replace living beings, and to some extent have the very meaning of gender).

The category of number was preserved; it had grounds. What were the possible endings of all the classes of nouns? If we have a look into the Old English nominal paradigms, we'll see that the plural ending originally were:

• as (of the a-stems masculine, r-stems masculine)
• 0 (a-stems neuter, some r-stems)
• u (neuter a-stems, i-stems, -s stems, some r-stems)
• a (o-stems, u-stems)
• e (masculine i-stems, some root stems)
• an (n-stems).

Due to the reduction of the unstressed vowels all these came to:

• es (for the majority of nouns, which becomes the rule), -en, which becomes a competing ending, and a group of conservative nouns retain the vowel interchange. Ending -es was invariably added to form the plural form of numerous borrowings, both from French and from Scandinavian origin (two felawes; the chambers and the stables; freshe floures).

Several nouns (former belonging to root stems) however retain their Old English plural with the mutated vowel (such as man - menn, foot - feet, goos - geese etc.) - these were more frequently used than those that changed their ending to -es (book - books, ook (oak) - ookes). Some former -n-stems still retain their suffix as a marker of the plural form. So in Chaucer's works we find the following plurals (here and later on the examples are given from his Canterbury Tales):

Thou seist, that oxen, asses, hors and houndes... (you see that oxen, asses, horses and hounds...);
from hise oken ran the water down... (from his eyes the water ran down);
to looken up with elles (to look up with light eyes).

The nouns naming some domestic animals (former -a- stems neuter gender with long root vowel) such as sheep, swyn, hors retained their old uninflected plurals. The plural of child developed in a unique way - it retained its suffix of the former -s-stems (it was -r- through rhotacism) and additionally got the -en suffix - children.

As smale children doon in hir childhede (as small children do in their childhood).

Case

The number of cases was reduced from Old English four to two, the Nominative and the Genitive. In Old English the nouns in the Genitive case had the following endings in the singular:

• -es (a-stems and masculine and neuter nouns from other groups)
• -e (o-stems, i-stems, root-stems)
• 0 - (r-stems)
• -a (u-stems)
• an (n-stems).

The ending -es of the a-stems nouns, which were the most numerous group, becomes predominant; it irradiates not only to the singular but also to the plural. So all the other groups of nouns now take this ending in the Genitive. The very nature of the Genitive case is almost unchanged, it has the same functions as that of the Old English noun, and practically all nouns can be used in this form. The plural of nouns was formed by adding the same ending, so in the long run it began to be perceived as the ending rendering both meanings. Several nouns that had other plural endings took this ending after
their own ending of the plural. So, in Middle English only some nouns have a distinct paradigm of four forms:

- man - menn
- mannes - mennes
- nama - namen
- names - (namene) names

In other cases the context resolved the ambiguity:
he hadde a fyr-reed cherubynnes face (he had fire-red cherub’s face)
at the kynges court (at the king’s court)
His lordes sheep (his lord’s sheep)
a wydwes sone (a widow’s son)
waspes nest (wasps’ nest)
dayes light (day’s light)
sette the foxes tayles alle on fire (and set the foxes’ tails all on fire)
at his beddes heed (at the head of his bed)

The Article

A new part of speech appears – the article. Even in Old English, when the case endings were scarce, and in some groups of nouns there were no longer distinctive markers of this or that case (for instance suna was the form of the Genitive and the Dative in Singular, and Nominative, Genitive and Accusative in the Plural). The demonstrative pronoun daz, however still retained case distinctions. So the Genitive Singular was daz suna, Dative Singular dar suna, Nominative Plural do suna, Genitive Plural dora suna, and Accusative plural done suna. In fact, the pronoun was the real marker of the case of the noun. This, probably led to overuse of the demonstrative pronouns in Old English, and to weakening of their deictic function. In Middle English this weakened form of the demonstrative pronoun which signalled only the definiteness of the noun, that is such a was already known or was mentioned before, was supplemented by the weakened form of the numeral ãn (one) and now was used to render the meaning of indefiniteness, a person or thing unknown or unmentioned. This part of speech contains only two words – the from reduced datæ and an; from the numeral ãn.

Middle English Adjective

The paradigm of the adjective in Middle English is simplified drastically. The endings become scarce. The category of gender is lost, for the nouns no longer have it. The adjective no longer agrees with the noun in case, the only remaining endings being – the plural form having the ending -e and the remains of the weak declension, the weak form (the one preceded by an article) -e

young kniht /the younge kniht
younge knihtes/the younge knihte

the younge girls of the diocese (weak, plural) (the young girls of the diocese)

...the younge sonne (weak singular) /Hath in the Ram his halfe cours yronne (The young sun has run half of its way in the constellation of Ram)

Two younge knyghtes (strong plural) (two young knights)
Noght wiste he what this Latyn was to seye.
For he so yong and tendre was of age (strong singular) (He did not know how to speak Latin, for he was of young and tender age)
A long surcéote of pers upon he hade (strong singular) (He had on / was dressed in/ a long perse surcoat)
The remenant of the tale is longyngh (strong singular) (the rest of the tale is long enough)
full longe were his legges and full lene (strong plural) (his legs were long and lean)
As smale children doon in hir childhede (as small children do in their childhood)
smale fowles maken melodie (small birds sing /make melody)
a voice he had as smal as has a goot (he had as small voice like that of a goat)

Hir mouth ful smal, and thereto softe and reed (Her mouth was very small, and therefore soft and red)

But some of the adjectives had the very ending -e as a result of levelling of the vowels at the and, and so such adjectives as grene were already unchangeable; in the plural the strong and the weak forms also coincided.
The forms of the suffixes of the degrees of comparison were reduced to -er, -est
Middle English Adverb

Adverbs in the Middle English period are changed phonetically, like all other parts of speech, yet there were some changes worth mentioning, too.

All primary adverbs existed in their slightly modified form - theer (there), then, when, eft (again), ofte (often), hier (here to), hierer-to (before now), anon (at once) etc. Very common are compound adverbs of the type theroute, therewith, theof, therby.

And chargen hir she never eft coome theere (and order her to come there never again)
Wommennes conseils been ful ofte colde (Women's advice very often is cold)
The hostiler answere hym anon (the hostler answered him at once)
Therto he was a good archeer (in addition, he was a good archer)
And therewithal he knew of mo proverbes
Than in this world ther growen gras or herbes (and, together with it he knew more proverbs that there grow grass or herbs in this world).

Secondary adverbs, formerly made from the adjectives by means of adding the suffix -e were also in use, but what with the levelling of the final vowel, were no longer distinct in the language, and a new phenomenon appeared - it started the so-called adverbial use of adjectives
Ful loude he soong 'com hierer, love, to me* (he sang very loudly "love, come here to me"
And softe unto hym-self he seyde... (and softly under his voice/he said to himself.

A word is to be said about the use of the adverb ful in the function of the intensifying adjectives. In Old English there was an adverb swide, the original meaning of which in Germanic languages was strongly. By the time English became a separate language it lost its former meaning and turned into a pure intensifier (such phenomena are characteristic of other languages, too - just compare it with colloquial use of the adverb сильно in Russian - он сильно устал). It is less common but still possible in Ukrainian too, though similar phenomenon may be seen with the adverb страшенно - вона страшенно добра). In Middle English it falls out of use and is replaced by ful in the function of an adverb:
Ful weel she soong the service dyvyne (she sang very well at divine service)

His voys was muirier (his voice was merrier...)
Hise nayles whiter than the lylye flour (His nails were whiter than the flower of a lily)
Lucifer, brightest of aungels alle (Lucifer, the brightest of all angels)
Some adjectives retained a mutated vowel they had had in Old English:
old - elder - eldest
long - lenger - lengest
strong - stregner - strengest

The eldeste lady of hem alle spak (the lady, the oldest of them all, spoke).
Some preserve former suppletivity, and their degrees of comparison look like this:
good - bettre - best
evil (bad) - worse - worst
muchel - more - most, mest
litel - lasse - lest
She may have bettre fortune than yow semeth (She may have better fortune that it seems to you)
I moot reherce
Hir tales alle, be they bettre or worse (I may recount all his tales, be they better or worse)

Some adjectives, especially of foreign origin, are found in a form that came into wider usage only later, that is they may be associated with the adverb moore/most
Crist, whan hym list, may sende me an heir
Moore agreeable than this to my likyng (Christ, if his will, may sende me an heir more agreeable than this to my liking)
Moore delicaat, moore pompous of array,
Moore proud was neveer emperour than he... (There never was an emperor more delicate, more pompous in clothing and more proud...).
He was a lord *ful* fat (he was a lord very fat)
*Ful* longe were his legges, and *ful* lene (his legs were very long and very lean).
French borrowing *verray* (present-day *very*) was also in use, alongside with its use in the function an adjective in its original meaning (OF *verai* /F *vrai* - *true*).

These are the wordes that the markys sayde
To this benigne *verray* feithful mayde... (these are the words that the Marquis said to this benign very faithful maid...)
He was a *verray* parfit gentil knyght (he was a very perfect gentle knight).

More common are instances of the use of the word in its original meaning:
Hir herte is *verray* chambre of hoolynesse (her heart is a true chamber of holiness)
Thurgh which he may hise *verray* freendes see (through which he may see his true friends).

It is to be noted, that even in present-day English this original meaning is preserved, though this use is marked in the dictionaries as archaic (*the very image of his mother; the very fool* etc.)

At the same time there appears a new and very productive way of forming adverbs - adding the suffix *-ly*. The very suffix was not quite new. It goes back to Old English suffix *-lice*, but earlier it was limited in use. Now quite distinct adverbs were made this way. Native adjectives as well as borrowed took it freely, and such formations very soon become prevalent in the language.

And *shortly*, when the sonne was to reste (and shortly, when the sun was to rest /at the sunset/)
And *gladly* wolde he lerne, and *gladly* teche (he would gladly learn and gladly teach)
And Frenssh she spak *ful faire* and *fetisly*... (And she spoke French very correct and nicely)

Now *certainly* he was a fair prelat! (Certainly, he was a good prelat)

There were practically no changes as far as the formation of the degrees of comparison of adjectives are concerned. Like adjectives, adverbs took the suffix *-er* for the comparative and *-est* for the superlative degree (those that had mutated vowels and suppletive forms retained them), thus coinciding in form with adjectives, and only their position in the sentence signalled their adverbial status

He knokked faste, and ay the *moore* he cried,
The *faster* shette they the dores ale (He knocked fast, and the more he cried, the faster they shut all the doors).
*no lenger* dorste he calle ... (he dared lo longer call...)
When he *leest* weneth, *sonnest* shal he falle (when he expects least, he will soonest fall).

### Pronouns in Middle English

All pronouns in Middle English with the exception of the personal ones lose the categories of gender and case, some lose their number – that is, agreeing with nouns they simplified their paradigm according to the changes in the system of the noun. Personal pronouns seem to be the most conservative of all, their system suffered only slight changes.

The nominative case of personal pronouns however, was somewhat changed. The changes were not simultaneous in all dialects, nor were the changes systematic even with one author, but somehow we find the forms *I* or *ich*, with the growing frequency of the first variant, *thou* (just new spelling of Old English *dij*), *he* (no visible changes); the feminine pronoun is found in variants *he*/*she*. The origin of the second form is said to be a mixture of the demonstrative pronoun *seo* + personal *heo*; probably the reason was that the phonetic changes in vowels made the diphthong *eo* develop in the same way as *e* of the masculine gender. So that was a good way to avoid ambiguity, since unlike with the nouns, with the personal pronouns the category of gender makes sense; living beings had to be distinguished on the basis of their sex. Neuter *hit* is gradually reduced to *it*, and in Chaucer’s works we practically have only this variant. *We* and *ye* in the plural did not change and neither did *us* and *you*. The most complicated was the situation with plural of the third person personal pronouns. Scandinavian *they/them* penetrate into the language; but not simultaneously. By the end of the 14th the pronoun *they* was well established in the language, while the objective case of Old English pronoun *hem* persists; *them* is practically not used by G. Chaucer, and even in present-day English, when we say Where are your papers? Give ’em to me. Take ’em.
we unconsciously use the old form (phoneticians will say that the sound that is dropped is h, not d).

Pekke hem up right as they growe, and ete hem yn! (Pick them up when they grow and eat them)

The paradigm of personal pronouns now is:

Sg. N. ich/I thou he she hit/it
D. me thee him hir him/hit/it
Pl. N. we ye hi/hy
D. us you hem/them

It as to be noted that in this period the tendency to use ye in addressing one person (a polite form) is already spreading. We may find it rather frequently:

This cok, that lay upon the foxes bak,
In al his drede unto the fox he spak.
And seyde, "Sire, if that I were as ye,
Yet wolde I seyn...." (This cock that lay upon the fox's back spoke fearfully to the fox, and said, Sir, if I were you I would say...)
The excerpt is long enough to show that the only interlocutor of the cock was one fox, and that the frightened cock used a very polite form - ye to coax the abuser.

Possessive pronouns

A new class of pronouns appears - possessive pronouns. The former Genitive case of the personal pronouns now retains only the possessive meaning, and forms a following group:

1st person Singular min, myn/my
2nd person thin, thy/thy your
3rd person hir/her, his

The forms min/thin are full forms of possessive pronouns; their reduced variants my/thy are now used before nouns that begin with a consonant sound:

- my pilgrimage (my pilgrimage)
- at thy lyf (all thy (your) life)
- but min eres (my ears)
- myn aventure (my adventure)
- do thy observance (do thine observance).

The masculine and the neuter gender pronouns coincide in form; only the context shows the real gender of the pronoun - when referring to living beings, it is masculine and neuter when it points to a lifeless thing:

the lylie upon his stalke grene... (the lily on its green stalk).

Scandinavian of origin pronoun their comes to the English language somewhat later, for even in Chaucer's works it is practically not found.

So priketh hem Nature in hir corages (So pricks them Nature in their endeavour).

Demonstrative pronouns

Demonstrative pronouns retain the category of number only that - tho, thos: this - thes/thise, case and gender forms disappeared, and so the reduction in the number of forms of this class of pronouns is really significant - from 17 to two.

This Palamon, whan he tho wordes herde, (This Palamon, when he heard those words...)
And in oure yeerd tho herbes shal I fynde (And in our yard I shall find those herbs...)
Among thes children was a wydwes sone (Among these children was a widow's son...)

Other Classes

Interrogative pronouns change phonetically, the aspiration is weakened and in spelling the letters h and w change place:

who what
whos whos
whom what

The instrumental case of hwy changed into the adverb why:

Who is that faire child, that stondeth yonder? (whose is that fair child, that stands over there?)
Of whom that Bernard list so wel to write (of whom Bernard wants to write so well)
Why cridestou? (why did you cry?)

In Middle English we also find a new class of pronouns - the reflexive pronouns. Reflexive pronouns are formed from the possessive pronoun my/thy or the objective case of the third person personal pronoun him/hir/hem/
Old English pronouns 

Old English numerals 

Old English prefix

Another innovation, or addition to the Old English numerals in Middle English is the word millioune, of French origin.

Some variation may be observed in the use of the pronoun two - there were two variants of the numeral.

A year or two he was in this servyse (a year or two he was in this service)

Upon his shuldres wynges hadde he two (he had two wings upon his shoulders)

Occasionally, the form tweyen is used (the former masculine form of two) irrespective of the fact whether living beings or non-living are counted...

...he myghte sleen hise felawes tweye (he might kil his two fellows) “Chese now,” quod she, “oon of thys enges tweye” (“Choose now”, he said “one of these two things”)

As regards ordinal numerals, they have developed the suffix -th from Old English -oda; the borrowing from French second replaced the former Old English after.

Every seconde and thridde day she faste (every second and third day she fasted)

Stative as a new part of speech in Middle English

A type of words begins to take shape which developed into a special part of speech - the stative. Words of this type appear from the phrase on +
N (deverbal), later developing into a prefix a-; aswowne (fainted), afered (afraid), aslepe (asleep), awepe (aweep), alyve (alive). Whatever the second part should be, it expressed state, so it was associated with adjectival or verbal rather than nominal meaning, and so in present-day English the words like adrift, aloof are treated as predicative adjectives, never appearing in pre-position or post position in the function of an attribute.

of his visage children were aferd (the children were afraid of his appearance)
And with that word she fil aswowne anon; (And with that word she fainted)

The Verb

All types of verbs existing in Old English - strong, weak, preterite-present and irregular were preserved in Middle English. In each type we find changes due to phonetic developments of this period, but the proportional value of the weak ones is greater and continues to grow, and a tendency is already traced - that is, some of the former strong verbs are drifting in the direction of the weak ones. The drift was not a comprehensive one; there was even a reverse process, some of the former weak ones became strong.

The Old English prefix ye- reduced to y-. Now it is mostly found in the second participle (in the Southern dialects). In most dialects it disappeared by the 14c, yet in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales we may find a considerable number of such uses.

Non-finite forms which in Old English comprised the infinitive and the two participles, have changed in the direction from the nominal to verbal parts of speech. They are no longer declined, nor are they agreed with the nouns; gradually new verbal categories penetrate into their system, and nowadays we speak about the analytical forms of the non-finite forms (passive infinitive, perfect infinitive etc.)

A new non-finite form of the verb arises – the gerund.

The infinitive loses the category of case and acquires a pre-infinitival particle to. It may still be used with what remained of the infinitival suffix (-an, -lan → -en, -n) – to goon, to writen, to spenden, to maken – but the tendency to lose the final consonant is strong, and we find in Chaucer’s works to seke alongside with to seken, to do with to doon, to make with to maken. This particle is not used when the infinitive stands after other (preterite-present in particular) verbs.

Wel coude he singe and pleven on a rote...(he could sing and play the rote well)
But for to tellen you of his array His hors were goode but he was not gay (to tell about his array, (it is to be noted) that his horse was good, but he was not cheerful)

Participle I, having an active meaning and expressing a process of doing something, in Middle English changes its shape. Its suffix -ende turns into -inde and finally -ynge/inge due to the processes of weakening of the final sounds and through intermixture with other dialectal forms. In the Old English there existed the form of the verbal noun with the suffix -ung (liornunge – learning) which also was shifting toward less distinct form -ynge/inge. So these two forms became homonymic, which led to much confusion.

The silver dropes hangynge on the leves (the silver drops hanging on the leaves)
A rose gerland, fresch and wel smellynge (a rose garland (wreath) fresh and well-smelling)
Of priking and of hunting for the hare Was al his lust, for no coste he wolde spare (All he wanted was rapid horse-riding and hunting for the hare, and he would spare not cost.)
Therfore in stede of wepyng and preyeres men moote yeve silver to the poor friers (therefore instead of weeping and of prayers men must give silver to the poor friars)

Originally, the verbal noun was derived from transitive verbs, took an object in the genitive case (which in our times is replaced by of-phrase). But when phonetically it coincided with the participle, it began to behave more freely, now and again taking the direct object. So from the verbal noun without an article but with a direct object we have a grammatical innovation – the Gerund. A typical case of such contamination in Russian is the notorious phrase оплачивайте за проезд in which two correct grammatical structures платите за проезд and оплатите проезд are mixed.
The number of Gerunds in Chaucer’s works is not very significant; yet its versatility, the fact that it could be used with various prepositions makes it still more vague. It is said that true Gerunds (unambiguous) were found only 6 times in Chaucer’s works – or were those just grammar mistakes?

Participles II in Middle English – those of strong verbs and those of the weak ones continue to be used with the prefix y- (reduced ge-); but this is not universal, and they are sure to lose it in Early Modern English. Yet in Chaucer’s works we may find an interesting phenomenon when depending on the use or non-use of the prefix with the participles of the strong verbs final -n disappears: hoplen but y-holpe, while the Participle II form of the weak verbs does not change, prefixed or non-prefixed broyded – y-broyded.

... nyne and twenty in a companyne
Of sondry folk, by aventure y-falle
In felaweishipe, and pilgrimes were they alle (a company of twenty-nine different people fallen into fellowship by chance, and they all were pilgrims)
Of smale houndes hadde she, that she fedde
With rosted-flesh, or milk and wastel-breed. (She had some small dogs which she fed with roasted flesh, or milk, or waffers)
He hadde of gold ywroght a curious pyn (He had a curious pin made (wrought) of gold)
... hadde I dwelled with Theseus
Yfetered in his prisoun (I had dwelled with Theseus, fettered in his prison)

The changes in various classes of the Middle English Verb

The changes in strong verbs are as follows:
The number of the basic forms of the verb remained the same (four), but due to the reduction of endings and the fact that the length of the vowel became positional the form of the present participle of some verbs coincided with the form of the past plural, that is that here too we may find homonymy of forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Present Participle</th>
<th>Past Participle</th>
<th>Past Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>writen – wrot – writen – writen;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>chesen – ches – chosen – chosen;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>drinken – drank – dronken – dronken;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>beren – bar – beren/bar – boren;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>geten – gat – geten/gat – geten;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>shaken – shok – shoken – shaken;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>known – knew – knewen – knownen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the strong verbs may take the dental suffix for formation of their past form, thus becoming weak (gripen, crepen, cleven, wepen, spelen, walken, drenen, reden).

He slepte namoore than dooth a nyghtyngale (he slept no more than does a nightingale).
I seye, that in the feeldes walked we (I say, we walked in the fields)

Weak verbs
The number of weak verbs grows significantly in Middle English, because practically all borrowed verbs and new verbs derived from other parts of speech become weak.

The changes in the weak verbs were mainly phonetical. Some of them lost the sound -i- in the suffix in the infinitive
luftian – louen

class II lost its specific -ode ending due to the levelling of endings and turned into -ed.
class III retained only the verbs sejzen, libben, habben – sein, liven haven

In the 14c. in some weak verbs with a stem ending in l, n, f and v the past suffix -d changed into -t; (leornian – leornode – lernte; felan – felde (feelen – felte); hlalnan – hlænde (lenen – lente (to lean) wendan – wende (wenden – wente);

Most Scandinavian borrowings are conjugated according to the weak type: callen, wanten, guessen (except take, threven and flingen which have vowel interchange in the past tense and in the participle – probably due to their own origin and similarity in formation of the forms joined correspondingly class VI, I, and III of the strong verbs). All the verbs of the French origin (with the exception of striven that joined class I of the strong verbs), became weak (we call them now regular).

The simplified system of synthetic forms now is as follows:
### The infinitive
- **binden** (bind)
- **beren** (bear)
- **tellen** (tell)
- **maken** (make)

**Present tense**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td>binde</td>
<td>binden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>telle</td>
<td>tellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make</td>
<td>maken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>thou</strong></td>
<td>bindest</td>
<td>binden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>berest</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tellest</td>
<td>tellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>makest</td>
<td>maken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>he, she, it</strong></td>
<td>bindeth, bint</td>
<td>binden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bereth</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>telleth</td>
<td>tellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maketh</td>
<td>maken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>all persons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td>bind</td>
<td>binden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>telle</td>
<td>tellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make</td>
<td>maken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>all persons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Imperative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td>bind</td>
<td>binden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ber</td>
<td>beren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tel</td>
<td>tellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make</td>
<td>maken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Participle I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td>bindinge</td>
<td>beringe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>all persons</strong></td>
<td>tellinge</td>
<td>makinge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### In the group of preterite-present verbs, *jeneah* lost its status of a verb and turned into an adverb *ynough* (enough); (he drank *ynough* biforn); the other just simplified their paradigms, some forms were lost (the form of the 2nd person of present singular with the verbs *dowen, unnen*, where the infinite was also lost), *mumen*, etc. The verb *kan/koude* might be used as a modal verb, accompanied with an infinitive, and may be used in its primary original meaning to know.

*Of woodcraft wel *koude* he al the usage* (he knew all the use of woodcraft)

*Shall/sholde* alongside with its modal meaning is widely used as an auxiliary of the future tense, future-in-the-past and as auxiliaries of the new analytical forms of the Subjunctive Mood.

*Motan* gradually loses the meaning of ability and possibility which is occasionally expressed by its present tense form *moot*, and is more and more used to express obligation; the past tense form *moste* was used only in this latter meaning:

> Who sorweth now but woful Palamon, That *moot* namoore goon agayn to fighte? (Who grieves now but woeful Palamon that cannot go again to fight?)

> I seye, That freendes everych oother *moot* obeye. If they wol longe holden compaignye. (I say that the friends must obey each other if they want to keep company long)

The meaning of obligation is reinforced in combination with the adverb *nede, nedes* (nowadays preserved in a cliche *must needs*):

> Myn heritage *moot* I *nedes* selle And been a beggere (I must needs sell my heritage and be a beggar) “The word *moot nede accorde* with the dede.” (the word must needs accord with the deed)

The form *moste* might occasionally retain its past tense meaning, but in most cases approaches its present-day status:
The day was come that homward moste he tourne (the day has come when he had to return home)
This tresor moste ycaried be by nyghte, (This treasure must be carried away by night, as wisely and as slyly as it might be)
As wisely and as slyly as it myghte. (This treasure must be carried away by night, as wisely and as slyly as it might be)

In the paradigm of the preterite-present verbs second person ending -est, the plural ending -en may be retained, but the tendency is not to use personal endings:

"Help, for thou mayst best of alle!" (help, for you may it best of all)
I grante thee lyf, if thou kanst tellen me
What thyng is it that wommen moost desiren. (I grant thee life if thou can tell me what things women desire most of all)
I woot right wel thou darst it nat withseyn (I know well thou dare not object)
Thou shalt seye sooth thyne othes (Thou shall truly say thine oaths)
What that my fourthe housbonde was on beere, (When my fourth husband drank beer, I at least wept, and made a mournful face, as women may do, as a rule, and covered my face with a handkerchief)

I werte for to doon his pilgrymage (for has come from his voyage late and went to his pilgrimage).

One cannot say that there were no prerequisites to them in Old English – but in Old English these had the status of phrases with grammatical meaning, they did not have the qualities of a true analytical form.

An analytical form must have a stable structural pattern different from the patterns of verb phrases; it must consist of an auxiliary (which itself might stand in an analytical form) and a non-finite form of the verb, which remains unchanged. Its meaning is not reduced to the sum total of the components (that is, if we take he will do it it does not mean that he is willing to do it; he might resist the task all he can; the more so we can say about such sentences as Close the window, or the child will catch cold).

The Categories of the Middle English Verb

During this period there appear analytical forms of the verb. In Old English the only ways to make the forms of the verb were suffixes/vowel interchange/using another stem + inflections; in Middle English there arise the forms now very common in Present-day English but absent in Old English.
The same auxiliary was also used in the already appearing analytical forms of future in the past:

For shortly this was his opinoun,
That in that grove he **wolde hym hyde** al day,
And in the nyght thanne **wolde he take** his way (His opinion was that he should hide himself in that grove all day and then at night should take his way)

**Hym thoughte that his herte wolde breke.**
When he saugh hem so pitous (He thought that his heart would break when he saw them so full of pity)

The Present and the Past Perfect equally came into the Middle English, both using as auxiliary the verb **to haven** in the Present or the past tense + Participle II (with or without a prefix):

*Aprille hath perced to the rote...* (April has pierced to the root...)
*hem hath holpen...* (has helped them)
*who hath thee done offence* (who has offended you)
*so hadde I spoken with hem everichon...* (so I had spoken with each of them)
*He hath alle the bodyes on an heep wdrawe (he has drawn all the bodies on a heap)*

With the verbs of motion, however, and intransitive verbs in general the perfect might still be used with the **ben-auxiliary**:

*At night was come in-to that hostelrie wel nyne and twenty in a companie (at night into that hostel a company of twenty-nine has come)*
*Now I am come unto this wodes side (now I have come to the side of this wood)*
*For he was late y-come from his viage and wente for to don his pilgrimage (for he has come late from his journey and went to do his pilgrimage)*

Non-finite form of the verb, the infinitive acquired this grammatical category too. Perfect infinitives are common in Chaucer’s times, mainly as part of new analytical forms of the Subjunctive Mood

And certes, if it were not long to heere...

I wolde **have told you** fully the manere... (and certainly, if it were not long to hear it I would have told you in full about the manner...)
And on hir bare knees adoun they falle,
And wolde **have kist his feet** (And they fell down on their bare knees and would have kissed his feet)

The passive voice expressed by the combination **ben + PII** expressing a state as well as an action is widely used in Middle English. Unlike Old English where the form of the participle agreed in number with the subject of the sentence (**dset arcebiscop wms je-martyrod hwæron 3martyrode**), in Middle English, where still the ending of the plural adjectives and participles was preserved the Participle II, the lexical part of the analytical form is utterly unchangeable

*hir yellow heer was broyded in a tress* (her yellow hair was braided in a tress)
*at that is wirten, is written for our doctrine* (all that is written is written for our doctrine)
*I wol been his to whom that I am kny (I will be his to whom I am knitted (tied)).*
*I have relics and pardoun...whiche were me weyen by the popes bond* (I have relics and a papal indulgence which were given to me by the pope’s hand)
*And alle thise were bounden in o volume (and all these were bound in one volume)*

The category of voice was expressed also in the non-finite forms of the verb – passive infinitives are rather common in this period:

*This tresor moste ycaried be by nyghte, as wisely and as slyly as it myghte. (This treasure must be carried by night, as wisely and as slyly as possible...)*
*It is ful fair to been y-cleped ma dame (It is very pleasant to be called madame)*
*the bodyes ..neither to been yburyed nor ybrnt (bodies ...to be neither buried nor burnt)*

The future, the perfect and the passive form reflected different aspects of the action, and as soon as they came into the language they all could be
used simultaneously, that is perfect forms might be used in active or passive voice, present as well as the future tense.

The problems of aspect is a disputable one. The prefix *je-*, which rendered some aspective meanings now was falling into disuse, and was actually limited to the participle of the verb. A new form - the continuous was rising, but in Middle English it was considered an ungrammatical form of the verb, and it was not allowed into the good literary English (of the type of Russian *я помнишь, не спомню* - it is well understood by native speakers but surely not to be used by educated people and in written Russian) It might contain even a French participle (*was evene joynant to gardin wal*) - the number of such structures was really insignificant and they might be considered lexical collocations rather than the beginnings of the continuous forms.

_Syninge_ he was or _flovtinge_ all the day (he was singing and playing the flute all day long)

We may observe that even more complicated forms of the Continuous, such as Perfect continuous may be found in late Middle English:

_Here in the temple of the goddesse Clemence_

_We han ben waitynge_ at this fourtenyght (Here in the temple of the goddess Clementine we have been waiting all this fortnight...)

The category of mood retains the former subdivision into the indicative, the imperative and the subjunctive. While there is nothing new or nothing special about the indicative and the imperative mood - the first represented the action as real, the second expressed commands, requests etc., the forms of the subjunctive mood had some specificity which might be commented on.

The present tense of the subjunctive (we call it now Subjunctive I) renders the meanings of wishes (including curses):

-as wis god _help me_ (so help me wise God)

-a verray pestilence upon yow _falle_ (That you should suffer of true pestilence...)

But very frequently this form of the Subjunctive was used to render the meaning of uncertainty:

_I noot wher she _be_ womman or goddesse (I don’t know whether she is a woman or a goddess)

_O Jankyn, _be ye there? (Oh, Jankin, are you (really) there?)

But, sooth to seyn, I noot how men hym _call_ (but, to tell the truth, I don’t know how men call/him)

Such use of this form was especially frequent when the action referred to the future (that is, in the subordinate clauses of time and condition, when the condition was real). What is used in present-day English in such clauses, _is the present tense instead of the future, or the Suppositional mood_ - such sentences are now called the sentences of problematic condition).

...my lady, whom I love and serve
And evere shal, _ill_ that myn herte _serv_ (my lady whom I love and serve, and ever shal, until my heart dies)

if _they_ be nought to blame (if they are not to blame...)

The category of mood was also enriched by analytical formations _wolde + inf and sholde + inf_; the newly arisen form of the past perfect readily supplements the range of meanings of the old synthetic subjunctive:

_sire, if that I _were_ ye, Yet _sholde_ I _sey_ ...(Sir, if I were you I would say)

She _wolde wepe_ if that she _saugh_ a mous caught in a trappe, if it _were_ deerd or bleede (She would weep if she saw a mouse caught in a trap, if it were dead or bleeding)

If that I verrayly the cause _knewe_ of your disese, ...I _wolde_ _amenden_ it _er_ that it were nyght (If I really knew the cause of your disease, I would heal it/treat it until it were nothing)

_His haed was balled, that shoon as any glas_ And eek his face, as if it _hadde been_ _anoypt_ (His had was bald, and shone like glass, and so did his face, as if it had been annointed...)

The perfect and passive forms of the verb in the subjunctive mood were not a rare occasion:

_Two men that _wolde han passed_ over see For certeyn cause, into a fer contree, If that the wynd _ne hadde been_ contrarie_ ( The two men who would have passed over the sea for some purpose into a far country, if the wind had not been adverse...)

I might escapen from prisoun, than _hadde I been_ in joye and _partfit hele_ (if I had been joyous and perfectly healthy I might/haved escaped from prison)
Middle English Syntax

The structure of the sentence retains the features characteristic of the Old English sentence. Word order is still rather liberal, and in some cases influenced by the French language. Post position of the adjective which is characteristic for the French penetrates into the English syntax, especially when the adjective is borrowed from French.

Weel she soong the service dyvyne (she sang very well at divine service).
A mantel royaliche (a royally mantle)
With eyen narwe (with narrow eyes)
But: a sclandre colorik man (a slender choleric man).
A povre person (a poor person).

As the category of number is still preserved (though the ending of the plural -e is fairly indistinct) adjectives and pronouns - partly - agree in number with the nouns they modify.

The tears from his eye let he falle. (He let the tears fall from his eyes)
The Grekes stronge (the strong Greeks).

Middle English impersonal sentences still are used without formal subject:

as that me thynketh (as it seems to me)
When I may sowen whete, if that me lest? (When may I sow what it that it pleases me).

But at the same time the first instances of the use of the formal subject it are already registered:

It nedeth me ful sleyly for to pleye (It needs to me ...or It is necessary to me or I need...).

Negation in the Middle English sentence in expressed in the same way it was in Old English. Negative particle ne is used, like in Old English, the same particle merged with some words and such formations as nought /nat appeared - first they were equivalent to pronoun nothing but finally acquired the function of a new negative particle not. Other negative words were noone (none), nevere (never), nolde (did not want), nadde (had not), nas (was not). One predicate group could contain several negative words (multiple negation was quite common):

Alias, he nadde holde hym by his ladel! (Alas, he had not held him by his ladel)
He nolde no raunsoun (he did not want any ransom)
Ne nevere no he shal his lady see (He will not see his lady ever more)
In al hir face nas a drope of blood (there was not a drop of blood in all her face).
They kan nat seen in that noon avantage,
Ne in noon oother wey, save manage (they can not see in that any advantage, or in any other way, except marriage).
He nevere no vileynye ne sayde
In al his lyf unto no manner wight (he has never in his life said any villainy/rude words).
I wol nat do no labour with mine handes (I will not do anything/any work/with my hands).
Middle English Vocabulary

The changes in the vocabulary in the Middle English period were mainly quantitative. This is the period when new words and new morphemes were actively borrowed and promptly assimilated grammatically. This made the vocabulary of the late Middle English quite different from that of the other Germanic languages.

French borrowings were especially numerous. They came quite naturally into the language in Middle English. Some spheres of life were for years if not centuries controlled by the French speaking elite. Some words came into English by way of oral communication of the conquerors with the native population. It was the language of school education, so all educated people knew and used the French words in order to make their ideas more precise, the more so because there was actually no English counterpart for many of them at the time. In some cases the borrowings ousted native English words, but frequently they coexisted with the native words, having only stylistic colouring. The farther north, the lower the number of French borrowings were observed.

The words of French origin penetrated in the spheres of life controlled at those times by the Normans. As can be seen, they were adopted very early, only some of them are dated by 14th or 15th century:

They were numerous in the sphere of government, court, jurisdiction:
- acquit (acquit) 1200–50
- attorney (attorney) 1250–1300
- bailiff (bailiff) 1250–1300
- baron (baron) 1200–50
- condemn (condemn) 1350–1400
- council (council) 1125–75
- count (count) 1375–1425
- court (court) 1125–75
- crime (crime) 1200–50
- dungeon (dungeon) 1250–1300
- duke (duke) 1100–50
- estate (state) 1175–1225
- gaol, jail (gaol, jail) 1225–75
- government (government) 1350–1400
- judge (judge) 1175–1225
- justice (justice) 1150–1200
- manor (manor) 1250–1300
- peasant (paissant) 1375–1425
- parliament (parliament) 1250–1300
- prison (prison) bef. 1150
- sentence 1175–1225
- verdict (verdict) 1250–1300
- villain (villain) 1275–1325
- armee (army) 1350–1400
- battle (bataille) 1250–1300
- captain (capitain) 1325–75
- conquer (conquerer) 1200–50
- general (generale) 1250–1300
- lieutenant (lieutenant) 1325–75
- maille – mail (maille) 1250–1300
- retreat (retreat) 1300–50
- siege (seige) 1175–1225
- sergeant (sergent) 1150–1200
- victory (victorie) 1275–1325
- war (werre) bef. 1150

Religious terminology, as is known, is almost fully taken in Old English from Latin. In Middle English the already existing words were supplemented by French which was quite organic. Some of the words taken in Middle English were later “corrected” and some Latin sounds that were lost in French were introduced:
- baptize (baptize) 1250–1300
- bull (bull) 1250–1300
- clergy (clergie) 1175–1225
- confession (confessioun) 1350–1400
- convert (converten) 1250–1300
- diocese (diocese) 1300–50
- friar (frere) 1250–1300
- pardon (pardonner) 1325–75
- parish (paroche) 1250–1300
prechen (preach) 1175–1225
preien (pray) 1250–1300
pulpit (pulpit) 1300–50
reliigioun (religion) 1150–1200
sacrifice (sacrifice) 1225–75
solempne (solemn) 1275–1325
vertu (virtue) 1175–1225

Words belonging to the sphere of building or construction occupy a special place among the borrowings from French. The Normans built a lot after the conquest. So, some of the words that had no lofty or bookish shade in French came into the English language as elements characteristic of higher life:

barre (bar) 1175–1225
chambre (chamber) 1175–1225
chapele (chapel) 1175–1225
columne (column) 1400–50
maner (manor) 1250–1300
mansion (mansion) 1325–75
palace (palace) 1200–50
pillare (pillar) 1175–1225
portale (portal) 1300–50

Town crafts were usually named by words of French origin:
apothecary (apothecary) 1325–75
barbour (barber) 1275–1325
bocher (butcher) 1250–1300
carpenter (carpenter) 1275–1325
joinour (joiner) 1350–1400
merchant (merchant) 1250–1300
peyntour (painter) 1300–50
taillour (tailor) 1250–1300
taverner (owner of a tavern) 1300–50

Vocabulary pertaining to arts (which were a privilege of the higher classes) was rich in words borrowed from French:
art (art) 1175–1225
cisel (chisel) 1325–75
colour (colour) 1250–1300
daunce (dance) 1250–1300
doute (flute) 1350–1400
image (image) 1175–1225
melodie (melody) 1250–1300
musike (music) 1200–50
ornament (ornament) 1175–1225
statue (statue) 1300–50
symfonye (symphony) 1250–1300

School at that period was frenchified, and together with Latin words we may observe a lot of words the origin of which is French:
lessoun (lesson) 1175–1225
penne (pen) 1250–1300
pensil (pencil cf. Ukr. пензель) 1225–75
pupille (pupil) 1350–1400

Leisures and pleasures – that is another semantic sphere where the borrowed element is frequent:
carole (carol) 1250–1300
charme (charm) 1250–1300
comfort (comfort) 1175–1225
dauncen (dance) 1250–1300
feste (feast) 1150–1200
joye (joy) 1175–1225
leisir (leisure) 1250–1300
plaisir (pleasure) 1325–75

Alongside these were many everyday usage words borrowed seemingly for no reason at all (in many cases they replaced Old English words with the same meaning), simply because the French was omnipresent:
aunte (aunt) 1250–1300
cosin (cousin) 1250–1300
diner (dinner) 1250–1300
doezeine (dozen) 1250–1300
market (market) 1100–1150
moneye (money) 1250–1300
neece (niece) 1250–1300
neve (nephew) 1250–1300
passen (pass) 1175–1225
povre (poor) 1150–1200
soper (supper) 1225–75
uncle (uncle) 1250–1300
These words became the only nominations for some notions, and the native words, even if they had existed in Old English are dropped. We know that military terminology was well developed in all Germanic languages, however after the Norman conquest the French words replaced them altogether for the army under the Normans was totally formed and controlled by the French-speaking authorities. Sometimes we cannot find good reasons for borrowing the words of everyday use, such as uncle, chance, part, point, place, mountain, river, air, face.

The names of domestic animals remain of native origin, for they lived in the country and English shepherd took care of them (ox, cow, calf, sheep, swine (pig) are all native English) — but such words as beef 1250–1300, veal (veal) 1250–1300, motion (mutton) 1250–1300, pork (pork) 1250–1300, bacon (bacon) 1300–50 — that is the meat of those very animals were already processed and sold by a town boucher (butcher) 1250–1300.

Actually, words of French origin were found practically everywhere. Nouns and adjectives, verbs and particles — all parts of speech are found among the borrowings of the period: feble (feeble) 1125–75 is an adjective, pouere (power) 1250–1300 a noun, large 1125–75 and easy (easy) 1150–1200 adjectives; cacchen (catch) 1175–1225, chaungen (change) 1175–1225, deceiven (deceive) 1250–1300, a(p)prochen (approach) 1275–1325 are verbs, second 1250–1300 a numeral, alas 1225–75 an interjection, and just 1325–75 is a particle.

French borrowings have the status of literary words whereas native English words were common everyday vernacular. This can be seen when we compare such pairs of synonyms:

beginen — commencen (commence) 1250–1300;
comen — arriven (arrive) 1175–1225;
do — act 1350–1400;
harm — injurie (injury) 1350–1400;
help — aye (aid) 1375–1425
husband/wife — spous/spouse (spouse) 1150–1200
room — chambre (chamber) 1175–1225
speech — discours (discourse) 1325–75
toun — citee (city) 1175–1225
wisshen — desiren (desire) 1200–50

But no matter how drastic were the innovations, the majority of the everyday words remain native — a man and his father, mother, brothers, sisters, sons; He lives in the house; he eats and sleeps, he drinks and sings, he sees trees and grass, sheep and deer, mice and lice, pigs and oxes (Baugh).

**Word-building in Middle English**

Word-building in Middle English develops along the same lines as were found in Old English. The number of affixes grows, for some of the French suffixes become productive.

The list of affixes that were productive in Old English is somewhat changed. What had the form -ere, -estre, -end, -inj, -en, -nis, -d, -ud, -od-du, -u now (in spelling and pronunciation) they modified to -er, -ster, -nd, -yng/ing, -ness, -th.

Some of them being of Indo-European origin are almost indistinguishable from the French suffixes: pardoner (1325–75), carpenteer (carpenter) 1275–1325, hostelier (hosteler) 1250–1300 go hand in hand with native words such as writere (writer) bef. 900, bakere (baker) bef. 1000, sudelere (saddler) 1250–1300, cobelere (cobler) 1250–1300. The feminine gender counterpart of this suffix will be also found in such formations as spinnester (spinster) 1325–75, but in many nouns the only remaining suffix of the feminine gender replaced former -ess of the French origin: shepherdesse (shepherdess) 1350–1400, former feminine gender noun jyden (from jod) acquired new suffix and became goddesse 1300–50, a great number of borrowings from French with this suffix was a good pattern for further formations (prioresse (prioress) 1250–1300, c(o)untesse (countess), 1125–75, maistresse (mistress) 1275–1325 and so on.

Better than a lazar or a beggestere (better than a leper or a beggarwoman).

The former semi-suffixes -lac, -raJden, -scipe, -had, -dom turned into -lock, red, -shype/shipe, -hed, dom. In Middle English they remained productive: we may find new words formed with them: kindred 1125–75; felawshepe 1150–1200, thralldom (thralldom, servitude) 1125–75; along with already existing childhede, knyouthede and maydenhede we find godhede
(godhood) 1175–1225, wommanhede (womanhood), 1325–75, wyfhede (wifehood) 1350–1400 and even grenehede (greenhood, greenness)

In hir is heigh beautee, withoute pride,
Yowthe, withoute grenehede or folye ...(There is in her high beauty without pride, youth without immaturity or folly...)

We can also see new coinages with former adjective suffixes such as -ede, -ihte, -y, -en, -isc, -en, -feald, -ful, -leas, -tic (now -ed -y, -en, -ish, -som, -fold, -ful, -less, -like/ly) fulsome (fulsom) 1200–50 foolish (foolish) 1250–1300, tenfold 1150–1200, foryetful (forgetful) 1350–1400, estalich (stately) 1350–1400, assby (ashy) 1350–1400

estalich of manere (stately of manner)

The use of prefixes was a productive way of forming new words, and their number exceeds that of prefixes in Modern English. Especially frequent they were with the verbs and nouns. The most frequent and important native prefixes are

over-, a-, bybibe -, for-, fore-, on-, un-, with- mis-, under-, ut-

abaft 1225–75 (nautical abaft in the rear of)
ahungred 1375–1425 (ahungered, very hungry)
aloie 1350–1400 (allow, lower down)
befolen 1350–1400 (befool)
bespreden 1350–1400 (baspread)
bitocnen, bitacnen 1125–75 (betoken)
bydewen 1300–50 (bedew, to wet with dew)
forfenden 1350–1400 (forfend)
forstallen 1350–1400 (forestall)
fortellen 1250–1300 (foretell)
mesaventure 1250–1300 (misadventure)
mesavisen 1325–75 (misadvise)
mesbileven 1175–1225 (misbelieve)
mescheance 1250–1300 (mischance)
onward 1350–1400 (onward)
overbiggen 1400–50 (overbuy)
overblowen 1350–1400 (overblow)

Here are some examples of the use of the words coined in Middle English in “Canterbury Tales”:

For blood bitocneth gold, as me was taught...(for blood indicates gold, as I was taught)
And who so wole my juggement withseye
Shal paye al that we spenden by the weye... (and who would contradict my judgement shall pay all that we shall spend )
Hir brighte heer was kempt untressed al... (her bright hair was not plaited in tresses)
The dore was., yclenched overthwart and endelong
With iren tough...(the door was clinched with strong iron crosswise and lengthwise)
For what man that hath freendes thurgh Fortune
Mishap wol maken hem enemys...(for when in happiness man
has friends, misfortune will make them enemies).

It is in the Middle English that hybrid formations appear – native prefixes and suffixes are added to borrowed roots and vice versa. This testifies that the borrowed words are very soon assimilated by the lexical system of the English language: unable 1350–1400, unavised (unadvised) 1300–50, unapt 1325–75, unarmen (unarm) 1300–50, unbarren (unbar) 1300–50, unbracen (unbrace) 1350–1400, uncesynge (unceasing) 1350–1400, uncerteyne (uncertain) 1250–1300, uncererte (uncertainty) 1350–1400, uncurteis (uncourteous) 1275–1325 or lovable 1300–50.
Early New English. General characteristics

This period, from 1485 to mid-17th century is marked by establishing the nation state. It is marked by significant changes in political, religious and cultural life of the country, and first of all by Reformation

Although England had a religious reform movement influenced by Lutheran ideas, the English Reformation occurred as a direct result of King Henry VIII’s efforts to divorce his first wife, Catherine of Aragon. The formal break with the papacy was masterminded by Thomas Cromwell, the king’s chief minister. Under Cromwell’s direction Parliament passed the Act in Restraint of Appeals (to Rome; 1533), followed by the Act of Supremacy (1534) fully defining the royal headship over the church. As archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Cranmer annulled Henry’s marriage to Catherine, allowing the king to marry Anne Boleyn. Although Henry himself wished to make no doctrinal changes, Cromwell and Cranmer authorized the translation of the Bible into English, and Cranmer was largely responsible for the Book of Common Prayer, adopted under Henry’s successor, Edward VI. The gains that Protestantism made under Edward (r. 1547–53) were lost under his Catholic sister Mary I (r. 1553–58). The religious settlement (1559) under Elizabeth I, however, guaranteed the Anglican establishment.

Although the Reformation stemmed from Henry’s desire to divorce his first wife, Catherine of Aragon, it became a controlled revolution, supervised by the able minister Thomas Cromwell. Henry broke with Rome, subordinated the church to the state, ended monasticism, and annexed vast church properties to the crown. The last were gradually sold and came into the hands of the gentry and middle classes, immensely increasing their economic strength and leading them to claim greater political power through the House of Commons.

Some of these resources were also used to strengthen the nation-state. Henry VIII built a powerful navy and fortified the whole Channel coast. The struggle over the Reformation—Edward VI’s reign advanced it, Mary I’s retarded it—was resolved by the long and successful reign (1558–1603) of Elizabeth I. During these years the Church of England achieved its permanent character; its intellectual position was defined by the great work of Richard Hooker in The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity (1593).

That issue settled, the Elizabethans were able to renew voyages across the Atlantic and, with Sir Francis Drake and Thomas Cavendish, around the world. Expansive energies drove them to challenge Spain’s monopoly of the New World, leading to conflict in the Caribbean and elsewhere. Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Sir Walter Raleigh led the campaign to establish English settlements in North America, taking possession of Newfoundland in 1583 and sending out colonies to Roanoke Island (now in North Carolina) from 1585 on. Many voyages explored the American coasts, and several penetrated the Davis Strait in search of a Northwest Passage to China and the Far East.

Voyages searching for a Northeast Passage opened up direct sea routes to Russia. The English were given privileges in Russian trade that extended to the Caspian Sea and Persia. From 1580 strong expeditions into the Mediterranean produced direct trade with Turkey and the Middle East; companies were formed in London for this purpose. In 1600 the British East India Company was founded to make trading voyages around the Cape of Good Hope; from these beginnings British interests in the East rapidly expanded.

Spain was determined to keep other Europeans out of the New World. Moreover, its efforts to suppress the revolt against Spanish rule in the Netherlands posed a direct threat to nearby England, especially since the Spanish king, Philip II, supported revolt against Elizabeth I. These factors precipitated a long war between England and Spain from 1585 to 1604. The defeat of the Spanish Armada of 1588 increased the self-confidence of the Elizabethans and gave a patriotic inspiration to the brilliant Elizabethan Age. This was expressed creatively in literature and the arts, in a general cultural renaissance, and in scientific development, particularly in cosmography and navigation. The work of William Shakespeare and others made the Elizabethan era one of the most creative periods in the history of drama.

In the conflict with Spain, Ireland lay strategically open to Spanish incursion, the more so since it remained overwhelmingly Roman Catholic. Under Queen Elizabeth, therefore, Ireland was increasingly subjugated, a process completed by the reduction of Ulster and the latter’s partial population with Scottish settlers after the accession of James I.

The settlement in Ireland served as a blueprint for colonization in North America. After the war with Spain ended (1604), the London Company was founded, and Jamestown was established (1607) in Virginia. Efforts in New England were begun, but development there awaited the arrival of the Pilgrims in 1620 and the larger settlement of Puritans in the 1630s.

When Elizabeth I acceded to the English throne in 1558 following the death of her half-sister, Mary I, England was at its lowest ebb since Tudor rule began in 1485. Elizabeth’s immediate and lasting aim was to reunite the
country, reestablish the Anglican church, fend off foreign threats, and bring her people as much peace and prosperity as possible. If she was largely, though not entirely, successful during her reign (1558–1603), a part of her success is reflected in the rise of literature and the arts, especially during the final decade of this period known as the Elizabethan Renaissance.

Early New English is traditionally distinguished in the history of the language because it was in this period that the rest of the grammatical categories came into use, the last systematic and cardinal change in the sound system occurred, shifting the real sound form of the words from the spelling to almost the present-day state (since that period only slight, minor spelling changes were introduced in Britain, probably in the American variant the changes were a little bit more sizeable). Early New English was the period when borrowing of foreign words came not due to invasion, but because the English language was already free from its xenophobic qualities, and even the most strict scholars did not reject them; on the contrary, scholarly language abounded in borrowings too.

The 15 century changes in the political life of the country led to establishment of a strong centralised state in England; and a strong state power means not only economic but also cultural and linguistic dictatorship. The crown of Henry II, the founder of the Tudor dynasty was based on the middle class supporting him, and the middle class began to develop quickly, shifting the old aristocracy to second place, to background, so to say. Henry VIII broke the church away from Rome and dissolved monasteries. He also assembled at his court groups of brilliant scholars and artists. The school no longer was the privilege of the clergy. Industries required more literate workers, and laymen from now on went to school.

It is astonishing how quickly learning and printing were spreading in the times that followed. Before 1500 the total number of books printed throughout Europe was about 35,000, most of them in Latin. Between 1500 and 1640 in England alone, some 20,000 items in English were printed, ranging from pamphlets and broadsheets to folios and Bibles. The result was to accelerate the education of the rising middle class. Some estimates suggest that by 1600 nearly half the population had some kind of minimal literacy, at least in cities and towns. Outside the universities people preferred to read books in English rather than in Latin and Greek, and printers naturally tried to satisfy their customers' demands.

The new aristocracy was more energetic and eager to learn. Renaissance, though a bit retarded as compared with Italy and France came to the British Isles, and with the introduction of the printing press new literature and science spread all over the isles, normalising and unifying the language in England.

The reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558–1603) was marked by extensive trade contacts and the struggle with England's European rivals—France, Spain and Portugal (in 1588 the Spanish Fleet, the invincible Armada was routed). Colonial expansion began.


At first the outskirts of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland were brought under the English crown; the struggle was not an easy one, especially with Scotland; yet in the present-day England Scotland demands more autonomy than the other regions of England. Wales was the last stage of the Norman conquest. But the annexation was completed only in the 16 c. Aboriginal populations did not give up their mother tongue easily, and Wales nowadays retains a great number of native place names.

Ireland was not subjugated in 13th nor in the 14th century. Only an area around Dublin was under direct rule from London, the rest of the country was divided between innumerable chiefs and turned into one of the poorest and backward countries. Scotland too, was not an easy task for the English kings and only later Tudors managed to overcome the resistance. Final unification was under the Stuarts (1603).

The heightened activity of the age, uneven though it was, produced a most extraordinary outpouring of great art. The idealism of the age is represented in the living examples of such men as Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Philip Sidney, who, like Hamlet, embodied the "courtier's, soldier's, scholar's, eye, tongue, sword." Admired by all who knew him, Sidney wrote his spirited Defence of Poesie (1579–81; publ. 1595) as well as a long, complex prose pastoral, the Arcadia (1590). His contemporary Edmund Spenser, after composing The Shepheardes Calendar (1579), a book of pastoral eclogues
dedicated to Sidney, embarked on an epic romance. *The Faerie Queene* (1590–96). This great allegorical poem was intended to demonstrate the virtues of a Christian prince, Arthur, serving England and its sovereign, Elizabeth. The epic owed much to Ariosto’s *Orlando Furioso* (1516), and many English writers drew heavily on continental literatures; they also infused their work with native traditions and originality, however, and were unencumbered by principles of classicism, so that their writings were far from merely imitative. Thus while William Shakespeare borrowed freely from Boccaccio and Montaigne, his plays and poems are not copies but transformations into something “rich and strange.” The language itself experienced an immense expansion and increased flexibility. New words and new uses of existing ones together with borrowings from other languages combined to make English rich and versatile. Only the most pedantic of writers suffered constraints. In drama, multiple plots and frank violations of the unities of time and place were the rule, although such “classical” playwrights as Ben Jonson composed excellent comedies like *Every Man in His Humour* (1598) and *Volpone* (1606) within the unities. Translations became popular and influential. Sir Thomas Hoby’s translation (1561) of Castiglione’s *The Courtier* and Sir Thomas North’s translation (1579) of Plutarch’s *Lives* in their different ways promoted the ideals of courtly or heroic behavior. Marlowe, George Chapman, and others rendered classical poets into English. Although the novel remained in still rudimentary form, Thomas Nashe and Thomas Lodge (also University Wits) were but two of many who wrote prose fiction. John Lyly’s novels and plays show an elegant if artificial style that directly influenced other writers and, it is said, even Elizabeth. The first true English-language essayist, Francis Bacon, published his *Essays, Civil and Moral* in 1597; the descriptive geographical works of Richard Hakluyt, based on actual voyages, were the most comprehensive of the time; and the *Chronicles* (1577) of Raphael Holinshed reflected the Elizabethans’ interest in history.

The decade of the 1590s evinced a remarkable outburst of lyrical poetry. The *Sonnets* of Shakespeare were only one of many sonnet sequences, written by such poets as Michael Drayton, Samuel Daniel, Sidney, and Spenser—all influenced by Petrarch’s sonnets. Other lyric forms were popular, too, as well as ballads and broadsides. The *Songs and Sonnets* of John Donne belong to this decade, although they were not published (1633) until after his death. Thus conventional lyric poetry and the new metaphysical verse coexisted, each in its own way showing wit, imagination, and metrical virtuosity.

A similar, perhaps greater, richness and diversity characterize Elizabethan drama. Plays were performed in any suitable location: innyards, the halls of great manor houses, university towns, the Inns of Court, as well as in public and private theaters. Many companies performed plays—including Shakespeare’s company, the Lord Chamberlain’s Men—and children’s companies were also widely admired, competing with other professional troupes. The romantic comedies of Lyly, Greene, and Peele, surpassed only by the joyous comedies of Shakespeare, flourished simultaneously with satirical “humours” comedies by Jonson and Chapman. It was in tragedy, however, that the age realized its most powerful literary achievement. From the earlier, almost primitive plays—such as *Gorboduc* (1561), the first English drama in blank verse—to the greater accomplishments of Kyd (*The Spanish Tragedy*, 1586), Marlowe (*Doctor Faustus*, 1588; *Tamburlaine the Great*, 1590; *The Jew of Malta*, 1590; *Edward II*, 1594), and Shakespeare, Elizabethan dramatists continued to develop their art, mixing comic elements with tragic, introducing subplots, and adapting freely from classical or other original sources.

Throughout the Renaissance, whether in Ulysses’ speech on “degree” in *Troilus and Cressida*, or the Sir John Davies poem *Orchestra* (1596), ideas of order, part and parcel of Elizabethan life, are mirrored in the literature of the age. These ideas are formally organized in one of the great prose tracts of the time, the *Treatise on the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity* (1593), by Richard Hooker.

By the death of Elizabeth in 1603 and the accession to the throne of her cousin, James VI of Scotland, who became James I of England, the exuberance had begun to fade, and a more somber note colored Jacobean life and art. The triumphs of the Virgin Queen were at an end, and the new century brought to the surface problems that eventually led to civil war in 1642 and the temporary overthrow of the monarchy.

With the restoration of the monarchy in 1660, men again looked to France. John Dryden admired the *Académie Francaise* and greatly deplored that the English had “not so much as a tolerable dictionary, or a grammar; so that our language is in a manner barbarous” as compared with elegant French. After the passionate controversies of the Civil War, this was an age of cool scientific nationalism. In 1662 the Royal Society of London for the Promotion of Natural Knowledge received its charter. Its first members, much concerned with language, appointed a committee of 22 “to improve
the English tongue particularly for philosophic purposes." It included Dryden, the diarist John Evelyn, Bishop Thomas Sprat, and the poet Edmund Waller. Sprat pleaded for "a close, naked, natural way of speaking; positive expressions; clear senses, a native easiness; bringing all things as near the mathematical plainness" as possible. The committee, however, achieved no tangible result, and failed in its attempt to found an authoritative arbiter over the English tongue. A second attempt was made in 1712, when Jonathan Swift addressed an open letter to Robert Harley, earl of Oxford, then Lord Treasurer, making "A Proposal for Correcting, Improving, and Ascertaining [fixing] the English Tongue." This letter received some popular support, but its aims were frustrated by a turn in political fortunes. Queen Anne died in 1714. The Earl of Oxford and his fellow Tories, including Swift, lost power. No organized attempt to found a language academy on French lines has ever been made since. With Dryden and Swift the English language reached its full maturity. Their failure to found an academy was partly counterbalanced by Samuel Johnson in his *Dictionary* (published in 1755) and by Robert Lowth in his *Grammar* (published in 1761). In the making of his *Dictionary*, Johnson took the best conversation of contemporary London and the normal usage of reputable writers after Sir Philip Sidney (1554-86) as his criteria. He exemplified the meanings of words by illustrative quotations. Johnson admitted that "he had flattered himself for a while" with "the prospect of fixing our language" but that thereby "he had indulged expectation which neither reason nor experience could justify." The two-folio work of 1755 was followed in 1756 by a shortened, one-volume version that was widely used far into the 20th century. Revised and enlarged editions of the unabbreviated version were made by Archdeacon Henry John Todd in 1818 and by Robert Gordon Latham in 1866. It was unfortunate that Joseph Priestley, Robert Lowth, James Buchanan, and other 18th-century grammarians (Priestley was perhaps better known as a scientist and theologian) took a narrower view than Johnson on linguistic growth and development. They spent too much time condemning such current "improprieties" as "I had rather not," "you better go," "between you and I," "it is me," "who is this for?", "between four walls," "a third alternative," "the largest of the two," "more perfect," and "quite unique." Without explanatory comment they banned "you was" outright, although it was in widespread use among educated people (on that ground it was later defended by Noah Webster). "You was" had, in fact, taken the place of both "thou wast" and "thou wert" as a useful singular equivalent of the accepted plural "you were." As the century wore on, grammarians became more numerous and aggressive. They set themselves up as arbiters of correct usage. They compiled manuals that were not only descriptive (stating what people do say) and prescriptive (stating what they should say) but also proscriptive (stating what they should not say). They regarded Latin as a language superior to English and claimed that Latin embodied universally valid canons of logic. This view was well maintained by Lindley Murray, a native of Pennsylvania who settled in England in the very year (1784) of Johnson's death. Murray's *English Grammar* appeared in 1795, became immensely popular, and went into numerous editions. It was followed by an *English Reader* (1799) and an *English Spelling Book* (1804), long favourite textbooks in both Old and New England.

Among other scholars to be mentioned here are John Cheke and Thomas Smith from Cambridge who were greatly concerned with the inconsistencies of the English spelling. Their discussion on spelling normalisation is reflected in the book published in 1568 - "A Dialogue concerning the correct and emended Writing of the English language". 34 letters were suggested to make the spelling more logical. John Hart, one of the greatest phoneticians of the 16th century wrote much on the subject, his best-known work "An Orthographie" (1569) suggests the ways to reform the spelling. The efforts of the scholars were also directed to making people pronounce words as they were written. As can be seen, in practice these works not so much influenced the spelling but they give us the clue how it all was pronounced at those times.

In their endeavour to make speech correct and language standardized, numerous manuals of correct use of grammatical forms were published. The grammars were not descriptive, that is not reflecting the actual use of these forms by the majority of the population, but prescriptive, setting the rules to be observed. The authors took Latin grammars as a model, and tried to squeeze living English speech, with all the losses it suffered through the ages into a set of clearly defined and unambiguous Latin rules. Notably, these grammars were mainly written in Latin and supplied English translation of the latin contructions.
The names of the scholars in the field of grammar are: William Lily "Eton Latin Grammar" (supplied with English translations) and Alexander Gill whose most known work "Logonomia Anglica" (The English Word-law) appeared in 1619. Though written in Latin it is illustrated by examples from the English authors and supplied with his proposals as to the pronunciation of words denouncing the incorrect practice.

A new approach was postulated in the English grammar composed by the dramatist Ben Jonson "For the benefit of all strangers out of this observation of the English language now spoken and in use" in 1640. He was the first to attract attention to the word order as a specific feature of the English language; he pointed out to the article as a part of speech found in English and not in Latin, he was puzzled by the absence of uniformity in the paradigm of the English verb and suggested two conjugations here and two declensions in the nouns. He was not a grammarian, a layman in the field of this high science but as it happens outsiders may be helpful too.

Other authors and most famous grammar manuals are John Wallis's "Grammatica Linguae Anglicae" that appeared in 1653, had many editions in translations where the attempt is made to ignore the established view at grammatical categories; he stresses that the categories lost by the English language (such as case, gender etc) should not be included in the study of really functioning language; Christopher Cooper "Grammatica Anglica" of 1685.

The 18th century gives other names and other manuals, that determined the standards of the language. The best-known prescriptive grammars of the period are:

Robert Lowth's "A Short Introduction to English Grammar" first published in 1761 had 22 editions later. A staunch adherent of grammatical accuracy, he condemned double negation and double comparisons, was strict as to the use of who/whom, whose/which; and lay the rules to be observed for centuries; It was followed by J. Priestley's "Rudiments of English Grammar" of 1761. This grammarian strived to deviate from this strict dominance of Latin rules but could not but agree with the former Lowth's approach; he himself laid down rules for correcting what seemed less regular and systematic.

An American scholar of the late 18th century Lindley Murrey published his "English Grammar Adapted to the different classes of learners" in 1795; this manual had fifty editions and served as the basis for many other manuals that stuck to the dogmas laid by him.

There were also numerous books on correct spelling and correct pronunciation (Jones' "Practical Phonographer" 1701, William Baker "Rules for True Spelling and Writing English" 1724 etc.)

The attention of the scholarly authorities is directed also to the correct use of words. By that time the language had incorporated numerous borrowings, used in writing but not altogether understandable by the general public. So the country witnesses a lexicographic boom of the 18th century.

Actually, it started in the 17th century with Robert Cawdrey's "Table Alphabetical conveying and teaching the true writing and understanding of hard usual English words, borrowed from Hebrew, Greek, Latin or French" that appeared in 1604 followed by John Bullokar's "English Expositor teaching the interpretation of the hardest words used in our language" (1616) and "English-English Dictionary" by Henry Cockeram (1623) It contained explanations of common hard words and of "vulgar" words supplied with the help of their bookish equivalents and J. Cole's "Dictionary of hard words" (1676).

But systematic lexicography is associated with the name of Samuel Johnson, and his "Dictionary of the English Language" that appeared in 1755. He gave precise definitions of words, supplied the dictionary with pronunciation guide to the words given in it, considering that "the best general rule is, to consider those of the most elegant speakers who deviate least from the written words". The dictionary also contains some instructions as to grammatical forms of the given words. This dictionary had numerous editions, and later used by his successor as the basis (it is not to say that Samuel Johnson was altogether original in composing his dictionary -- his predecessor's "Dictionarium Britannicum. A More Compleat Universal English Dictionary That Any Extant" contained 48,000 entries, even more that Johnson's, was used as the basis for the famous dictionary).

The attempts to make the English language more English, to strip it of foreign elements were made too.
In the 18th century three writers - Joseph Addison (who founded the Spectator), Daniel Defoe (who wrote “Robinson Crusoe”) and Jonathan Swift (“Gulliver’s Travels”) - wanted to see a committee set up to regulate the language. Like a good protectionist, Addison wrote: I have often wished that... certain Men might be set apart, as Superintendents of our Language, to hinder any Words of Foreign Coin from passing among us; and in particular to prohibit any French Phrases from becoming current in this Kingdom, when those of our own stamp are altogether as valuable. Fortunately, the principles of free trade triumphed, as Samuel Johnson, the compiler of the first great English dictionary, rather reluctantly came to admit. “May the lexicographer be derided,” he declared, “who shall imagine that his dictionary can embalm his language... With this hope, however, academies have been instituted to guard the avenues of their languages... but their vigilance and activity have hitherto been vain... to enchain syllables, and to lash the wind, are equally the undertakings of pride.”

A WORLD EMPIRE BY OTHER MEANS Dec 20th 2001/ From The Economist print edition

Due to the incessant and fruitful work of the grammarians and lexicographers the Written Standard was established as contrasted to dialectal variety and penetration of vulgar words from all strata of the society in the middle of the 17th century.

The development of the language is inseparable from the literary process of the period, and the flourishing of science. Though scientific works in the 16th and 17th century were mainly written in Latin, they were readily translated into English and added to the development of the English language. The names of Thomas More (1478–1535) famous for, among his other writings, “Utopia” (written in 1516 in Latin, and first translated into English in 1551) and Francis Bacon with his most famous work “Novum Organum” (1620) presenting an inductive method for scientific and philosophical inquiry (written in Latin) are inseparable from the English culture. By the way, both wrote much in English - the pamphlets and other works of Th. More and essays of F. Bacon prove that they were masters of the English.

William Tyndale translated the Bible in 1526. The first authorized version of the Bible – King James’ Bible produced by a body of translators and officially approved in 1611 was based on his translation.

But the most prominent name in the literary life of the period is that of William Shakespeare (1564–1616). He outclassed his contemporaries in all genres of drama and poetry (comedies, historical plays, tragedies, sonnets). His vocabulary alone amounts to 20 000 words; his freedom in creating new words and versatility in using grammatical constructions is remarkable. The peculiarities of the Early New English are illustrated here on the citations from his works, as they seem to be the most representative of the period, and in addition the most well-known by the present-day readers. His grammar is yet untouched by the prescriptivists, his vocabulary is extensive; his artistic genius is incomparable in the use of the possibilities the English language offers.

Citations from his plays have acquired the status of set phrases, sometimes used by people without knowing that they have an author: it’s Greek to me; salad days; play fast and loose; make a virtue out of necessity; too much of a good thing; to have seen better days; live in a fool’s paradise; it is high time; that is the long and the short of it; a laughing stock etc. Quotable quotes taken from his plays are more recognizable as far as their source is concerned, and come into the English language ready-made:

Something is rotten in the state of Denmark; Brevity is the soul of wit; To be or not to be – that is the question; Alas, poor Yorick and many more.

The language of the period is recorded in private correspondence. Paston letters (1430–1470) and Cely papers (sometime later, both in east Midland dialect) give a fair picture of colloquial speech, so far as it is possible for a written document. The Diary of Henry Machyn, a London merchant with no particular education proves the existence of Cockney at that time.
Phonetic Changes in the Early New English Period

The changes in the sound system of the period were significant. The process of the levelling of endings continued, there were positional and assimilative changes of short vowels, and a significant change in the whole system of long vowels, called the Great Vowel Shift. During the period the process of simplification of consonant clusters and loss of consonants in certain positions continued. The changes were as follows:

**Loss of unstressed e**

The process of levelling of endings led to total disappearance of the neutral sound •? marked by letter e in the endings (it was preserved and even pronounced more distinctly like [i] only when two identical consonants were found in the root and in the endings), though in spelling the letter might be preserved: no vowel is found in kept, slept, crossed, played: walls, pens, bones, stones – but it is preserved in stresses, dresses; wanted, parted; watches, judges; wicked and crooked.

The whole syllables might be lost in the Early New English pronunciation of some words. In some words this loss was fixed in spelling, like in chapter (ME chapiter), palsy (ME parlesie), fancy (ME fantase); some other words preserved the lost syllables in spelling, e.g. colonel, business, medicine;

The sound e before r changed into a: This change in many cases (but not always) was reflected in spelling:

- sterre → star  
- herte → heart  
- bern → barn  
- sterven → starve  
- kerven → carve  
- mervel → marvel

**ME cleric → clerk  
ME sergeant → sergeant**

Some place-names changed the pronunciation: Derby, Berkley Berkshire, Hertford though this changed is not reflected in their spelling. It is due to this change that the alphabetic reading of the letter r [ɛr] began to be pronounced as [ər].

---

Long Vowels

Beginning in the 15 century, all long vowels that existed in Middle English change their quality. This change was a fundamental one, changing the entire vocalic system, and the essence of it is as follows. All long vowels narrowed, and the narrowest of them turned into diphthongs. The shift resulted in the following changes:

- i: → ai: time, like, rise, side
- e: → e: meet, see, keen, deep; in borrowed words chief, receive, seize
- a: → e: through the stage æ, æi: take, make, name, grave, pave, sane
- o: (o: open, from Old English ð) → ou: stone, bone, home, oak, go, moan
- u: closed (from Old and Middle English ō in native words as well in the borrowings) → u: tool, moon, stool, do, root, room

The changes were gradual, of course, and in Shakespearean times the vowels were somewhere halfway to its present-day stage. The change from [e:] to [i:] had the intermediate stage [ɛ:]. This explains why the rhyme in some sonnets is not exact in present-day system of reading:

And truly not the morning sun of heaven  
Better becomes the grey cheeks of the east.  
Nor that full star that ushers in the even  
Doth half that glory to the sober west.

The intermediate stages of the development of u: were [au] → [æu] and finally → [au]. Consequently, a → æ: → æi → ei; and i: → ii → ei → æi → ai.

The Great Vowel Shift affected all long vowels in native as well as borrowed before it words; table and chamber, doubt and fine, appeal and tone developed in full accordance with the development of the English sound system. Some borrowed words preserve [i:] or [u:] in the open syllable (routine 1670–80) if they were borrowed from French in the later period; some other, though taken during this process still resisted the change and remain phonetically only partially assimilated: police 1520–30, machine 1540–50 etc. Latin borrowings that were taken from written sources, however, usually have a vowel that was changed in the course of the shift.

The causes of the shift have not yet been clarified, as well as its direction. A push-chain hypothesis is (Luick), or drag-chain (O. Jespersen Martinet).
Wilhelm Horn and Martin Lenhert in *Sound and life* suggest that it resulted from intonation conditions – a high tone which is characteristic of English emotional speech naturally makes sound narrower.

Andre Martinet connects the shift with the fact that traditional phonemic quality of English sounds was no longer preserved, and so short and long vowels became mere allophones of the same phoneme. A need arose to reinforce them, so the articulation was emphasized and resulted in diphthongization (starting with i: and u:) (Andres Martinet, *Economie des changements phonetiques. Traite de phonologie diachronique* Berne 1955).

A Russian linguist V. Plotkin from Novosibirsk (1968) states that with the loss of unstressed words a great number of monosyllabic words arose, where only their length of the vowels was the distinctive feature (god and good etc.) Under such conditions the phonology of length-shortness acquired simply other manifestation.

The diphthongs that arose as a result of the Great Vowel Shift did not enrich the phonological system of the language; such diphthongs had already existed in Middle English. They arose in the process of vocalization of 3:

- *wey* (from *wey*3) had the same diphthong that appeared in wake
- *sayde* (from *sæyde*) in Middle English had the sound that appeared in side, but later the diphthong developed into a short monophthong;
- *drawen* (from *draجن*3) in Middle English had [au] that later appeared in the words like house and mouse;
- *bowe* (from *bo胃肠*3) had and retained the diphthong [ou] resulting from vocalization of 3, now words like bone and wrote were pronounced with the same diphthong.

Nor were the long vowels [i:] and [u:] new: what sounded [i:] in time and was diphthongized into [ai], was replaced by the change [e:] and [e:] → [ei] in see, sea field; hous yielded [u:] to [au], but as a result of the Great Vowel Shift [u:] appeared in words like moon and soon.

Depending on the following consonant, r in particular, there were somewhat different variants of vowels that appeared int the Great Vowel Shift. If the long vowel was followed by r the following variants appeared:

- arc → [e̞ə] faire; compare with fate
- ear → [iə̞] fear (but feat)
  → [e̞ɪə] bear (but beat)
  
  Short vowels were changed, too, but the changes here are not that systematic. The vowels changed depending on their environment.

  Short a found in closed syllables generally changed into æ:
  - that; man; hat; cat; rat; pan; can; stand; back etc.

  If it was preceded by the sound w, it remained unchanged and eventually developed into o:
  - war; want; was; warm, watch; wasp; water etc.

  It was lengthened before some consonant clusters and turned into æ: when followed by:
  - a + th father; rather; bath; path
  - a + ss pass; class; grass
  - a + st cast; last; fast; disaster
  - a + sk ask; mask; task; basket
  - a + sp clasp, gasp, grasp, raspberry
  - a + Im alms; balm; calm; palm
  - a + If calf, half, behalf
  - a + nt, nd, nch etc. plant, command, branch
  - a + ft after; craft; daft

  This change is not found in the American variant, where the sound changed into æ.

  When the same sound was followed by 1 + consonant (other that m and n) it turned into long o: all; call; talk; walk; stalk

  The exceptions from the general rule are: cont; scant; pant; grand

  where it turned into æ, gaunt, haunt where the sound æ appeared; in the words like change strange it turned into ei, and the syllable became open by adding mute e.

  The sound r changed its quality, turning from backlingual into uvular and was vocalized after vowels; that resulted in lengthening of the preceding vowels in combinations ir, or, er turning them into a:

  fir; sir; dirt; firm; skirt; first; thirst
  fur; curst; curtain; burn; hurt; burst; turn
Alongside qualitative changes of vowels, some changes in the length of the vowel were observed:

\[ u: \] was shortened and turned into \[ [u] \] before \[ k; book; cook; hook; took; brook \]

before \[ d \] and \[ t: \] food; good; stood; hood; foot; soot

There are exceptions to this: mood, rood, loot, root.

Short \( u \) turned into \( [\alpha] \); here we may find the words that had this sound in Old English as well as the words that acquired long \( u: \) from long \( o: \) in the course of the Great Vowel shift, but then were shortened before \( t/d: \) come; sum; son; up; love; cut; rubber; utter; blood; flood.

In many cases this change did not take place when \( u \) was preceded by a labial consonant: push; put; bull; bullet; butcher; pudding.

The cases when in such position the sound also turned into \( [\alpha] \), however, are numerous: bulb, buckle, buckwheat, buddy; budge; pulp, pulse, but, pub, puddle, puff, pumpkin.

The changes in the Early New English consonants

In many cases the change is resulted in the loss of consonants in certain positions.

The sound \( l \) is lost in combinations before \( k, m, f, v \)

talk; walk; stalk; folk; chalk

\( p, c, s, t, b \) in combinations before \( d, t, l, s, m, f, v \)

palms, calm, qualm, psalm (but not in helm, elm)

half, calf (but wolf, elf)

halves (but silver).

Some of these words, however, preserve the sound in the American variant of the English language.

The sound \( l \) was preserved in the words of Latin origin such as resolve, dissolve etc.

It was also lost after a vowel before \( d \) in should, could, would

The sound \( b \) was dropped in combinations \( mb \) when at the end of the word and not followed by another consonant: lamb; climb; tomb; comb; numb; bomb

\( n \) – in combination \( mn, autumn; solemn; column \)

\( t \) – in combinations \( sl, sn, fn, stm \) and \( kl – castle; whistle; thistle; fasten; listen; glisten; often; soften; Christmas; postman; exactly; directly \)

\( k \) – in combination \( sk – muscle \)

The consonants were lost in such initial clusters:

\( g \) and \( k \) in \( gn, kn: \) knight; knee; know; knack, knock; knead, knife

gnat; gnaw; gnarl; gnome

\( w \) before a consonant (mainly \( r \)) was lost at the beginning of the words:

wrench; write; wrong; wreck; wrestle; wretched; wring; wrinkle; wrist

and in unstressed syllables after a consonant in such words as

answer; conquer; chequer; laquer; Southwark; Berwick; Chiswick; Greenwich; Norwich; Warwick, and also in such words as sword; two; towards.

The sound \( h \) disappeared in many unstressed syllables (save for American variant of the language where in some cases it is preserved) – forehead; shepherd; perhaps; Chatham; Nottingham, Birmingham, Brougham [bru:m].

Qualitative change of consonants is illustrated by voicing of fricatives (when the preceding vowels was unstressed):

\( s \rightarrow z: \) dessert; resemble; possess; dissolve; example; exhibit;

anxiety; luxurious (in the words luxury, anxious and exhibition, where the preceding vowel is stressed, at least has a secondary stress they are not voiced)

\( f \rightarrow v: \) of (but adverb off is usually stressed, and the sound is not voiced)

\( j \rightarrow d:\) knowledge; Greenwich; Norwich.

Some sounds, mainly in the borrowed words merged with the preceding consonant forming a sibilant:
Early New English Grammar

Noun in Early New English

The noun paradigm looks very much the same as we have it today. Having lost the category of gender and much of its case forms it has the genitive case as opposed to nominative; the number of nouns taking it is reduced mainly to those denoting living beings. In fact, we may call it possessive, because it is used now mainly in the function of attribute denoting possession. However, some nouns other than those denoting persons may still take it in the 17th century:

I do not set my life in a pin's fee (Hamlet)
Truly, and I hold ambition of so airy and light a quality that it is but a shadow's shadow (ibid).

At the same time the unification of plural endings takes place, and former relics of -en disappear, giving way to -es. So, the general rule of formation of the plural of the noun is enriched by archaic forms (like geese, feet, children etc.) – we call them grammatical archaisms; some words borrowed from Latin and used mainly in scientific texts retain their Latin plurals and may be called grammatical barbarisms datum – data (1640–50), radius – radii (1590–1600), formula – formulae (1575–85), axis – axes (1540–50). Some of these, however tend to comply with the general rule, and forms like radiuses, formulas very soon become quite common.

Various scholars note, that an interesting variation appears in the treatment of abstract nouns, which in Modern English have no plural, except by way of personification. In Shakespeare's time such nouns were regularly used in a distributive sense:

and 'tis our fast intent
To shake all cares and business from our age;
Conferring them on younger strengths (King Lear).

Whereas the apostrophe as a sign denoting the possessive case of a noun appeared only about 1680, and its use to mark the possessive case in plural in 1789, the nouns in the genitive case and in the plural have homonymic endings, and only the context resolves ambiguity. We may note numerous instances of the use of apostrophe in Shakespeare's plays, but there they show only the omission of e or some other sounds – that is purely a phonetic sign. So, for instance in the case of sentences like – The trumpets sounds (Hamlet) which may be perceived differently. The form trumpets may be simple plural, possessive singular and possessive plural. The context shows that this is a nominative sentence, trumpets is the attribute, and the trumpet is the only musical instrument in the situation. Hence, we may say that it is the genitive singular form of the noun.

Of-phrase (the noun with the preposition of) replaces the former genitive case, but in Shakespeare's plays they may go together, as in the following:
The pangs of despised love, the law's delay (Hamlet)

Early New English pronouns

Changes in the system of pronouns are not very numerous, yet worth special attention. They are as follows:

Personal Pronouns

The system of forms that arose in Middle English is somewhat reduced by shifting the second person singular pronoun thou/thee from the sphere of everyday use into special conditions. As the tendency to use the pronoun ye in addressing one person arose earlier, in the Middle English, now this tendency grows, but the very form of the nominative case falls out of use and finally the second person is expressed, in the nominative as well as in the objective case by the only surviving form – you.

It is interesting to note that the form ye (nominative case) and you (objective) sometimes are misplaced in Shakespeare's plays – (probably the cause for this is the fact that ye was not frequently used by the beginning of
the 17th century and the in form ye was closer to the objective case of thou – thee that was still current at that time.

Though you did love
this youth, I blame ye not:
You had a motive for't. (Cymbeline)

Thou/thee is still used in Shakespeare's works, but the rules, or regularities as to the use of this pronoun are rather indistinct. So, for instance in "Romeo and Juliet" the servants address each other using thou, Juliet and her mother use you, addressing each other; first meeting of Romeo and Juliet is entirely marked by addressing each other in thou, but finally while Juliet sticks to it, Romeo occasionally switches to you:

JULIET O God, I have an ill-divining soul!
Methinks I see thee, now thou art below,
As one dead in the bottom of a tomb:
Either my eyesight fails, or thou look'st pale.

ROMEO And trust me, love, in my eye so do you:
Dry sorrow drinks our blood. Adieu, adieu! (Romeo and Juliet).

Possessive pronouns

The system of possessive pronouns underwent some changes too. First of all, they lost agreement with the nouns they modify that was still slightly expressed in Middle English. The second person singular is still used, though is gradually on the decline, together with the personal pronouns. As in Middle English, the forms of the first and the second person possessive pronouns have variant forms my/mine, thy/thine. The full forms (mine and thine) were used with the nouns beginning with a vowel, and my and thy – those that began with a consonant sound. The forms mine and thine may also be used absolutely.

Thou know'st the mask of night is on my face (Romeo and Juliet).
What further woe conspires against mine age? (Romeo and Juliet).
First pay me for the nursing of thy sons (Cymbeline).
Alack, there lies more peril in thine eye
Than twenty of their swords (Romeo and Juliet).

The use of the absolute forms is much the same as it is now:
And am right glad he is not standing here
To tell this tale of mine. (Cymbeline).
Hamlet, this pearl is thine (Hamlet).

The third person neuter possessive pronoun has variant forms, too. The old form his is still in use, a new form its comes into usage. As a variant, uninflected form (bare it) may be used.

Sweet nature must pay his due (Hamlet)
The hedge-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long,
That it's had it head bit off by it young (King Lear)
It lifted up its head and did address
Itself to motion (Hamlet)

Early New English Adjective

The adjective in Early New English lost the form of plural and weak forms and acquired its present-day qualities. The degrees of comparison are formed by means of the suffixes -er and -est, vowel mutation which was characteristic of some of them was almost lost. The forms elder/older, eldest/oldest and further/farther, furthest/farthest are distinguished in use. So older forms elder, eldest are used to denote relations within a family and further/furthest are used in relation to time whereas farther/farthest to distance. In Shakespeare's times this not yet is firmly established, and we may encounter such uses as

He shall in strangeness stand no farther off
Than in a polite distance. (Othello)
Go thou farther off;
Bid me farewell, and let me hear thee going. (King Lear)
You wrong me every way; you wrong me, Brutus;
I said, an elder soldier, not a better;
Did I say 'better'? (Julius Caesar)
I am a soldier, I,
Older in practise, abler than yourself
To make conditions. (ibid).

The tendency to unification of the general norm sometimes brings to the general rule even those the comparatives and superlatives of which were traditionally in suppletive way:
Where love is great, the littlest doubts are fear (Hamlet)
Some word there was, worser than Tybalt’s death,
That murder’d me (Romeo and Juliet).

The new way of forming the degrees of comparison that appeared in Middle English— that is, analytically, by placing the adverb more and most before the adjective comes into practice. The rule that this new form is to be used only with polysyllabic and a limited number of bisyllabic adjectives was not yet established. Shakespeare’s works illustrate what might be called synchronic variation of forms.

And with the deepest malice of the war
Destroy what lies before ‘em. (Coriolanus)
I’ll look to like, if looking liking move:
But no more deep will I endart mine eye
Than your consent gives strength to make it fly. (Romeo and Juliet)
And more inconstant than the wind (Romeo and Juliet)
Thy wit is a very bitter sweeting; it is a most sharp sauce. (Romeo and Juliet)
This is unlikely:
He and Aufidius can no more atone
Than violentest contrariety. (ibid)
And Benedick is not the unhopefullest husband that I know. (Much Ado About Nothing)

Double comparatives and superlatives—the instances when the adjective with a suffix is preceded by more/most are also found
To vouch this, is no proof,
Without more wider and more overt test (Othello)
This was the most unkindest cut of all (Julius Caesar)
Timon will to the woods; where he shall find
The unkindest beast more kinder than mankind. (Timon of Athens)

At the same time more and most may also be used as comparative and superlative degrees of the adjective much—that is, they are not auxiliaries but adjectives of full semantics (equivalent to present-day greater, greatest).
If I do so, it will be of more price,
Being spoke behind your back, than to your face. (Romeo and Juliet)

I will debate this matter at more leisure
And teach your ears to list me with more heed. (A Comedy of Errors)
... where he would show most love. (Coriolanus)
You take my part from me, sir; I have the most cause to be glad of yours. (Coriolanus)

The way of forming the degrees of comparison of adverbs is mainly the same—here we also find suffixes, analytical forms and even double comparatives and double superlatives:

Why, I have often wished myself poorer, that I might come nearer to you. (Timon of Athens)
Trust me, he beat him most pitifully. (Merry Wives of Windsor)
She comes more nearer earth than she was wont,
And makes men mad. (Othello)

The Verb in Early New English

As the majority of new grammatical categories were already formed in Middle English, in Early New English they become more specialized in meaning, though it was not until the period when prescriptive grammars set the rules of their use there is much variation as far as their forms and peculiarities of use are concerned.

Formally, the state of things in the grammar of Early New English was as follows.

The loss of endings greatly simplified the verbal paradigm. There were no longer endings marking the 1st person singular, plural present indicative, and the infinitival suffix -an → en → e was also lost. Personal ending of the third person singular in the present tense -th is replaced by -s; hath → has; thinketh → thinks. However, the old ending may still be found in Shakespeare’s works, and there is practically no difference between two forms (probably, to some extent the old form makes the speech more elevated and official):

What early tongue so sweet saluteth me? (Romeo and Juliet)
Some say the lark makes sweet division;
This doth not so, for she divideth us (ibid)
He goeth down/Love goes toward love, as schoolboys from
their books (ibid)

It is to be noted that the verbs do and have are the most persistent in
keeping this old ending, at least they are used with it more frequently than the
others, especially in the function of an auxiliary.
Our Romeo hath not been in bed to-night. (Romeo and Juliet)
For exile hath more terror in his look.
Much more than death (ibid)
This is the place: there, where the torch doth burn (ibid)

The use of the second person singular ending is limited insomuch as
the pronoun falls out of use. Still, if the pronoun is used, the predicate verb
agrees with it. Notably, in Old and Middle English this ending in the past
tense was found only with the weak verbs, now strong verbs also take it:
Where dwellest thou? (Coriolanus)
Has he dined, canst thou tell? for I would not
speak with him till after dinner. (Coriolanus)
Spakest thou of Juliet? how is it with her?
Dost she not think me an old murderer (Romeo and Juliet)
I heard thee say even now, thou likedst not that,
When Cassio left my wife: what didst not like? (Othello)

How canest thou hither, tell me, and wherefore? (Romeo and Juliet)
The traditional classification of strong and weak verbs gives way to
division into regular and irregular, with a pronounced tendency within the
classes of the strong verbs to turn into weak ones, regular or irregular, but
nevertheless forming their past tense and Participle II by a dental suffix -d or
-t. Somewhat apart are treated modal verbs, formerly preterite-present, that
are stripped of their paradigmatic forms and are later referred to as defective.

Regular verbs.

As class II of the former weak verbs was the most productive and
served as the basis for the rules of formation of the past tense and Participle
II, the majority of former verbs belonging to this class remain regular: love,
look, ask, mark, prick, prove etc. Some, however, somewhat changed and
are now irregular make - made (formerly maked)

The verbs that are derived from other parts of speech are all regular
and form their past tense and Participle II by adding -ed suffix now perceived
as the ending.
He hath out-villained villany so far, that the
rarity redeems him. (All’s well that ends well)

All borrowed verbs form their past tense in the same way, and so they
are regular.
These bloody accidents must excuse my manners,
That so neglected you. (Othello)

Many traditionally strong verbs show the tendency to change their
former past tense forms to a more productive and more widespread way of
formation of past with the same ending, though they retain their Participle II
form in -en.
Such verbs as chew, climb, help, yield, starve, mourn, gnaw, ache,
laugh, fold, walk etc. barely show their former belonging to the strong
conjugation, and their past tense and participles are fully regular:
chew - chewed, climb - climbed, help - helped, yield - yielded,
starve - starved, mourn - mourned etc.
In early XVII century, however, we still see variation in use of such
verbs:
Turn giddy, and be holp by backward turning (Romeo and Juliet)
Would I had been by, to have helped the old man! (The Winter’s Tale)

The tendency was so strong that some verbs became regular, though
further development of the language brought them back into the group of
irregular.
My fear hath catch’d your fondness (All’s well)
Some of these verbs form their past tense forms and participles
differently - the past tense by adding -ed, Participle II by means of adding
the suffix -en to the stem of the infinitive.
melt - melted - melted (molten)
shave - shaved - shaved (shaven)
show - showed - shown (showed)
sow - sowed - sown (sowed)
wake - waked - waked (woke - woken)
wax - waxed - waxed (waxen)
Irregular verbs include those former strong verbs that preserved the vowel interchange in the root. Here belong both those that form their participle with the help of the suffix -n, and those that lost the suffix altogether:

- write - wrote - written
- rise - rose - risen
- choose - chose - chosen
- steal - stole - stolen
- bite - bit - bit (bitten)
- bind - bound - bound
- find - found - found
- sit - sat - sat
- swim - swam - swum

Many regular weak verbs of the I class where phonetic processes of assimilation of consonants led to the change of the suffix to -t, shortening of the vowels in front of two consonants caused the difference in sounds of the infinitive and the two other forms (the first long vowel was changed in the course of the Great Vowel Shift, the others remain unchanged):

- feel - felt - felt
- meet - met - met
- bend - bent - bent
- send - sent - sent
- lose - lost - lost

Those verbs of the I class of the weak verbs which were irregular in Old and Middle English remain irregular:

- tell - told - told
- sell - sold - sold
- seek - sought - sought
- bring - brought - brought

The verbs that were always irregular and stood apart from all the classification to do and to go did not change and also belong to the irregular:

- do - did - done
- go - went - gone.

The group of irregular verbs includes also some verbs that became invariable as a result of phonetic changes. Such weak verbs the root of which ended in -t as cut, shut, set, hurt, rid, put, split, formerly had the dental suffix in the past tense and in the participle II. In the course of phonetic development it merged with the root, hence they are invariable now. Additionally, the difference between the long and the short vowels became irrelevant and both long and short vowels in the formerly strong spread became both short - so spread - spread - spread; class VII verb let became invariable already in Middle English, and such words as cast, thurst and cost, having the same sound at the end, have probably formed their forms on the analogy with the above verbs.

Modal Verbs

The changes in preterite-present are significant. Some verbs are lost altogether (down, unen, thrven, munen). The rest lost the greater part of their paradigms and turned into a group of modal (defective) verbs. Unlike the former preterite-present verbs, these are no longer autonomous and cannot be used without a complement. Now they are always used as modal auxiliaries with the infinitive without the particle to. In Shakespeare’s time, however, there were some exceptions – at least some of them still retain the former semantics.

Such is the verb witen (to know) which is still found in Shakespeare’s times in the form wot/ wotst/wots, unlike other modals it takes the personal endings and has the form of the participle:

I’ll find Romeo
To comfort you: I wot well where he is (Romeo and Juliet)

...more water glideth by the mill

Than wots the miller of (Titus Andronicus)

Is that Camillo was an honest man; And why he left your court, the gods themselves, Wotting no more than I, are ignorant. (The winter’s Tale)

It may be said that in these rare case of the use of the verb witen approaches the verbs of full semantics, and practically never became a true modal.

The rest are used only as modal auxiliaries. The verb can/could still takes the personal ending of the second person, but no ending is observed in the third person singular. Could may be used to mean past indicative or the present Subjunctive.
Canst thou remember
A time before we came unto this cell? (Titus Andronicus)
Young man, thou couldst not die more honourable. (Julius Caesar)
I could be well moved, if I were as you (Julius Caesar)

Its participle is preserved only in the adjectivised form with the prefix un-
I am surprized with an uncouth fear;
A chilling sweat o'er-runs my trembling joints (Titus Andronicus)

May/might, like can takes the personal ending only in the 2nd person singular; both forms are frequently used with the meaning of subjunctive (or present conditional);

...you may buy
land now as cheap as stinking mackerel. (King Henry IV)
Reach me thy hand, that I may help thee out (Titus Andronicus)
O, that a man might know
The end of this day's business ere it come! (Julius Caesar)
O Imogen,
Safe mayst thou wander, safe return again! (Cymbeline)

The preterite - present verb owed split into two - a regular verb owe (past tense owed) with the meaning “to possess” or “to be in debt to”; its past tense ought acquired its present-day meaning of duty or moral obligation or probability or natural consequence:

Speak less than thou knowest,
Lend less than thou owes! (King Lear)
...thou dost here usurp
The name thou owest not (The Tempest)
...this proud king, who studies day and night
To answer all the debt he owes to you (King Henry IV)
The weight of this sad time we must obey;
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say. (King Lear)
You have some sick offence within your mind,
Which, by the right and virtue of my place,
I ought to know of (Julius Caesar)

Shall/should are used as modals; shall also as auxiliaries of the future and future-in-the-past tense.

Virgilia Beseech you, give me leave to retire myself.
Volumnia Indeed, you shall not. (Coriolan)
...whatev so I did bid thee do,
Thou shouldst attempt it. (Julius Caesar)

Nurse! What should she do here? (Romeo and Juliet)
The most significant change underwent the verb not, moste – it retained only the form of the past tense that now has no relevance to the past, and its original meaning of ability shifted to present-day meaning of obligation.
How malicious is my fortune, that I must repent to be just! (King Lear)
...all that lives must die,
Passing through nature to eternity. (Hamlet)

In Early New English the uses of must are often associated with the use of the adverb needs, rendering the meaning of necessity – necessarily, etc.

My dismal scene I needs must act alone.
Come, vial. (Romeo and Juliet)
...how sound is she asleep!
I must needs wake her. Madam, madam, madam! (Romeo and Juliet)
The verb dare, durren has partly preserved its nature as a preterite-present verb – it may take (or not) the 3rd person ending in the present indicative, it may be followed by bare infinitive (or with the particle to); it had variant forms of the past tense and subjunctive (dared/durst):
And what love can do that dares love attempt (Romeo and Juliet)
Go in and cheer the king: he rages; none Dare come about him. (Cymbeline)

It also developed a new meaning “to challenge or provoke (a person) into a demonstration of courage”:
So hath my lord dared him to single fight. (Antony and Cleopatra)
Decline your head: this kiss, if it durst speak.
Would stretch thy spirits up into the air (King Lear)

The verb will/would, formally anomalous, now approaches the modals. As in older times it does not take the 3rd person singular personal ending, the infinitive usually associated with it is bare, and in its uses it has very much in
common with the other modals. However in the early XVII century very often it is used as a notional verb. This is especially evident in such uses of the form *would* in the subjunctive where *would like* in present-day English is more common:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EROS</th>
<th>What <em>would</em> my lord? (Antony and Cleopatra)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RODERIGO</td>
<td>What <em>will I</em> do, thinkest thou?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAGO</td>
<td>Why, go to bed, and sleep. (Othello)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I cannot think it,
That he *would steal* away so guilty-like,
Seeing you coming. (Othello)

I *would* not for the world they saw thee here. (Romeo and Juliet)
My lord, I *would* that Thursday were to-morrow. (Romeo and Juliet)

The number of basic forms of the former strong is reduced to three: that of the infinitive, past tense and Participle II. Class VI and VII in older times had this pattern already from the times of Old English – in other classes past singular and past plural had different root vowels. This change lacked regularity – some of the verbs preserved the first, the second and the fourth forms with the participle suffix -en (write – wrote – written), some lost the suffix (ride – rode – rid), the past form and the participle of still other were identical and the second or the third form was used as the basis (bind – bound – bound). We may find instances when Participle II has no suffix, whereas adjectivized participle has it (drink – drank – drunken), or when a verb and its derivative differ in the formation of Participle II (get – got – got, but forget – forgot – forgotten, the American variant preserves the suffix with both). In early New English there is still much uncertainty in many verbs. Compare:

...meantime I *writ* to Romeo, (past)
That he should hither come (Romeo and Juliet)
...*wilt* thou know
The effect of what I *wrotel* (Hamlet) (past)
...find those persons out
Whose names *are written* there (Romeo and Juliet)
I am sent to find those persons whose names *are here* writ (Romeo and Juliet)
...the all-seeing sun
Ne'er saw her match since first the world *begun*. (Romeo and Juliet) (past)
They *had begun* the play – I sat me down (Hamlet) (Participle II)

Some other verbs too have variations in forming the past tense and participle II:

And what I *spake*, I *spake* it to my face. (Romeo and Juliet)
I hope you will consider what *is* *spoke*

Comes from my love. (Othello)

The non-finite forms of the verb – the infinitive, the participle and the gerund developed the set of forms and can hardly be called now the nominal parts of speech. Passive and perfect infinitives, passive and perfect gerund, present participle in the passive voice and perfect participle in the active and the passive voice fully represent new verbal grammatical categories:

I am to blame to *be thus waited* for. (Julius Caesar) (passive)
My purpose was not to *have seen* you here (Merchant of Venice) (perfect)

O, sir, you had then left unseen a wonderful piece of work; which not to *have been blesst* withal would have discredited your travel. (Antony and Cleopatra) (perfect passive)

But to *be paddling palms and pinching fingers*,
As now they are, and *making practised smiles,*
As in a looking-glass, and then to sigh, as 'twere
The mort o' the deer (Winter's Tale) (continuous)

Perfect Participle, in active and passive forms becomes quite common:
Nay, then indeed she cannot choose but hate thee,
*Having bought* love with such a bloody spoil. (Richard III)

This is some fellow,
Who, *having been praised* for bluntness, doth affect
A saucy roughness (King Lear)

The Gerund that originated and was occasionally used in Middle English becomes quite common, the use of this form does not differ from the present-day practice:

You know the cause, air, of *my standing* here.
(Coriolanus)
...or else
triumphantly tread on thy country's ruin,
And bear the palm for *having bravely shed*
Thy wife and children's blood. (Coriolanus)
Thy grace being gain'd cures all disgrace in me. (Love's Labours Lost)
If he suspect I may disconcerd him:
And what may make him blush in being known,
He'll stop the course by which it might be known (Pericles)

The Categories of the Early New English Verb

The categories of the Early New English remain basically the same: tense, voice, time correlation (perfect), mood. The categories of number and person are less distinct and expressed in the personal ending of the 3rd person singular in the present tense active voice and in the passive voice, the verb to be retains its 1st person singular and two number forms in the past.

All forms of the perfect tenses are abundantly used in Early New English. Occasionally the perfect tenses of the intransitive verbs are formed with the auxiliary to be, but the forms with the auxiliary have are also found:

O, are you come, Iago? you have done well (Othello)
I am gone, though I am here (Much Ado About Nothing)
You are come to see my daughter Anne? (The Merry Wives of Windsor)
She had a prophesying fear
Of what hath come to pass (Anthony and Cleopatra)
I would they had not come between us (Cymbeline)

The moods of the Early New English period are the same as they were in the Middle English - the Indicative, the Imperative and Subjunctive. The newly arisen analytical forms of the Subjunctive (now in some grammars they are called the Conditional, the Suppositional and Subjunctive II Past) have not yet the present-day differentiation as to the rules of the structural limitation of their use – we may find any combination of the moods in the sentences of unreal condition:

If thou wert honourable,
Thou wouldest have told this tale for virtue (Cymbeline)
...if you
Should have ta’en vengeance on my faults, I never
Had lived to put on this (Cymbeline)

Had he not resembled
My father as he slept, I had done’t. (Macbeth)
If he were dead, you’d weep for
him: if you would not, it were a good sign
that I should quickly have a new father (Macbeth)

Simple sentences with Subjunctive mood expressing wish are frequent, and practically all forms are found there:

O heavens! that this treason were not,
or not I the detector! (King Lear)

There is another difference in the use of the former Present tense of the Subjunctive Mood (which now is commonly called Subjunctive I). Its is widely used in the texts, in sentences expressing wishes (curses including). Such sentences were much more common in those times, so the frequency of use of this form is very high.

Once more, on pain of death, all men depart. (Romeo and Juliet)
Nor earth to me give food, nor heaven light!
Sport and repose lock from me day and night!
To desperation turn my trust and hope!
An anchor's cheer in prison be my scope! (Hamlet)

Subjunctive I is also widespread in other types of clauses, where in present-day English we have Suppositional Mood (should + Infinitive) and in American variant the older archaic form is preserved:

...parting is such sweet sorrow,
That I shall say good night till it be morrow. (Romeo and Juliet) (clause of time)
Give order to my servants that they take
No note at all of our being absent hence (Merchant of Venice) (attributive clause)
...yet he looks sadly,
And prays the Moor be safe (Othello) (object clause)
Let him walk from whence he came, lest he catch cold on's feet. (The Comedy of Errors) (adverbial clause of purpose)
O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb,
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable. (Romeo and Juliet)

Conjunction *lest*, however, may be also followed by a new analytical form of the Subjunctive — *should* + infinitive (the form of Suppositional Mood)
I dare not confess that, lest I *should compare* with
him in excellence; but, to know a man well, were to
know himself. (Hamlet)
...my dagger muzzled,
Lest it *should bite* its master (The Winter's Tale)

Notably, the sentences of what we call now those of real condition prevalently have Subjunctive I in the subordinate clause:
If then *that friend demand*
why Brutus rose against Caesar, this is my answer (Julius Caesar)
But woo her, gentle Paris, get her heart,
My will to her consent is but a part;
An (= if) *she agree*, within her scope of choice
Lies my consent and fair according voice. (Romeo and Juliet)
If the great gods *be* just, they shall assist
The deeds of justest men. (Anthony and Cleopatra).

The continuous *aspect*, the first instances of which were used in Middle English is occasionally used in the texts of this period, though not as a system (in a typical situation in which this form is used now, to denote the action that takes place at the moment of speech it is not used by Shakespeare):
[Enter HAMLET, reading]
   POLONIUS ...What do you read, my lord?
   HAMLET   Words, words, words. (Hamlet).

In other cases, however, we may see it, yet it becomes recognized as correct and included into the norm much later, in the XVI-XVII century. Still, what is the grammatical status of such structures (italicised here) as:
What's he that now is *going* out of door? (Romeo and Juliet)
They are *coming* to the play; I must be idle;
Get you a place. (Hamlet)
He's *walking* in the garden - thus; and spurns
The rush that lies before him (Antony and Cleopatra).

Old Siward, with ten thousand warlike men,
Already at a point, *was setting forth* (Macbeth)
I *have been feasting* with mine enemy (Romeo and Juliet).

One can easily agree that these are Present, Past and Present Perfect Continuous.
Instances of the use of the continuous form with the adverb *always* are marked by emotional colouring; they express irritation on the part of the speaker
Thou *art always figuring* diseases in me; but thou
*art full of error*: I am sound. (Measure for Measure)

One may also observe some regularities in the use of the forms of the verb *to use* as semi-auxiliary or auxiliary — for it is grammaticalized here — of past (iterative — to express the repeated action in the past or past action that is no longer performed). Such structure in present-day English is mentioned as a grammatical pattern (He *used to live* there; He *used to visit* us — meaning that he doesn't live and hasn't lived there ever since, and that he repeatedly visited but does no longer visit us). In present day English this structure is structurally limited, it is prevalently used in the past tense and mostly in the affirmative sentences, while there are practically no structural limitations to this form in Early New English:
His eyes are humbler than they *used to be*. (King Henry V)
...these gentlemen,
who are of such sensible and nimble lungs that
they always *use to laugh* at nothing. (The Tempest)
There they always *use to discharge* their birding-pieces. (Merry wives)
...this brain of mine
Hunts not the trail of policy so sure
As it *hath used to do*, that I have found
The very cause of Hamlet's lunacy. (Hamlet)
I do commit into your hand
The unstained sword that you *have used to bear* (King Henry IV)

This structure in Early New English was almost paradigmatically full, so it is possible to say that there were some prerequisites for formation of yet another grammatical category specifying the aspective characteristics of the
action which in the long run proved almost irrelevant and remained only as a cast-iron grammatical phrase.

Occasionally, the same meaning is also rendered by combination would + inf, but the verb would preserves more of its lexical meaning, modal meaning is still felt:

Broad-fronted Caesar.

When thou wast here above the ground, I was

A morsel for a monarch: and great Pompey

Would stand and make his eyes grow in my brow (Antony and Cleopatra)

**Early New English Syntax**

The structure of the sentence in Early New English is conditioned by the previous development of its morphology. With the practical loss of endings by the nouns and adjectives, their position in the sentence becomes quite relevant to the meaning they render - so, the direct word order prevails, the subject precedes the predicate in non-emotional sentences, and the object is shifted to the position after the predicate.

Agreement as a means of grammatical connection of the words in the sentence is limited to the demonstrative pronouns that preserve their plural form. The predicate agrees with the subject when it is expressed by the verb to be or the passive form of the verb with this same auxiliary, and in the third person singular of the present tense.

Government is also restricted to some structures with personal pronouns and interrogative or relative who/whom, the role of prepositions grows. Some say that even the term prepositional government might be introduced to emphasize their growing role in connecting words.

Joining becomes the main way of connecting the words in the sentence - headword does not change anything in the subordinate in such combinations as young knight/young knights; I say, you say, we say, they say etc.

A noun in pre-position to other noun generally plays the part of an attribute:

He raised the house with loud coward cries; Gloucester's bastard son; Get thee glass eyes; use his eyes for garden water-pots; Talk of court news, Despite thy victor sword (King Lear)

A true innovation is observed in the structure of the sentence as auxiliary do is introduced. It appears in all types of sentences: declarative, negative and interrogative containing the Present or Past tenses of the Indicative Mood and the Imperative Mood. These forms are known as “do-periphrasis”, and practically all of them are devoid of any emphatic meaning, of any stylistic connotation. Occasionally we may find that the structure containing do may be really emphatic, but that is conditioned rather by the lexical meaning of the words. Originally the forms

- I do know – I know
- Dost thou know? – Knowest thou?
- I don’t know – I know not

are equal in stylistic value, and only much later, when the auxiliary in the affirmative sentences was discarded, such sentences became stylistically marked as the use of do violates the rule.

And for that offence

Immediately we do exile him hence (Romeo and Juliet)

Will you be ready? do you like this haste? (ibid)

Dost thou come here to whine? (Hamlet)

I do not know from what part of the world

I should be greeted (Hamlet)

Nay, I know not. (Hamlet)

Not that I think you did not love your father (Hamlet)

Or never after look me in the face:

Speak not, reply not, do not answer me (Romeo and Juliet)

The clock struck nine when I did send the nurse;

In half an hour she promised to return. (Romeo and Juliet)

In present-day English negative structures without do are also more emphatic. Emphasis and expressivity result from violation of any rule. Metaphor, hyperbole, oxymoron are expressive, because the rules of semantic combinability are broken - when Shakespeare, for instance says

I loved Ophelia: forty thousand brothers

Could not, with all their quantity of love,

Make up my sum. (Hamlet)

it is the hyperbola (forty thousand brothers) that makes the utterance expressive; I did love could not make it so expressive, as there was no limitation on the use of the form; in the following lines
Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold fire, sick health! (Romeo and Juliet)
it is the incongruous, seemingly self-contradictory effect produced by combinations of usually uncombinable words that makes the utterance eloquent. So if the structure with the auxiliary do in the affirmativ sentences are really strong and emotional, that may be the effect of the other elements of the sentence — lexical as well as structural
O woe! O woful, woful, woful day!
Most lamentable day, most woful day.
That ever, ever, I did yet behold! (Romeo and Juliet) (numerous repetitions and the superlative degree of the adjectives produce the desired effect).

As far as the general organization of the sentence is concerned, a new phenomenon arises — the structure of the sentence becomes nominative, that is a subject in the nominative case becomes a necessary part of it. The majority of sentences had it in Old and in Middle English. But at the same time impersonal sentences, where the doer of the action was indefinite had special structure without the subject, having the predicate and the object in the dative case, sometimes the object merged with the very verb. Such structures are still found in Shakespeare’s plays:

As far as the general organization of the sentence is concerned, a new phenomenon arises — the structure of the sentence becomes nominative, that is a subject in the nominative case becomes a necessary part of it. The majority of sentences had it in Old and in Middle English. But at the same time impersonal sentences, where the doer of the action was indefinite had special structure without the subject, having the predicate and the object in the dative case, sometimes the object merged with the very verb. Such structures are still found in Shakespeare’s plays:

PRINCE EDWARD Where shall we sojourn till our coronation?
GLOUCESTER Where it seems best unto your royal self. (King Richard III)
I do not much dislike the matter, but
The manner of his speech (Anthony and Cleopatra)
I think it is our way,
If we will keep in favour with the king (King Richard III)

Though double negation is considered ungrammatical and is gradually driven out of the language, Shakespeare’s works still show that it did not happen in early 17th century:
Most mighty sovereign,
You have no cause to hold my friendship doubtful:
I never was nor never will be false. (King Richard III)
If idle talk will once be necessary,
I’ll not sleep neither (Anthony and Cleopatra)
STEPHANO We’ll not run, Monsieur Monster.
TRINCULO Nor go neither; but you’ll lie like dogs and yet say nothing neither. (The Tempest)

Early New English Vocabulary

Whereas we mentioned various sources of enriching the English vocabulary — they were Latin and Celtic in Old English, Scandinavian and French in Middle English, the Modern English state of things is characterised more by English influence on the other languages than by the reverse.

Whereas words of foreign origin enriched the English vocabulary to a great extent, the inner factors — that is, various ways of word building were also very actively used. New words appeared in the language built by all traditional word building processes — derivation, compounding, semantic word building and a new, specifically English way of making new words arose — zero-derivation, or conversion.

Derivation can be observed in all parts of speech. The most productive suffixes of the period were:
noun-suffixes:

The range of meanings of this suffix was extended, and it came to be used to denote not only the doer of the action but also things:

During this period the former suffix -our (French in origin) acquired the same form -er or turned into -or.
interpréter – interpreter
robber – robber
auditeur – auditor
traiter – traitor
empeur – emperor
sénateur – senator

The suffix -ster (from feminine -estre webbestre, spinnestre, beggestre) acquired negative connotations and no longer is indicating the gender

During this period the former suffix -our (French in origin) acquired the same form -er or turned into -or.
interpréter – interpreter
robber – robber
auditeur – auditor
traiter – traitor
empeur – emperor
sénateur – senator

The suffix -ster (from feminine -estre webbestre, spinnestre, beggestre) acquired negative connotations and no longer is indicating the gender

In noun-formation we find old suffixes that may be added to native as well as borrowed stems:

-ing farming 1545–55
belonging 1595–1605
stocking 1575–85
misgiving 1595–1605
marketing 1555–65
acting 1595–1605
modelling 1575–85
screening 1715–25
engineering 1710–20

Here are some more words from Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”
This supernatural soliciting;

Present fears are less than horrible imaginings;
...that no compunctious visitings of nature shake my fell purpose
The list can be easily extended manifold.
Very active is the native suffix -ness:
consciousness 1625–35
happiness 1520–30
fitness 1570–80.

In Shakespeare’s time the productivity of this suffix is great; the words with it include such as equalness, loathness, tameness, freeness, solemnness, valiantness, rawness etc. which, though still registered in dictionaries are no longer in active use and are prevalently used either with other derivational morphemes, or without suffix at all.

The morpheme -man, formerly a part of numerous compounds turns into a semi-suffix, which until recently was not marked with a pronounced gender meaning, probably because all the marked professions were men’s, and the question of women in profession did not arise.
boatman 1505–15
spokesman 1510–20
coachman 1570–80
postman 1520–30
meatman 1560–70
clergyman 1570–80
milkman 1580–90
tallyman 1645–55
vassal 1695–1705
cowman 1670–80
groomsman 1690–1700
fireman 1620–30
chairman 1645–55
artilleryman 1625–35

and later sportsman 1700–10, policeman 1795–1805,

The latest change of the formations of this type in compounds proper can be illustrated by coinages like spokesperson 1970–75, chairperson 1970–75, anchorperson 1970–75 etc.
Adjective suffixes of that were used at the times were of native origin as well as borrowed. The native suffixes are:

- y
  stumpy 1590–1600
  wavy 1555–65
  haughty 1520–30
  healthy 1545–55
  saucy 1500–10
  racy 1645–55
  brassy 1570–80
  lumpy 1700–10

- ful
  bashful 1540–50
  beautiful 1520–30
  delightful 1520–30
  grateful 1545–55
  hopeful 1560–70
  truthful 1590–1600
  trustful 1570–80
  disdainful 1535–45
  eventual 1590–1600
  unjustful 1605–15
  fanciful 1620–30
  regretful 1640–50

Prefixation is also active in the Early New English period. Among native prefixes that remain productive and are very active in making new words one should mention negative prefixes tin- and mis- — the first equivalent to “not”, and the second applied to various parts of speech, meaning “ill,' 'mistaken,' 'wrong,' 'wrongly,' 'incorrectly,' or simply negating, and the prefix dis- having negative or reversing force:

  unbecoming 1590–1600
  unfortunate 1520–30
  unabated 1605–15
  unabridged 1590–1600
  unaccented 1590–1600
  unalterable 1610–15
  unanswerable 1605–15
  unapproachable 1575–85

...it provokes, and unprovokes (Macbeth)
Come, you spirits
That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here,
And fill me from the crown to the toe top-full
Of direst cruelty! (ibid.)

misreckon 1515–25
misremember 1525–35
misplace 1545–55
mismatch 1590–1600
mispronounce 1585–95
misquote 1590–1600
misstate 1640–50
misspell 1645–55
misrepresent 1640–50

distrust 1505–15
dislike 1545–55
distaste 1580–90
disease 1590–1600
displace 1545–55
disbelieve 1635–45
disown 1610–20

What follows if we disallow of this? (King John)
These prefixes may combine with the roots of any origin which is not to be said about the other productive negative prefix in-, which either came together with or is limited in its functioning to the roots of Latin and French origin.

The prefixes out-, over- and under- known in the language from the oldest times give a great number of new coinages

  out- is used to form many transitive verbs denoting a going beyond, surpassing, or outdoing in the particular action indicated:
  outrow 1520–30
  outbid 1580–90
  outbrave 1580–90
  outbreak 1595–1605
  outdare 1585–95
We find numerous examples of the use of this prefix in the plays of Shakespeare, proving that it was especially productive in the 17th century. 

He hath out-villained villany so far, that the rarity redeems him. (All's well that ends well)

Let him do his spite:
My services which I have done the signiory
Shall out-tongue his complaints. (Othello)

...it out-herods Herod: pray you, avoid it. (Hamlet)

For thee, oppressed king, am I cast down;
Myself could else out-frown false fortune's frown. (King Lear)

over - with the sense of “over the limit,” “to excess,” “too much,” “too,” is used to form verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns:

overbear 1525-35
overawe 1570-80
overburdern 1570-80
overcareful 1585-95
overact 1605-15
overconfident 1610-20

Would it not grieve a woman to be overmastered with a piece of valiant dust? (Much Ado About Nothing) in that we are not over-happy (Hamlet)

When you are over-earnest with your Brutus... (Julius Caesar)
You bred him as my playfellow, and he is A man worth any woman, overbuys me Almost the sum he pays. (Cymbeline)

...feed it with such over-roasted flesh... (The Taming of the Shrew)

under – is used to indicate place or situation below or beneath; lower in grade or dignity; of lesser degree, extent, or amount; or insufficiency:

underage 1585-95
underbid 1585-95
underdo 1605-15
underrate 1615-25
underpraise 1690-1700.

If you do say we think him over-proud
And under-honest... (Troilus and Cressida)
...the flame o’ the taper
Bows toward her, and would under-peep her lids (Cymbeline)
...the under-hangman of his kingdom (Cymbeline)
And leave those woes alone which I alone
Am bound to under-bear (King John)

The above affixes continue to form new words. New affixes of the Early English period are:

-ment. It came into the language in Middle English together with a great number of French words (testament, argument, juggement, ornament, instrument etc.), but in Early New English it became productive and used with stems of various origin:

atonement 1505-15
meritement 1570-80
intervention 1550-60
astonishment 1570-80
acknowledgement 1585-95
inducement 1585-95
amazement 1590-1600
betterment 1590-1600

Here have we war for war and blood for blood,
Controlment for controlment: so answer France. (King John)

The suffix -ah, forming nouns from verbs, usually verbs of French or Latin origin gives the following in Early New English:

recital 1505-15
trial 1520-30
approval 1680-90
denial 1520-30
perusal 1590-1600
disposal 1620-30
proposal 1645-55

-ity, a suffix of French origin is used to form abstract nouns expressing state or condition is joined to the borrowed stems:
probity 1505-15
modesty 1525-35
senility 1770-80
virility 1580-90
validity 1540-50,

while -age of the same origin may be used in either combination:
luggage 1590-1600
shortage 1865-70
leakage 1480-90
rampage 1705-15
mileage 1745-55
storage 1605-15
wreckage 1830-40

Suffix -able/-ible came into the English language in Middle English as a part of a great number of French adjectives (amyable, agreeable, charitable, mesurable, honurable etc.), but was hardly used with the stems of native English origin). In Early New English it is equally productive with stems of either origin:
answerable 1540-50
approachable 1565-75
arguable 1605-15
bearable 1540-50
capable 1555-65
collectible, collectable 1640-50
commonable 1610-20
deniable 1540-50
dirigible 1575-85
disputable 1540-50
drinkable 1605-15
eatable 1475-85
enjoyable 1635-45
marketable 1590-1600
namable 1770-80
readable 1560-70
removable 1525-35
tameable 1545-55
teachable 1475-85

The process continues up to the present time, and now it is among the most productive word-forming suffixes.

Latin and Greek prefixes re-, trans-, post-, pre-, super-, sub-, counter-, anti- are productive and combine both with the borrowed and native roots. The examples of innovations containing them are:
re-  re-examine 1585-95
write 1560-70
re-export 1680-90
redo 1590-1600
refill 1680-90
remind 1635-45
restate 1705-15
recollect 1605-15
refurbish 1605-15

trans- used with the meanings "across," "beyond," "through," "changing thoroughly," "transverse," in combination with elements of any origin:
transact 1575-85
transfix 1580-90
transgress 1520-30
transmarine 1575-85
translucent 1590-1600
translocation 1615-25

post- a prefix, meaning "behind," "after," "later," "subsequent to," "posterior to," now used freely in the formation of new words:
postposition 1540-50
postdiluvian 1670-80
postgraduate 1855-60
post-meridian 1620-30

pre- a prefix meaning "before," "prior to," "in advance of," "early," "beforehand," "before," "in front of," and with other figurative meanings:
prejudge 1555-65
preconceive 1570-80
predecease 1585-95
precaution 1595-1605
preappoint 1625-35
Super- a prefix with the basic meaning "above, beyond," "situated over" and, more figuratively, "an individual, thing, or property that exceeds customary norms or levels":

- supereminent 1545–55
- supersubtle 1590–1600
- supercritical 1600–10
- superlunary 1605–15
- superman 1625–35
- supercharge 1760–70
- superstructure 1635–45

Sub- a prefix freely attached to elements of any origin and used with the meaning "under," "below," "beneath," "slightly," "imperfectly," "nearly," "secondary," "subordinate":

- subhead 1580–90
- subalpine 1650–60
- submarine 1640–50
- subselestial 1555–65
- subcommittee 1600–10

Counter- used with the meanings "against," "contrary," "opposite," "in opposition or response to"; "complementary," "in reciprocation," "corresponding," "parallel":

- counterbalance 1570–80
- counterscarp 1565–75
- counterplot 1590–1600
- countercharge 1605–15
- counterforce 1600–10
- counterblow 1625–35
- counteract 1670–80

Compounding was always a productive way of making new words in Germanic languages in general and English in particular. So in the Early New English the language was enriched by the words of various patterns:

- handkerchief 1520–30
- schoolboy 1580–90
- lighthouse 1655–65
- daybook 1570–80
- staircase 1615–25

- heartbroken 1580–90
- good-natured 1570–80
- longfaced 1585–95
- short-lived 1580–90
- greatcoat 1655–65
- shorthand 1630–40
- looking-glass 1520–30
- bystander 1610–20
- passer-by 1560–70

Some words were formed from more than two stems, they are called syntactic compounds:

- forget-me-not 1525–35
- happy-go-lucky 1665–75
- jack-in-the-box 1545–55
- jack-of-all-trades 1610–20
- matter-of-fact 1575–85
- merry-go-round 1720–30
- out-of-date 1620–30

Among these are common occasional formations when a word-group stands in preposition to a noun:

- the to-and-fro-conflicting wind and rain. (King Lear)
- The let-alone lies not in your good will. (King Lear)

Making new words by clipping gains pace. While in the 16th century such words were not so common, later periods proved that this is a productive way of word building. Long borrowed words were shortened to better assimilate in the English vocabulary more and more tending to short monosyllabic words:

- gent 1555–65 (gentleman)
- quack 1620–30 (quacksalver)
- cab 1640–50 (cabriolet)
- wig 1665–75; (periwig)
- mob 1680–90; [L mobile vulgus the movable (i.e., changeable, inconstant) common people].

Later, in the XIX c. here we will find exam (examination), consoles (consolidated rent), bus (omnibus), van (caravan), flu (influenza), doc (doctor) and many others.
As international communication becomes more active new words derived from proper names, often of foreign origin appear in the language:
calico (Calcutta) 1495–1505; short for Calico cloth
ghetto a section of a city in which all Jews (and later the representatives of other ethnic minority group, were required to live) 1605–15; <It, orig. the name of an island near Venice where Jews were forced to reside in the 16th century
morocco a fine soft leather made from goatskins, used for bookbinding, shoes, etc. (17: after Morocco, where it was originally made)
astrakhan a fur of young lambs, with lustrous, closely curled wool, from [1760–70]
jersey 1575–85 a knitted garment covering the upper part of the body; a machine-knitted slightly elastic cloth of wool, silk, nylon, etc., used for clothing [from Jersey, the woollen sweaters traditionally worn by the fishermen of the island]
sandwich 1755–65 two or more slices of bread or the like with a layer of meat, fish, cheese, etc., between each pair [named after the fourth Earl of Sandwich (1718–92)]
derrick a jib crane (orig. a hangman, the gallows, after the surname of a well-known Tyburn hangman, about 1600)

Conversion as a New Phenomenon In Early New English Word-formation

Zero-derivation, or conversion is a specifically English way of word building which arose in the language due to the loss of endings. Like any other inflected language Old English had a distinctive suffix of the infinitive -an/-ian, and denominal and dejectival verbs were made by suffixation:
lufu - lufian
rest - restan
ende - endian.

In Middle English, with the levelling of endings, these pairs were love - loven, rest - resten, end - enden. Finally the endings were lost, and the noun and the verb coincided in form love n. – love v.; rest n. – rest v.; end n. – end v. This set a new pattern of making new words (verbs from nouns and adjectives with a certain number of verbs derived from other parts of speech and nouns from verbs). In Early New English it was very productive, even more productive than it is now, and the plays of Shakespeare will show enormous number of such coinages:
...such boil’d stuff a s well might poison poison! (Cymbeline) (N – V)
Out on thee, rude man! thou dost shame thy mother (King John) (N – V)
Think you I am no stronger than my sex,
Being so father’d and so husbanded? (Julius Caesar)
I wrote to you
When rioting in Alexandria; you
Did pocket up my letters (Antony and Cleopatra)
...to get myself into more work (Julius Caesar) (V – N)
Have you not made an universal shout,
That Tiber trembled underneath her banks (Julius Caesar) (V – N)
I have received a hurt: follow me, lady. (King Lear) (V – N)

Among the nouns turned into verbs in the Early New English such verbs are to be mentioned: alarm (16 c.) camp (16 c.), place (16 c.), lock (16 c.), pump (16 c.), capture (16 c.), stake (17 c.), hand (17 c.), lunch (19 c.), etc.
The following verbs gave rise to new nouns by conversion: advance (15 c.), praise (15 c.), talk (15 c.), defeat (16 c.), drive (17 c.), laugh (17 c.), paint (17 c).
The same process is observed in formation the following verbs from the adjectives:
clean (15 c.), empty (16 c.), secure (16 c.) etc.
Though the process of substantivation of adjectives is sometimes treated separately, its essence is about the same – a new part of speech is made without any derivational morpheme. During the period such adjectives through conversion gave the following nouns:
native (15 c.), public (15 c.), Russian (16 c.), American (16 c.).
Shift. Words belonging to various parts of speech are found here. Some preserved Latin grammatical morphemes which are no longer felt as such, the word belongs to any part of speech irrespective of the part of speech suffix. Here are some examples of the borrowings of the period:

Nouns:
  *amplitude* 1540–50
  *applause* 1590–1600
  *class* 1590–1600
  *consultation* 1540–50
  *demolition* 1540–50
  *formula* 1575–85
  *gymnasium* 1590–1600
  *horizon* 1540–50
  *initiation* 1575–85
  *medium* 1575–85
  *radius* 1590–1600
  *scene* 1530–40
  *triumvirate* 1575–85

As far as verbs are concerned, some distinctive morphemes are to be mentioned here. A considerable number of verbs had the suffix -ate (that was the suffix of Participle II of the verbs of the 1st conjugation) – in English it has nothing to do with the non-finite forms of the verbs marker, and is generally perceived as the verbal suffix:
  *accommodate* 1515–25
  *accumulate* 1520–30
  *agitate* 1580–90
  *appreciate* 1645–55
  *calculate* 1560–70
  *co-ordinate* 1635–45
  *devastate* 1625–35
  *discriminate* 1620–30
  *dominate* 1605–15
  *estimate* 1525–35
  *exaggerate* 1525–35
  *expiate* 1585–95
  *hesitate* 1615–25

Many verbs borrowed from Latin have the suffix -ct (that of the Participle II of the III conjugation of Latin verbs):
  *inject* 1590–1600
  *inspect* 1615–25
  *neglect* 1520–30
  *predict* 1540–50
  *protect* 1520–30
  *protract* 1540–50
  *reject* 1485–95
  *select* 1555–65

Not so numerous are those that have the suffix -ute (from Participle II a group of Latin verbs of the third conjugation):
  *compute* 1580–90
  *constitute* 1400–50
  *contribute* 1520–30
  *dilute* 1545–55
  *distribute* 1400–50
  *refute* 1505–15

Some verbs were taken from the stem of the present tense of the verbs of the 3rd conjugation –
  *append* 1640–50
  *applaud* 1530–40
  *collide* 1615–25
  *deduce* 1520–30
  *explode* 1530–40

illustrate 1520–30
imitate 1525–35
indicate 1645–55
infuriate 1660–70
nominate 1475–85
operate 1600–10
participate 1525–35
remunerate 1515–25
stimulate 1540–50
vacillate 1590–1600
Adjectives that go back to Latin words may be derived from adjectives and participles. Those that have the suffixes -ant/ent retain the suffix of the Latin present participle, but they are fully adjectivized in English:

- deficient 1575-85
- exponent 1575-85
- important 1580-90
- indignant 1580-90
- latent 1610-20
- malignant 1535-45
- redundant 1595-1605
- resilient 1635-45
- salient 1555-65

The Latin suffix -atus, that of the past participle is preserved in the form -ate in many adjectives:

- accurate 1605-15
- degenerate 1485-95
- elaborate 1575-85
- immediate 1525-35
- importunate 1520-30
- surrogate 1525-35

So is the suffix of the comparative degree -ior:

- anterior 1535-45
- excelsior 1770-80
- exterior 1525-35
- interior 1480-90

Simple borrowing of adjectives as they were without much changing is marked by Latin suffixes:

- al
  - aerial 1595-1605
  - controversial 1575-85
- at
  - atrocity 1660-70
  - atrocity 1660-70
- id
  - accurate 1605-15
  - legal 1490-1500

- ivus → -ive
  - abusive 1575-85
  - declarative 1530-40
  - adversative 1525-35
  - distinctive 1575-85
  - cooperative 1595-1605
  - quantitative 1575-85
  - corrective 1525-35

- aris → -ar
  - auricular 1535-45
  - lunar 1585-95
  - similar 1605-15
- icus → ic
  - analytic 1580-90
  - critic 1575-85
  - miteic 1625-35
  - domestic 1515-25
  - pacific 1540-50
- icus → -ic
  - analytic 1580-90
  - critic 1575-85
  - miteic 1625-35
  - domestic 1515-25
  - pacific 1540-50
  - robus 1540-50

- tus → -st
  - robust 1540-50

- usms → -ous
  - assiduous 1530-40
  - atrocious 1660-70
  - continuous 1635-45
  - decorous 1655-65
  - dubious 1540-50
  - obnoxious 1575-85
  - obvious 1580-90
  - pernicious 1515-25
  - rauco 1760-70
### French Borrowings in Early New English


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>impetuous</td>
<td>1525–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnanimous</td>
<td>1575–85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notorious</td>
<td>1540–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensuous</td>
<td>1630–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremendous</td>
<td>1625–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vociferous</td>
<td>1605–15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The peculiarity of the French borrowings of the period is that they in many cases preserve French phonetic shape (borrowings of the 16th and 19th century alike) — they have the stress on the final syllable, often have mute consonants at the end and have French sounds. (3 in *bourgeois, genre* etc.)

### Borrowing Italian Words at This Period

Borrowing *Italian* words at this period is explained by great influence of Italy in certain spheres of life. Italian architecture, music, banking and military affairs excelled in those times. The borrowings of this period are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arsenal</td>
<td>1500–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artichoke</td>
<td>1525–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bankrupt</td>
<td>1525–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baritone</td>
<td>1600–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canto</td>
<td>1580–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capriccio</td>
<td>1595–1605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnival</td>
<td>1540–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casino</td>
<td>1780–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colonel</td>
<td>1540–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contrabass</td>
<td>1590–1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contralto</td>
<td>1720–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridor</td>
<td>1585–95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duet</td>
<td>1730–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fresco</td>
<td>1590–1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gondola</td>
<td>1540–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grotto</td>
<td>1610–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infantry</td>
<td>1570–80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spanish borrowings of this period are rather numerous and can be subdivided into two groups — borrowings of the native Spanish words such as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>renegade</td>
<td>1575–85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guitar</td>
<td>1615–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mosquito</td>
<td>1575–85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cigar</td>
<td>1625–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sombrero</td>
<td>1590–1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and those that were taken into Spanish from various American Indian languages (occasionally from other languages). Sometimes people think that they might be called the borrowings from Indian languages, but there was no direct contact of the English with those tribes at the period so the words came into English from Spanish.
tobacco 1525–35 — Arawak
potato 1545–55 — Taino
canoe 1545–55 — Arawak
cannibal 1545–55 — Arawak
hammock 1545–55 — Taino
hurricane 1545–55 — Taino
maize 1545–55 — Taino
moose 1595–1605 — Abenaki
savannah 1545–55 — Taino
chocolate 1595–1605 — Náhuatl
cannot 1595–1605 — Quechua
banana 1590–1600 — Mande language of Liberia
tomato 1595–1605 — Náhuatl
lilac 1615–25 — Arabic
barbeque 1655–65 — Arawak
pampas 1695–1705 — Quechua
quine 1820–30 — Quechua

Another group of Spanish borrowings is connected with the military sphere and seafaring.
galleon 1520–30
contraband 1520–30
armada 1525–35
bravado 1575–85
bomb 1580–90

filibuster 1580–90
embargo 1595–1605
cargo 1640–50
guerrilla 1800–10

Some words borrowed from Spanish seem very much connected with American life, yet they are Spanish words coined in the New world.
canyon 1835–45
cockroach 1615–25
tornado 1550–60
junta 1615–25

marmalade 1515–25
zebra 1590–1600
flamingo 1555–65
jaguar 1595–1605
copra 1575–85
fetish 1605–15

The Dutch element comes into the English language in a considerable number of words, reflecting the specificity of their commercial ties. The Netherlands of the period was well-known for its school of painting, its crafts and a well-developed fleet. Hence the Dutch borrowings of the Early New English period are:
wagon 1505–15
frolic 1530–40
dabble 1550–60
yacht 1550–60
freebooter 1560–70
reef 1575–85
monsoon 1575–85
dock 1580–90
drawl 1590–1600
landscape 1590–1600
harpoon 1590–1600
skeg 1590–1600
sledge 1595–1605
drill 1605–15
decoy 1610–20
etch 1625–35
etch 1625–35
cruise 1645–55
walrus 1645–55
gherkin 1655–65
holster 1655–65
stoke 1675–85
iceberg 1765–75

German, Hungarian, Polish, Russian and Ukrainian words are not so numerous and in many cases only name the things absent in the English everyday life – names of musical instruments, some institutions and social titles, wines etc. So Hungarian in origin are: hussar 1525–35 and coach 1550–60. Words like cossack 1590–1600 and horde 1545–55 are listed among Polish borrowings of Ukrainian origin; borshch 1880–85 came into the English language through Yiddish marked as Russian or Ukrainian soup, hospodar 1620–30 came through Romanian.

Russian borrowings of the Early New English period are not so numerous — muzhik 1560–70, telega 1550–60, boyar 1585–95, beluga 1585–95, kumiss 1590–1600 (from Turkic) and, like the above mentioned borrowings from Polish or Ukrainian are restricted to naming specifically Russian phenomena.
Borrowings from Arabic were of mixed nature – some became part and parcel of the English vocabulary and bear no local colouring:

- **algebra** (1535-45)
- **alcohol** (1535-45)
- **henna** (1590-1600)
- **sofa** (1615-25)

The majority of the borrowing from Hebrew came in the earlier periods through Latin (Satan bef. 900, amen bef. 1000, cherub bef. 900, manna bef. 900, rabbi 1250-1300), one of the Early New English is **hallelujah** (1525-35).

The English colonial expansion brought into the language words of the languages of the English colonies in Asia, Africa and Australia. Here are some examples of the words taken from Indian languages (Hindi, Bengali, Urdu etc):

- **sari** (1570-80)
- **calico** (1495-1505)
- **raja** (1545-55)
- **cashmere** (1670-80)
- **bungalow** (1670-80)
- **nabob** (1605-15)
- **pundit** (1665-75)
- **cashmere** (1815-25)
- **bungalow** (1670-80)

Some words were coined from the morphemes borrowed from classical languages, though in such combinations they never existed either in Latin or in Greek. Later they were borrowed into many languages and are usually referred to as international words.

- **biography** (1675-85)
- **geodesy** (1560-70)
- **geology** (1680-90)
- **zoography** (1585-95)
- **zoology** (1660-70)
- **orthoeopy** (1660-75)
- **psychology** (1675-85)
- **stereometry** (1560-70)
- **telescope** (1610-20)
- **atmosphere** (1630-40)
- **bacteriology** (1880-85)
- **dactylogram** (1910-15)
- **photography** (1839)
- **telegraph** (1792)
- **television** (1905-10)
- **telephone** (1825-35)
- **phonograph** (1825-35)
- **ecology** (1870-75)
- **ecosphere** (1950-55)
- **ecosystem** (1930-35)
- **perinatology** (1975-80)

A great number of foreign borrowings brought into the language lexical suppletivity – such state of things, when adjectives corresponding some native nouns are formed from Latin roots. Sometimes there exist their counterparts made by suffixation from native roots as well, or qualitative meanings are rendered by nouns in premodification to other nouns, adjectives of Latin origin being more bookish and official:

- **son** – **filial** (1350-1400)
- **town** – **urban** (1610-20)
- **tree** – **arboreal** (1660-70)
- **tooth** – **dental** (1660-70)
- **eye** – **ocular** (1565-75)
- **lungs** – **pulmonary** (1650-60)
- **day** – **diurnal** (1400-50)
- **year** – **annual** (1350-1400)
- **father** – **paternal** (1400-50)
- **mother** – **maternal** (1475-85)
- **heart** – **cordial** (1350-1400)
- **sun** – **solar** (1400-50)
- **moon** – **lunar** (1585-95)

American variant of the language is enriched by the words from the aboriginal languages of Americas:

- **moccasin** (1605-15)
- **pampas** (1695-1705)
- **puma** (1770-80)
- **opossum** (1600-10)
- **tomahawk** (1605-15)
- **squaw** (1625-35)
- **skunk** (1625-35)

Derivatives from Latin stems in the other parts of speech are also common:

- **three** – **tripod** (1595-1605)
- **eight** – **octagon** (1650-60)
- **five** – **pentagon** (1560-70)
- **two** – **dual** (1535-45), also **double** (1175-1225)
**Etymological Doublets**

As a result of borrowings of the same words (or morphemes) from different languages, or from the same language but in different periods of language development, a great number of etymological doublets (that is, two or more words in a language that are derived from the same source, especially when one is learned while the other is popular) appear in the language, and the meanings of the words of the same origin may differ to a considerable extent.

Here are some examples of etymological doublets that illustrate the state of things:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fantasie</td>
<td>imaginative faculty, mental image</td>
<td>L phantasía (Gk phantasía) an idea, notion, image, lit., a making visible;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fancy</td>
<td>14th century. Via French rai from Latin radius (see radius :)</td>
<td>From Latin, &quot;staff, spoke, ray, beam of light&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| fest           | deed from Latin factum "deed," from the past participle of facere "to do."
| frail          | 1300-50 Via Old French fraile from Latin fragilis                         | From Latin, "to break"                                                |
| fragile        | 1505-15 Directly or via French from Latin fragilis from, ultimately the same base as frangere "to break" |
| factum        | deed, from the past participle of facere "to do."                          | From Latin, "deed," from Latin factum                                |
| fact          | 1530-40 From Latin factum "deed," from the past participle of facere "to do."
| paralytic      | 1300-50; ME paralitik < L paralyticus < Gk paralytikes, equiv. to paraly- (see PARALYSIS) + tikos -TIC |
| paralysie      | ultimately, Latin fragilis from, ultimately, the same base as frangere "to break" |
| secure         | 1525-35 securus < se-, free from, apart (see SECEDE) + cura, care         | From Latin, "to make ready"                                          |
| secure         | 1525-35 securus < se-, free from, apart (see SECEDE) + cura, care         | From Latin, "to arrange apart," from Old French separare "to arrange apart," from ultimately, Latin separare "to separate" |
| tract           | 1250-1300 Via Old French trésor, "treacherous handing over, betrayal," from the Latin stem trāct-, from trādere, "to hand over" |
| tradition      | 1350-1400 Via Old French from, ultimately, Latin trādere "to hand over, betray" from trans- "across, over" + dare "to give."
| treason        | 1175-1225 Via Anglo-Norman treisoun, "treacherous handing over, betrayal," from the Latin stem trāct-, from trādere, "to hand over"
| strict         | stringent adjective 1595-1605 L stringens, pp. of stringere, to draw tight |
| strict         | stringent adjective 1595-1605 L stringens, pp. of stringere, to draw tight |
| channel        | 1400-50 from Latin canalis channel, water pipe, from canna reed CANE |
| sever         | 1300-50 From Anglo-Norman sever from Old French sevrer from, ultimately, Latin sevrer "to separate," from separare "to separate" |
| separate       | 1400-50 From Latin separare, literally "to arrange apart," from Old French sevrer from, ultimately, Latin sevrer "to separate," from separare "to separate" |
| sign          | 1350-1400 Via Old French seigneur "mark"                                  | From Latin signum "mark"                                              |
| signal         | 1350-1400 Via Old French seigneur "mark"                                  | From Latin signum "mark"                                              |
Words that in the 17th Century Had Meaning different from What They Have Now

We cannot overlook mighty semantic changes that go on permanently in the language. Some words change their meanings and lose the old ones; some may have the old one among many others, and it being rather rare (this may be generalization or narrowing of meaning, perjoration or melioration, various shifts in different directions) are first perceived in their newer sense. Even within these final four hundred years a number of words preserved in the language are so changed semantically that a part of Shakespeare's vocabulary needs explanation. We may call these diachronic homonyms— they may mislead the reader as far as the real meaning of the utterance is concerned. Let us take, for instance several citations from some Shakespeare's plays.

I pray thee, good Mercutio, let's retire:  
The day is hot, the Capulets abroad,  
And, if we meet, we shall not scape a brawl (Romeo and Juliet)

...my father and the gentlemen are in sad talk, and we'll not trouble them. (The Winter's Tale)

Thy topless deputation he puts on (Troilus and Cressida)

Yet doth he give us bold advertisement,  
That with our small conjunction we should on (Henry IV)

(she delivered) A daughter, and a goodly babe,  
Lusty and like to live: the queen receives  
Much comfort in't; says 'My poor prisoner,  
I am innocent as you.' (The Winter's Tale)

Here's the scroll, the continent and summary of my fortune. (Merchant of Venice)

The italicised words are well known in their present-day meanings: abroad—in or to a foreign country; sad—sorrowful or mournful; lusty—having strong sexual desires; topless—lacking a top or nude above the waist or hips; advertisement—a paid announcement; continent—one of the main landmasses of the globe, usually reckoned as seven in number, but the context shows that their earlier meanings were different. Here is a short glossary of the words that are in current use today, but their meaning was either replaced by another, as in the case with sad (from serious to sorrowful), or the former meaning is now rarely used and usually is not noted by the learners of the English language (as is the case with continent—something that serves as a container or boundary):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abroad</td>
<td>away, apart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address</td>
<td>to prepare oneself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advertisement</td>
<td>admonition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow</td>
<td>to approve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antic</td>
<td>the fool in the old plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appointment</td>
<td>preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apprehension</td>
<td>opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argument</td>
<td>subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attend</td>
<td>to listen to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authentic</td>
<td>clothed with authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awful</td>
<td>worshipful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awkward</td>
<td>contrary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>battle</td>
<td>army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bill</td>
<td>a bill-hook, a weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buxom</td>
<td>obedient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculate</td>
<td>prophesy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can</td>
<td>to know, be skillful in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cease</td>
<td>to cease, death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>censure</td>
<td>judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>censure</td>
<td>to judge, criticise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>century</td>
<td>a hundred of anything, whether men, prayers, or anything else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character</td>
<td>a letter, handwriting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheer</td>
<td>fortune, countenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circumstance</td>
<td>an argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cite</td>
<td>to incite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clip</td>
<td>to embrace, enclose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cockney</td>
<td>a cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collection</td>
<td>drawing a conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colour</td>
<td>pretence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMBINE  to bind
COMPLEXION  passion
COMPOSE  to agree
CONCEIT  conception, opinion, fancy
CONDITION  temper, quality
CONSTANT  settled, determined
CONTINENT  that which contains anything
CONTRACTION  the marriage contract
CONVERT  to change
COUNTY  count, earl
CRACK  to boast CRACKER boaster
CREDIT  report
CUNNING  skill
CUSTOMER  a common woman
DANGER  reach, control, power
DEFEND  to forbid
DEPEND  to be in service
DESPERATE  determined, bold
DISAPPOINTED  unprepared
DRY  thirsty
DULL  soothing
EAGER  sour
EMULATION  jealousy, mutiny
ENGINE  a machine of war
ENTERTAIN  encounter
EXERCISE  a religious service
EXHIBITION  allowance, pension
EXPRESS  to reveal
FACT  guilt
FACULTY  essential virtue or power
FAIN  glad
FAST  assuredly, unalterably
FAT  dull
FEATURE  beauty
FLAT  certain
FOND  foolish, foolishly affectionate
GEAR  matter of business of any kind
GENEROSITY  noble birth
GENEROUS  noble
GOVERNMENT  discretion
GULF  the throat
HAIR  course, order, grain
HALL  an open space to dance in
HAPPILY  accidentally
HIT  to agree
INCAPABLE  unconscious
INDIFFERENT  ordinary
INVENTION  imagination
JUMP  to agree
LEVEL  to aim
LOTTERY  that which falls to a man by lot
LUSTY  cheerful
MESS  a company of four
MODERN  commonplace
MOOD  anger
NATURAL  an idiot
NEPHEW  a grandson
NICE  foolish
OFFICE  benefit, kindness
OPPOSITION  combat
OR  before
PARTIZAN  a pike
PATHETICAL  affected, hypocritical
PERFECT  certain
PORTABLE  bearable
POSSESS  to inform
PRECIOUSLY  in business of great importance
PRIDE  heat
PRIMER  more-important
PROFANE  outspoken
PROPOSE  to suppose, for the sake of argument
PROPOSE  conversation
PURCHASE  to acquire, win
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quaint</td>
<td>curiously beautiful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quicken</td>
<td>to come to life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>record</td>
<td>to sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduce</td>
<td>to bring back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolve</td>
<td>to satisfy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
<td>to whisper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadly</td>
<td>seriously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadness</td>
<td>seriousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scan</td>
<td>to examine subtly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silly</td>
<td>simple, rustic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single</td>
<td>feeble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speed</td>
<td>fortune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spill</td>
<td>to destroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stomach</td>
<td>courage, stubbornness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strange</td>
<td>foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscribe</td>
<td>to yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suggest</td>
<td>to tempt, succumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suggestion</td>
<td>temptation, enticement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swear</td>
<td>to adjure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tall</td>
<td>strong, valiant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teen</td>
<td>grief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tight</td>
<td>nimble, active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tire</td>
<td>attire, head-dress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topless</td>
<td>supreme, without superior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toward</td>
<td>nearly ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trade</td>
<td>beaten path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfair</td>
<td>to deprive of beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unhappy</td>
<td>mischievous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterance</td>
<td>extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very</td>
<td>true, real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>villain</td>
<td>a lowborn man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulgar</td>
<td>the common people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wax</td>
<td>to grow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wear</td>
<td>fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weed</td>
<td>garment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wish</td>
<td>to commend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wit</td>
<td>knowledge, wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without</td>
<td>beyond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood</td>
<td>mad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expansion of English**

The English language of the early 17th century was the language spoken only on the British Isles. By this time due to the efforts of Queen Elizabeth and her predecessors the territory ruled by the English Crown was extended and included also Wales, Scotland and part of Ireland. The Normans managed to subjugate Wales only in part; it was not until the 16th century that the annexation was completed and the English language penetrated it replacing the native Celtic dialect. Ireland that was subjugated in the early 17th century struggle against English power lasted through the 17th and 18th centuries, but linguistically it was anglicized. Scotland, always having a fair share of independence in spite of all became English-speaking, though this English was somewhat different. The Scottish dialect, or Scots is one of the oldest, richest and most interesting varieties of English that had a chance of developing into an independent language, however, in 1603, after the unification with England it was reduced to dialectal status.

Ireland’s English dates back to the early 17th century after it was conquered by the English. The number of speakers grew up to eight million, but they all were concentrated on the North-Western island state.

So the British Isles were English speaking, but the language itself was unknown elsewhere. William Shakespeare in his play “The Merchant of Venice” mentions this:

NERISSA What say you, then, to Falconbridge, the young baron of England?

PORTIA You know I say nothing to him, for he understands not me, nor I him: he hath neither Latin, French, nor Italian, and you will come into the court and swear that I have a poor pennyworth in the English. He is a proper man’s picture, but, alas, who can converse with a dumb-show?
The languages of intercultural communication were Latin, French, and, probably, Italian.

But the true expansion began with England’s colonial expansion, and first and foremost with the penetration of English into the New World. The first expedition of the two ships sailed in 1584, the next year another expedition of 168 adventurers joined them. This however, did not mean colonization, for the settlement failed to hold – by the summer of 1586 after an uneven war with the Indians the colonists had to beg a rescue from Sir Francis Drake, returning from the Caribbean.

The first permanent settlement was established in Jamestown in 1607, and in 1620 the famous ship “Mayflower” brought a group of English settlers to what became known as New England. The Pilgrim Fathers, Puritan fugitives from various parts of England were representatives of higher classes, and brought on the American Continent the language of the educated English society of the early 17th century. Many traits of the language are preserved in the American variant of the language, whereas they were lost or changed in England itself.

The essential difference between current American and British English is probably in intonation – an elusive quality consisting of voice timbre, pitch, sentence rhythm and stress. Almost no syntactical differences are evident between American and British English, and comparatively few differences exist in vocabulary, pronunciation, or spelling.

Among the peculiarities of the American variant scholars often mention the use of Subjunctive I where the analytical forms with should becomes more common in England (see the plays of Shakespeare to see that he uses what now is called American). The predicative use of sick and I guess instead of I think/believe (how could Chaucer know the American – plenty of such cases are found in his works). The process of variation in transition from 4 basic forms of the verb to three was not yet over, and the American form gotten reflects but a stage in the language development. The phonetic processes also were going on and unfinished by that time vocalisation of r, is now the phonetic peculiarity of the American variant; it is well known that clerk and pass, class, ask etc. have American variants of pronunciation – that was how they were pronounced at the time of emigration, and puritans brought that variant to America.

The peculiarities of the American variant however, are not reduced to what can be called archaisms; new conditions of life, new phenomena of nature and the very fact that they were for centuries separated from England are reflected in numerous words lift and elevator, underground and subway were the different nominations for new notions in material culture of the communities. The British say rubber where the Americans prefer eraser, and vest where the Americans use undershirt. The terms such as presidential, congress, and gubernatorial were applied to the newly established American political institutions. The sources of borrowings were also different – the American variant is richer in Spanish and French words taken from the neighbouring colonists from these countries. American Indian words were taken to name natural phenomena, animals, plants and so on.

Within American variant of the English language there exist regional (dialetic) differences, mainly in the sphere of pronunciation. Eastern, Southern and Western (or General) varieties, and they are in the degree of preservation of the sound r after vowels before the consonants, diphthong ju: and the sounds o and a in closed syllables. The Western type acquired the status of the generalized national standard.

The American themselves, however, are very sensitive as to the status of their language: Noah Webster, a well-known lexicographer and a great adherent of the idea that American is a separate language, consistently showed the difference in pronunciation in his famous dictionary. He believed that words and usages should be evaluated on their own merits, not on the basis of their place of origin. His American Dictionary of the English Language (1828) included thousands of new words, old words with new meanings, new pronunciations, and new spellings – solely on the grounds that they were all used by educated American speakers. Later in the 1920 linguists like Henry Louis Mencken also propagated the idea. But besides the difference in the pronunciation, a few grammatical forms and a considerable but not essential number of lexical Americanisms it is rather difficult to prove. However spelling reforms that were initiated (not altogether too radical) in America added to these. It was Webster who insisted on -or instead of -our in words like honour; who took the k off the end of words like musick and traffick; and who substituted the suffix -er for -re in words like centre.

With the growth of the American state, and what is more important, with the development of radio and television, the growth of the cinematographic industry the American variant starts the reverse process – many Americanisms penetrate the language of the non-native speakers of English, and British English and is especially popular with the younger people in Britain. The American formula of greeting “Hi” is almost universal among students and teenagers.
And in many countries the all-engulfing advance of English threatens to damage or destroy much local culture. This is sometimes lamented even in England itself, for though the language that now sweeps the world is called English, the culture carried with it is American. On the whole the Brits do not complain. Some may regret the passing of the “bullet-proof waistcoat” (in favour of the “bullet-proof vest”), the arrival of “hopefully” at the start of every sentence, the wholesale disappearance of the perfect tense, and the mutation of the meaning of “presently” from “soon” to “now”. But few mind or even notice that their old “railway station” has become a “train station”, the “car park” is turning into a “parking lot” and people now live “on”, not “in”, a street.

**A WORLD EMPIRE BY OTHER MEANS**
Dec 20th 2001/ From The Economist print edition

The peculiarities of the American variant were the same in the North American world; its first permanent settlements made by the French from 1605; the country ceded to Britain in 1763 after a series of colonial wars; but during the American War of Independence Canadian colonists stayed loyal to Britain. The state was established as the Dominion of Canada in 1867. The peculiarities of this variant only slightly differ from the American variant; probably, the proportional value of the words taken from the French is higher, and some borrowings from Indian languages are different from American. *Khaki* [karki] and *vase* [vez] are but a few words that are really pronounced in a unique Canadian way. There is no question of declaring it a separate language, and the influence of American English is stronger than elsewhere.

Australia and New Zealand are English-speaking since the 18th century, when the English convicts were deported there. However, a flow of voluntary immigrants followed in search of land, gold and fortune in the 19th and now they are listed among the English-speaking states. Some peculiarities — not so much archaisms, as is with the American variant, but mostly dialectal can be mentioned; while the standard in America was set mainly by the wealthy educated people, more democratic Australians keep some cockney and other dialectal peculiarities of pronunciation; flora, fauna and other natural phenomena of this part of the world are also reflected in the vocabulary.

In Asia the English, and their language first appeared to India — East India Trade Company was chartered by the English government in 1600 to carry on trade in the East Indies; later the supremacy of the English Crown was established in some provinces; in the first half of 19 c. India became a colony; then other Asian countries — naturally, with the English speaking authorities and spread of the language among the indigenous population.

British penetration into Africa is dated from the XIX century. Such countries as Sudan and Egypt fell under financial dependence of Britain; tropical and South Africa were conquered. This conquest is connected with the names of Cecil Rhodes (1853–1902) and Horatio Kitchener (1850–1916) who undertook to extend British territories from Cairo to the Cape colony with a stretch of British land. In the course of the Anglo-Boer war (1899–1902) the supremacy of the English was established in South Africa.

Regional, or territorial divergencies may be also traced in the English spoken in all former British colonies in Africa and Asia, but all these are not the subject-matter of the history of the English language nor are the peculiarities of the American, Canadian and Australian variants.

**Afterword**

To answer the author of the Internet joke about the English language, let us view it from the point of view of the history of the English language. In the long run, the language is not that crazy, and history of the language gives keys to many seeming inconsistencies of the language. English developed like any other language, taking innovations and retaining archaic elements. They coexist, making it now rich and unique.

The sound system development brought diphthongs from the long vowels and narrowed some other sounds, and reading of the letters of the English alphabet reflects these changes — hence \( a \) is \( [e] \), \( o \) — \( [ou] \), \( u \) — \( [ju:] \). The change of the sound \( [e] \) before \( r \) and the further vocalization of \( r \) gave the reading \( [a:] \) for this consonant.

Common Indo-European traits that the English language shared with other languages gradually gave way to other, leaving some older forms as grammatical archaisms. The role of gradation in formation the forms of strong
verbs was significantly reduced, and such verbs retained only three instead of the former four forms. With some verbs only one of the forms of the of the past tense was discarded (and hence we have write — wrote — written), others lost the form of the participle, or rather the suffix of the participle, and the forms are bite — bit — bit; bind — bound — bound.

Archaic features are preserved only in the words of native origin. So man, mouse, house, goose, foot, tooth originally belonging to the group of nouns that were root stems keep the mutation of the root vowel in formation of plural; booth did not exist in Old English and was borrowed from Scandinavian in the 11th century and so formed its paradigm in a regular, prevalent in those times way. The word moose that came from Eastern Abenaki, a language of an American tribe, having a long root vowel and naming an animal that resembled deer by analogy joined the group of unchangeable plurals. All other nouns (apart from several Latin borrowings, used mainly in scientific and official styles) take regular plural ending -es.

Borrowed verbs complied with the general tendency to use the dental suffix in the formation of the past tense and in the Participle II, and are all (with very insignificant exceptions) regular; hence preach — preached (teach is native irregular verb and the pattern of formation of its forms was not productive).

Some other seeming grammatical inconsistencies of the English language can also find historical explanation. Modal verbs do not take the 3rd person singular ending — and if it is known that originally can, may, dare and shall were the past tense forms of the verb (like wrote, bound and chose) the answer is quite clear. Must, originally being the past tense of the verb motan resists any other shift into the tense changes, and, like the other verbs of this class, self-sufficient without the personal endings.

In the course of its development due to the levelling and the loss of endings the language acquired a very flexible and productive way of zero-derivation, or conversion, making verbs from nouns and vice versa without any derivational morpheme. Hence to ship coexists with many other similar verbs — to skin, to dust, to monitor, to phone, to e-mail. Semantic changes resulted in new meanings of already existing verbs, enhanced it (to ship, originally to send by ship started to be used in the more general meaning to send away). Generalization of meaning may be found in other words as well; one of the most vivid examples is the past tense of the verbs to — was, were. The older Germanic (Gothic) texts give evidence that the original meaning of the verb wisan was to live well, to rejoice — now its meaning is so wide that it can replace almost any verb.

The reverse semantic process, narrowing of meaning reduced the meaning of the noun meat from the nomination of any kind of food to only one — the flesh of animals as used for food; older meanings are found in word-building and in phraseology. So, in sweetmeat it preserves its old archaic meaning it has it also in phrases to say grace before meat, one man’s meat another man’s poison. Compounds and set phrases with the adjective quick also keep its older meaning (through Grimm’s law its relation with proto Indo-European vivus, Latin vivus is clearly seen). Hence, quicksand is the sand that is alive (also quicksilver), and the same meaning is found in the set phrases to rub on the quick, to cut one’s nails to the quick. In Chaucer’s times a phrase neither quick nor dead was used.

Metaphoric and metonymic changes explain some other uses of words. Bread, for instance, originally meant fragment, morsel, and was a measure of hlāf (now loaf, and the corresponding word in Ukrainian is хліб — a borrowing from Gothic; the noun буханка however is sufficient in reference to хліб, for nothing else is measured that way). The word sweet in English has a connotation “something pleasing or agreeable; delightful” — and in the compound sweetbread (the pancreas and the thymus gland of an animal, esp. a calf or a lamb, used for food) just reflect the tastes of the national cuisine.

Eggplants, pineapples and guinea pigs are just new nominations for the exotic plants and an animal, made by a very productive pattern of word building — composition, the nomination in the first two cases is based on similarity; and the word guinea after the first acquaintance with new lands abroad acquired a connotation “something exotic” (see also guinea hen, guinea grass etc.).

All through its history the language developed the so called set phrases that are perceived as phraseological unities non-analyzable grammatically. We don’t feel the singular of the nouns in the expression blue of eye and don’t imply that the girl has only one eye; some words (pluralia tantum) don’t have singular, and that is found in any other language; and nouns as amends as a noun is never used in the singular; ( they are found in numbers in other languages — in Ukrainian двері denote a door consisting of one or two parts indiscriminately).

To explain other changes of meaning the course of the English lexicology is available on the University schedules.
A Short Reader in Early English

The reader includes texts representing Old English (mainly Wessex dialect), excerpts from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales (for study and analysis the Middle English period) and three excerpts from the plays of William Shakespeare (Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar and King Lear). The glossary of Old English words found in the texts and Middle English vocabulary will help to interpret the texts. No glossary is suggested for reading the texts from Shakespeare, as all the words can be found in the dictionaries of the present-day English (the list of words that might be misinterpreted is given the first part of the books, in the chapter “Early New English vocabulary”).

At the end of the reader, present-day English translations of the Old English texts are given for reference. As the aim of the reader is to illustrate the language of the different periods of the development of the language, and not to make the students decipher the texts (the work with the glossary will be required to interpret the status and the meanings of grammatical forms, the structure and etymology of the words etc.) such translations will not replace or eliminate thorough work with theoretical material or the dictionaries and glossaries.

Old English Period

The Voyage of Ohthere

“The Voyage of Ohthere” is included into the Old English translation from Latin of the book by Paulus Orosius, 5th century A.D., Spanish theologian and historian “Historiae adversum Paganos” (“The history of the world”) made by king Alfred the Great in the IX-th century. The description of the North-East of Europe is an original part composed by Alfred, it describes the travels of Ohthere, a traveller whose account Alfred recorded himself. The dialect is West Saxon.

Ohthere saeð his hlaforde Ælfþrede cinynge ðæt hæ ea Larðmonna norðmest būde. He cwoll ðæt hæ būde on ðæm lande norðweardum wið ðæ Westsǣ. He sæde ðæh ðæt ðæt land sē swīðe lanʒ norð ðōn; ac hit eal wēste, būton on fēawum stowum stycceðum wiċciað Finnas, on hunðe on wiþtra, and on sumera on fiscaðe be ðāre sǣ.

Hē sæde ðæt hē tǣ sumum cīrre wolde fandian hū lōnʒ ðæt land norðryhte lūge, ðōðæ hwæðer ðīnig mon benorðan ðēm wēstennē būde. Dā fōr hē norðryhte be ðēm lande; lēt hīm ealne weġ ðǣt wēste land on ðǣt stōr-bord, and ðā wīd-sǣ and ðǣt bǣc-bord, ðreīa dāças. Dā wēs hē swā feor norð swā dā hwælhtan twīnest fārād. Dā fōr hē giet norðryhte swā fēor swā hē meahēt on ðēm dōrum þīm dāʒum ōsēlān. Dā bēæg ðǣt land ðēr ēastryhtē ðōðæ sēo sīn in on ðēt lōnd, hē nysse hwēðer, būton hē wisse ðīhēt hē ðār bād westanwīndes and hwōn nordan ond sīlde dā ēast be lande swā hē meahēt on fēowær dāʒum ōsēlān. Dā sceolde hē sīl ðēd ðīhēt rūthnorwīndes, for ðēm ðǣt land bēæg ðīhēt swīðyhtē, ðōðæ sēo sīn in on ðēt lōnd, hē nysse hwēðer. Dā sīlde hē ðōnan swīðyhtē be lande, swā-swā hē meahēt on fīf dāʒum ōsēlān. Dā hācg ðīhā nīc lēp ēa up in on ðēt lōnd. Dā cīndon hīc ēa up in on ðā ēa for ðēm hīc nē dorston forð bi ðāre sīlʒan for unfrīde; for ðēm ðǣt land wēs eall ʒēbūn on ðēre hēlf hīc ðōrē ēas. Ne mette hē ðǣr nān ʒēbūn lōnd, sīdān hīc frō hīs āsǰum hām fōr; ac hīm wās ealne weġ wēste land on ðǣt stōr-bord, butan fisč ēarum and fūgelum ond hunum, ond ðǣr wārōn eall Finnas; ond hīm wās ā wīd-sǣ on ðǣt bǣc-bord. Dā Bēormas hādōn swīðe wēl ʒēbūn hīra lōnd; ac hīc nē dorston ðērēn cūman. Ac dār Terfinna lōnd wās eal wēste, būton ðār hūtan jēwīcōdon, ðōðæ fisč ēarum, ðōðæ fūgelārēs.

The story of Caedmon

(from Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People)

Beda Venerabilis ("the Venerable Bede’), A.D. 673–735, English monk, historian, and theologian: he wrote earliest history of England "Historia Ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum". The book is written in 731 in Latin; here the excerpt from the IX th (A.D. 890?) century translation is suggested. The dialect if West Saxon.

Here is the part from his book, the story of Caedmon, 7th century A.D., Anglo-Saxon poet and monk, the earliest English poet whose name survives

In ðēsōsse abbudissan mynstre wēs sum brōðor syndrīʒīċe mid ʒodcundre ʒīf ʒemāred ond ʒeawordād.

Fordaŋ hē ʒewunade ʒerisnēcīċe lēoð wyrċan, ʒā dē to ʒeawōstnisse ond to arfōstnisse belumpen, swā bēæt, swā hwīt swā hē of ʒodcundum
The text appears to be a portion of an epic poem or a religious manuscript. The lines are structured in a verse form, typical of Old English literature. The text references historical and religious figures, and it seems to be written in a narrative style, possibly recounting the life of Caedmon, a religious poet, or discussing the stories of Beowulf, a famous warrior-hero.

Note: The text contains references to Caedmon, a religious poet, and Beowulf, a famous warrior-hero. The text also includes notes on the history and translation of the text, mentioning the Abbess Hild of Northumbria and the Beowulf epic.
The Battle of Maldon (991)

The epic was obviously written by an eye-witness soon after the events in the year 991. The Battle was fought when Aethelred the Redeless ruled the disorganized land. The "Anglo-Saxon Chronicle" says of it: "Anno 991 - in this year came Anlaf with three and ninety ships to Staine and ravaged round about it and went thence to Sandwich and thence to Ipswich and overcame all that, and so to Maldon. Anthère came there against him Byrnoth the ealdorman with his forces and fought against him. And they there slew the Ealdorman, and held power on the place of slaughter".

Hét dá hyssa hwæne hors forlättan
feor afysan ford ʒánʒan

hiczan to handum to hige ʒodum.
Dá dáet Offan mæʒ ærest onfunde
dáet sé eori nolde yhrðo ʒeißlan;
he lét him dá of handon lœofne ʒeðʒan
hafoc wið ʒæses holtes to ʒærre hilde stóp.
Be ṣæm man mihte oncnáwan dáet sé cnih nolde
wâcinæ et ðam wizʒe, dá his ealdre ʒelâsten
fréan ʒo ʒefohte; onʒân dá ford beran
ʒêr ʒünde. Hê hæfde ʒoð ʒeðân
dá hwile dé hê mid handum healdan mihte
bord bráð swurd: beot hê ʒelâste
da hê æfþorað fréan feohtan sceolde.
Dá dáet Byrnoth ængân beomas trymian
råd rædde, rincum tæhte
hy hê scoldon standan ðone stede healdan
bæd ðæt hyra randas rihte healdon
fæste mid folman nê forhetedon ná.
Dá hê hæfde ðæt folc fæžere ʒethred,
he lihte dá mid lœodon ðær him lœofost wâs,
þær hê his heordwerð holdost wîste.
Dá stōd on stæðe, stîflice clypode
wicinʒa ár, wordum mælde,
sê on beot abæad brîm/dbendra
æþeþe âdam eorlê ðær hê on ðeere stóð:
"Mê sendon â ðæ sêmen snelle
hétôn â secʒan âþet âþu möst sendan râðe
þægas wið ʒeþeorge, ðow betere is
þæt ʒê disne ʒ Terrace mid ʒafole forþylâon
ðonne wê swâ hearde hilde ʒâlôn.
Nê ðurfe wê us spillan, ʒîf ʒeþeðad to ʒâm; wê willâð wið ʒâm ʒolde ʒîð fæstnian.
ʒyf ʒî ðæt æþeþest â ðer rîcoste cart,
âþet ʒu ʒine lœoda lysan wille,
syllan sêmannum on hyra sylfra dôm
feoh wið fœde niman frîð ʒt ʒâs, wê willâð midd ʒâm sceatum ðu to scye ʒângan,
on flot fêran ðow frides healdan."
From the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

This part of the Chronicle was written in the eventful year of 1013 – the time of the Scandinavian conquest of England and the fall of the Saxon dynasty.

A. 1013 On þætran þære de sē ærcæbiscop wæs ȝemartyrod, sē cyning ȝesette Lyfne bīscop tō Cantwararbyriċ tō ðam ærcætölē, and on ðissum yclan þære, ðōfran ðam mōnde Augustus, com Swēgen cyning mid his flotan tō Sandwic, and wende þā swīðe rāde abūyan Eastenglum in Humber miðan, and ðā ñuþward andlæg Trentan, ðō hē com tō ðenesburuh; and ðā sōna beah Ûhtred eorl and canle Northhymреб ðō hīm; and eal ðāt folec on Lindesīge, and sōðan ðāt folec in Fīfthyrningum, and rāde ðāt eal hīm be nordan Watlinga strǣtē, and hīm mæངa þīslas of ðīlcere scīre. ðōðan hē ðūrgeat ðāt eal folec hīm tō þeobōgan wēs, ðō þēad hē ðāt man scēolde his hīre mettian and horstian, and hē þā wende sōðan ñuþward mid fulne lýrde, and bēhtēþe ðā scīpum and þā þīslas Cnut his sōna; and sōðan hē com ofer Watlinga strǣtē, worhton ðāt mēste yfel þēl ðā ðīnick hērē dōn mihte. Wende þā tō Oxenforða, and sēo ðūrhuwara sōna beah and ðislīde, and ðānōn tō Wīncæstrītē, and hīt ðēlce dydon. Wende þā ðānōn ēastweard tō Lundene, and mycel hīs foleces āðrānʒ on Temesē, fordām hē hānāре brīcē ne cēptōn. ðā hē þā ðātþere byriċ com, ðā nōlde sōo ðūrhuwaru būȝan ac hœoldōn mihton fulān wīʒe ongōsd, fordān ðōræ was inne sē cynig Ēðelred and þūrcyld hīm ðā. wende Swēgen cynig ðānōn tō ðælīngford, and sēa ofer Temesē westweard tō ðælēad, and sēt ðōræ mid hīs lýrde. And com Ēðelmǣr ēaldorman dyder, and ðē wēstērnan ðēzenas mīd hīm, and bûʒon ealle tō Swēgenē, and hī ðīslūdon. ðā hē dūs gēferēn hefte, wende ðā nōðweard tō hīs scīpum, and eal þēðscẙpe hīne hēfte þēl for fulne cyning; and sēo ðūrhuwaru æfter ēast hōn Lundene bēhā and ðislīde, fordōn hī ondrēdōn dāt hē hī fordan woldē. ðā sēs sē cyning Ēðelred sumē hwele mid dām ðōtān ðētē on Temesē lǣʒ, and sēo hēlfedīʒe ðewēndē þā ofer sēc tō hīne þrēðer Ricardē, and sē cyning ȝewēndē þā þram dām ðōtān ðām ðēdēwinītā tō Wīthlande and wēs ðīræ tō tīd; and æfter ðātē tīfē wende ofer þā sītē tīfē Ricardē and wēs ðīræ mid hīm ðē ðōnē byrē dāt Swēgen weard dēad

The sermon of Wulfstan (died 1023), the Bishop of York dates back to the early XI-th century; it was written after the king Æthelred flew to Normandy, and the Scandinavians under Swēyn plundered the country.

Sermo Lupi ad Anglos

Lēof man, þecēnwāð dāt sōð is: ðēos worolde is on ofstē and hit nēalēhood dām ende. And þē hit is on worolde ðē swā lēŋ swā wyrrē, and swā hit sceal ñyde for fôlces synnā fram dāexe tō dōʒē, ðē ðantæcrēstēs tōcyme, yfælian swyðē. And hūrn hit wyrd þenne eægēlic and þrīnlic wīde on worolde.

Understandāð ēac þeornē dāt ðēdōlf dās ðōðē nú fēla þērā dwelode tō swyðē, and ðēt līle ȝecrōwāð wōrōn mīd mannum, ðēah hē wē spelēccan. And unrihtē tō fela rīscode on lāndē, and nūs ðē fēla mānna dē smēade ymbē þā bōtē swā þeornē swā mān scōledge, ac dʒēhwamīlc mē hīn ihtē yfel āfter oðrum, and unrihtē rōrē and unlāʒa manecē cælle tō wīde ȝynd ealle ðā dōdē. And we ēac fordām habbað fēla byrsta and bysmurare ȝebiden, and þif wē ðāınige bōtē ȝebīdān scylān donne mōtē wē dās tō Godes emian bēt donne wē ðē dysan dydon. Fordām miċlan ēarnunān wē xecēmedon ðē yrmōða ðē ðūs on sītāð and mid swyðē miċlan ēarnunān wē þā bōtē mōtān źt Gode sērēcān, þif hit sceal heonanfōrd ȝōðiende wōrdān. Lā hwēt wē wītān ful þeornē dāt tō ðīscẙne bryce sceal miċel bōt ñyde, and tō miċlan bryne wēdēr unlīfel, þif man dāt fyr sceal tō āhte ðēwīzcān. And miċēl is nūdēscarf ēac mānna ȝehwilcum dāt hē Godes lāʒe ȝyne heonanfōrd þeornē bēt donne hē ðē dēyde, and Godes þērīhta mīd rihte ȝelǣste.

On hǣðenum ðōðum ne dear man forhaeldān lītel, ne miċēl, ðās dē ȝēlarogd is tō ȝedwolscōda weordūnē, and we forhaeldā ȝēhwār Godes þērīhta cælle tō ȝelūmē. And ne dear man gewianān on hǣðenum ðōðum, inne ne úte, ðānīc dēða ðānīc dē ȝedwolscōdan brēht bīd and tō lācum bēhtēþē bīd. And wē habbað Godes hūs, inne and úte, clīne beþryѥ tīlca ðērīhta ȝesēna, and Godes ðōwōs sīydan mēdē and munē ȝeȝewlǣrērē bēdērē. And sume mēn scecað dāt ȝedwolscōda dēnān ne dear man mīsþēōdān on ðāınic wīsan mīð hǣðenum lōdūm, swā swā mān Godes ðōwōum nū dōt tō wīde, dār Æðstēne scūldān Godes lāʒe healdān and Godes ðōwōas sērīdān.

Ac sōð is dāt ic scece: dēarīs dē þērē bōtē fordām Godes þērīhtā wanedān tō lānʒe innan ðīsye ðōðē on ȝēhwylcān ende, and folcēa þyrscēdān ealles tō swyðē, sīydaŋ Ēadōs ȝeȝendōde. And hālīnēssas sīydan tō þrīðēsē wīde and Godes hūs sīydan tō clīnē bērtyѥ ǣlcludār þērīhta and innan beþryѥ tīlca ðērīhta Ȝesēna. And wydēwān sīydan wīde fornīyĎe dē
unriht tō ceorle and tō miñege foryrmde and þehynede swyðe, and earme
men syndon sāre beswicene and hrēowlice besyrwde, and ūt of ðysan earde
wide þeselde swyðe unforworhte fremdum tō gewelde, and crūdocild
þeodowede ðurh wælhrēowe unlaya, for ðyfelc ðyfe wīde þynn ðās ðōðe. And
frēorhht formunne and ðrēbrīht þenyrwde and ælmesriht gewanode.
Friðe men ne mōton wealdan héora sylfnna ne faran dār hī willað ne ætong
hēora ðēgyn swā swā hī willað. Ne drētas ne mōton habban ðæt hī ðēgon on
ðēgan hwīlan mid earfeðan gewunen. Ne ðæt ðæt hēom on Godes est
3ode men 3eowun. And tō ælmesgīfe for Godes lufan sceladon. Ac æþhwile
ælmesriht ðe man on Godes est scolda mid rihte 3eorrne želeston. Arie
man žēflidað ōðde forhealdē, forðom unriht ðī wīde mānum þēmæne and
unlaya læofe. And hrǣdest ðī tō cweqēenne Godes læa læðe and læ ña
forsawenne, and ðæs wē habbað eallē ðurh Godes yrre bysmor želōme,
þēcnēwe þē ðe cunne. And ðē byrst wyrð þēmæne ðēh man swā ne wēna
eallē 3yssē ðēðe būtan Gode beorge.

Inspired hath in every holt and heeth
The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne
Hath in the Ram his halfe cours yronne,
And smale foweles maken melodye,
That slepen al the nyght with open eye-

So priketh hem Nature in hir corages-
Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes
To ferne halwes, kowthe in sondry londes:
And specially, from every shires ende

Of Engelond, to Caunterbury they wende,
The hooly blisful martir for the seke
That hem hath holpen, whan that they were seeke.
Bifil that in that seson, on a day.
In Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay,

Redy to wenden on my pilgrymage
To Caunterbury, with ful devout corage,
At nyght were come into that hostelrye
Wel nyne and twenty in a compaignye
Of sondry folk, by aventure yfalle

In felaweshipe, and pilgrimes were they alle,
That toward Caunterbury wolden ryde.
The chambres and the stables weren wyde,
And wel we weren esed atte beste;
And shortly, whan the sonne was to reste.

So hadde I spoken with hem everychon
That I was of hir felaweshepe anon,
And made forward erly for to ryse
To take our wey, ther as I yow devyse.

But nathelees, whil I have tyne and space,
Er that I fereher in this tale pace,
Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun

Middle English Period

Geoffrey Chaucer. 1340-1400, English poet, noted for
his narrative skill, humour, and insight, particularly in his most
famous work, The Canterbury Tales. He was influenced by
the continental tradition of rhyming verse. His other works include
Troilus and Criseyde, The Legend of Good Women, and The
Parlement of Foules

The Canterbury Tales

Prologue

Here bygynnetli the Book of the tales of Caunterbury.

Whan that Aprille, with hishe shoures soote,
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote
And bathed every veyne in swich licour.
Of which vertu engendred is the flour;
Whan Zephirus eek with his swete breath

The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne
Hath in the Ram his halfe curs yronne,
And smale foweles maken melodye,
That slepen al the nyght with open eye-

So priketh hem Nature in hir corages-
Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes
To ferne halwes, kowthe in sondry londes:
And specially, from every shires ende

Of Engelond, to Caunterbury they wende,
The hooly blisful martir for the seke
That hem hath holpen, whan that they were seeke.
Bifil that in that seson, on a day.
In Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay,

Redy to wenden on my pilgrymage
To Caunterbury, with ful devout corage,
At nyght were come into that hostelrye
Wel nyne and twenty in a compaignye
Of sondry folk, by aventure yfalle

In felaweshipe, and pilgrimes were they alle,
That toward Caunterbury wolden ryde.
The chambres and the stables weren wyde,
And wel we weren esed atte beste;
And shortly, whan the sonne was to reste.

So hadde I spoken with hem everychon
That I was of hir felaweshepe anon,
And made forward erly for to ryse
To take our wey, ther as I yow devyse.

But nathelees, whil I have tyne and space,
Er that I fereher in this tale pace,
Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun
To telle yow al the condicioun
Of ech of hem, so as it semed me,
And whiche they weren, and of what degree.

And eek in what array that they were inne:
And at a knyght than wol I first bigynne.
A knyght ther was, and that a worthy man,
That fro the tyme that he first bigan
To riden out, he loved chivalrie.

Trouthe and honour, frendom and curteisie.
Ful worthy was he in his lordes werre,

And therto hadde he riden, no man ferre,
As wel in Cristendom as in Hethenesse,
And evere honoured for his worthynesse.

And though that he were worthy, he was wys,
And of his port as meek as is a mayde;
He nevere yet no vileynye ne saide
In al his lyf unto no maner wight;
Of his stature he was of evene lengthe,
And wonderly delyvere, and of greet strengthe.

In Flaundres, in Artoys, and Pycardie,
And born hym weel, as of so litel space,
In hope to stonden in his lady grace.
Embrouded was he, as it were a meede,
Al ful of freshe floures whyte and reede;

Syngynge he was, or floetyngge, al the day,
He was as fressh as is the monthe of May.
Wel koude he sitte on hors, and faire ryde,
He koude songs make, and wel endite,

Juste, and eek daunce, and weel purtreye and write.
So hoote he lovede, that by nyghtertale
He slepte namoore than dooth a nyghtyngale.
Curteis he was, lowely, and servysable,
And carf biforn his fader at the table.

A Marchant was ther, with a forked berd,
In mottelee, and hye on horse he sat,
Upon his heed a Flaundryssh bevere hat.
His bootes clasped faire and fetsily.
Hise resons he spak ful solempnely,
Sownynge alway thencrees of his wynnyng.

He wolde the see were kept for any thyng
Bitwixe Middelburgh and Orewelle.
Wel koude he in eschaunge sheeldes selle.
This worthy man ful wel his wit bisette;
Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette

So estally was he of his governaunce,
With his bargaynes and with his chevyssance.
Forsothe, he was a worthy man with-alle,
But, sooth to seyn, I nooth how men hym calle.
A Clerk ther was of Oxenford also,
That unto logyk hadde longe ygo.
As leene was his hors as is a rake,
And he nas nat right fat, I undertake,
But looked holwe and therto sobrely.
Ful thredbare was his overeste courtepy,
For he hadde geten hym yet no benefice,
Ne was so worldly for to have office,
For hym was levere have at his beddes heed Twenty bookes, clad in blak or reed,
Of Aristotle and his philosophie,
Than robes riche, or fithele, or gay sautrie.
But al be that he was a philosophre,
Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre;
But al that he myghte of his freendes hente,
On bookes and his lemynge he it spente,
And bisily gan for the soules preye
Of hem that yaf hym wherwith to scoleye.
Of studie took he moost cure and moost heede,
Noght o word spak he moore than was neede.
And that was seyd in forme and reverence,
And short and quyk, and ful of hy sentence.
Sowynge in moral vertu was his speche,
And gladly wolde he lerne, and gladly teche.
With us ther was a Doctour of Phisik;
In al this world ne was ther noon hym lik.
To speke of phisik and of surgerye;
For he was grounded in astronomye.
He kepeth his pacient a ful greet deel
In houres, by his magyk natureel.
Wel koude he fortunen the ascendent
Of his images for his pacient.
He knew the cause of everich maladye,
Were it of hoot or coold, or moyste, or drye,
And where they engendred, and of what humour.
He was a verray parfit praktisour;
The cause yknowe, and of his harm the roote,
Anon he yaf the sike man his boote.
Ful redy hadde he his apothecaries
To sende him drogges and his letuaries,
For ech of hem made oother for to wynne,
Hir frenshipe nas nat newe to bigyme.
Wel knew he the olde Esculapius,
And Deyscorides and eek Rufus,
Olde Ypocras, Haly, and Galyen,
Serapioun, Razis, and Ayvycen,
Averrois, Damascien, and Constantyn,
Bernard, and Gatesden, and Gilbertyn.
Of his diete mesurable was he,
For it was of no superfluitee,
But of greet norissyng, and digestible.
His studie was but litel on the Bible.
In sangwyn and in pers he clad was al,
Lyned with taffata and with sendal --
And yet he was but esy of dispence;
He kepte that he wan in pestilence.
For gold in phisik is a cordial,
Therfore he loveved gold in special.

"Lordynges," quod he, "now herkneth for the beste,
But taak it nought, I prey yow, in desdeyn.
This is the poynt, to spoken short and pleyn,
That ech of yow, to shorte with oure weye.
In this viage shal telle tales tweye,
To Caunterburyward I mene it so,
And homward he shal telle othere two,
Of aventures that whilom han bifalle.
And which of yow that bereth hym best of alle -
That is to seyn, that telleth in this caas
Tales of best sentence and moost solaas -
Shal have a soper at oure aller cost,
Heere in this place, sittynge by this post,

Whan that we come agayn fro Cauterbury.
And make yow the moore mury
I wol my-selven goodly with yow ryde
Right at myn owene cost, and be youre gyde.
And who so wolde my juggement withseye

Shal paye al that we spenden by the weye.
And if ye vouchesauf that it be so,
Tel me anon, withouten wordes mo,
And I wol erly shape me therfore.”
This thyng was graunted, and oure othes swore

With ful glad herte, and preyden hym also
That he wolde vouchesauf for to do so,
And that he wolde been oure governour,
And of our tales juge and reportour,
And sette a soper at a certeyn pris.

And we wol reuled been at his devys
In heigh and lough; and thus by oon assent
We been acorded to his juggement;
And therupon the wyn was fet anon.
We dronken, and to reste wente echon

Withouten any lenger taryynge.
Amorwe, whan that day bigan to sprynge,
Up roos oure Hoost, and was oure aller cok,
And gadrede us togidre, alle in a flok.
And forth we riden, a litel moore than paas,

Unto the wateryng of Seint Thomas.
And there oure Hoost bigan his hors areste,
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William Shakespeare
ROMEo and juliet

ACT II
SCENE II Capulet's orchard.
[Enter ROMEO]

ROMEO He jests at scars that never felt a wound.

[JULIET appears above at a window]

But, soft! what light through wonder window breaks? It is the east, and Juliet is the sun. Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, Who is already sick and pale with grief, That thou her maid art far more fair than she: Be not her maid, since she is envious; Her vestal livery is but sick and green And none but fools do wear it; cast it off. It is my lady, O, it is my love! O, that she knew she were! She speaks yet she says nothing: what of that? Her eye discourses; I will answer it. I am too bold, 'tis not to me she speaks: Two of the fairest stars in all the heaven, Having some business, do entreat her eyes To twinkle in their spheres till they return. What if her eyes were there, they in her head? The brightness of her cheek would shame those stars, As daylight doth a lamp; her eyes in heaven Would through the airy region stream so bright That birds would sing and think it were not night. See, how she leans her cheek upon her hand! O, that I were a glove upon that hand, That I might touch that cheek!

JULIET Ay me!

ROMEO She speaks:
O, speak again, bright angel! for thou art As glorious to this night, being o'er my head As is a winged messenger of heaven Unto the white-upturned wondering eyes Of mortals that fall back to gaze on him When he bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds And sails upon the bosom of the air.

JULIET O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo? Deny thy father and refuse thy name; Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love, And I'll no longer be a Capulet.

ROMEO [Aside] Shall I hear more, or shall I speak at this?

JULIET 'Tis but thy name that is my enemy; Thou art thyself, though not a Montague. What's Montague? it is nor hand, nor foot, Nor arm, nor face, nor any other part Belonging to a man. O, be some other name! What's in a name? that which we call a rose By any other name would smell as sweet; So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call'd. Retain that dear perfection which he owes Without that title. Romeo, doff thy name. And for that name which is no part of thee Take all myself.

ROMEO I take thee at thy word: Call me but love, and I'll be new baptized; Henceforth I never will be Romeo.

JULIET What man art thou that thus bescreen'd in night So stumblest on my counsel?
ROMEO By a name
I know not how to tell thee who I am:
My name, dear saint, is hateful to myself,
Because it is an enemy to thee;
Had I it written, I would tear the word.

JULIET My ears have not yet drunk a hundred words
Of that tongue's utterance, yet I know the sound:
Art thou not Romeo and a Montague?

ROMEO Neither, fair saint, if either thee dislike.

JULIET How earnest thou hither, tell me, and wherefore?
The orchard walls are high and hard to climb,
And the place death, considering who thou art,
If any of my kinsmen find thee here.

ROMEO With love's light wings did I o'er-perch these walls;
For stony limits cannot hold love out,
And what love can do that dares love attempt;
Therefore thy kinsmen are no let to me.

JULIET If they do see thee, they will murder thee.

ROMEO Alack, there lies more peril in thine eye
Than twenty of their swords: look thou but sweet,
And I am proof against their enmity.

JULIET I would not for the world they saw thee here.

ROMEO I have night's cloak to hide me from their sight;
And but thou love me, let them find me here:
My life were better ended by their hate,
Than death prorogued, wanting of thy love.

JULIET By whose direction found'st thou out this place?

ROMEO By love, who first did prompt me to inquire;
He lent me counsel and I lent him eyes.
I am no pilot; yet, wert thou as far
As that vast shore wash'd with the furthest sea.
I would adventure for such merchandise.

JULIET Thou know'st the mask of night is on my face,
Else would a maiden blush bepaint my cheek
For that which thou hast heard me speak to-night
Fain would I dwell on form, fain, fain deny
What I have spoke: but farewell compliment!
Dost thou love me? I know thou wilt say 'Ay,'
And I will take thy word: yet if thou swear'st,
Thou mayst prove false; at lovers' perjuries
Then say, Jove laughs. O gentle Romeo,
If thou dost love, pronounce it faithfully:
Or if thou think'st I am too easily won,
I'll frown and be perverse and say 'nay,'
So thou wilt woo; but else, not for the world.
In truth, fair Montague, I am too fond,
And therefore thou mayst think my behaviour light:
But trust me, gentleman, I'll prove more true
Than those that have more cunning to be strange.
I should have been more strange, I must confess,
But that thou overheardst, ere I was ware,
My true love's passion: therefore pardon me,
And not impute this yielding to light love,
Which the dark night hath so discovered.

ROMEO Lady, by yonder blessed moon I swear
That tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops –

JULIET O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb,
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable.

ROMEO What shall I swear by?
JULIET  Do not swear at all;  
Or, if thou wilt, swear by thy gracious self,  
Which is the god of my idolatry,  
And I'll believe thee.

ROMEO  If my heart's dear love —

JULIET  Well, do not swear: although I joy in thee,  
I have no joy of this contract to-night:  
It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden;  
Too like the lightning, which doth cease  
Ere one can say 'It lightens.' Sweet, good night!  
This bud of love, by summer's ripening breath,  
May prove a beauteous flower when next we meet.  
Good night, good night! as sweet repose and rest  
Come to thy heart as that within my breast!

ROMEO  O, wilt thou leave me so unsatisfied?

JULIET  What satisfaction canst thou have to-night?  
ROMEO  The exchange of thy love's faithful vow for mine.

JULIET  I gave thee mine before thou didst request it:  
And yet I would it were to give again.

ROMEO  Wouldst thou withdraw it? for what purpose, love?

JULIET  But to be frank, and give it thee again.  
And yet I wish but for the thing I have:  
My bounty is as boundless as the sea,  
My love as deep; the more I give to thee,  
The more I have, for both are infinite.

[Exit, above]

ROMEO  O blessed, blessed night! I am afeard.  
Being in night, all this is but a dream,  
Too flattering-sweet to be substantial.

[Re-enter JULIET, above]

JULIET  Three words, dear Romeo, and good night indeed.  
If that thy bent of love be honourable,  
Thy purpose marriage, send me word to-morrow,  
By one that I'll procure to come to thee,  
Where and what time thou wilt perform the rite;  
And all my fortunes at thy foot I'll lay  
And follow thee my lord throughout the world.

Nurse  [Within] Madam!

JULIET  I come, anon. — But if thou mean'st not well,  
I do beseech thee —

Nurse  [Within] Madam!

JULIET  By and by, I come: —  
To cease thy suit, and leave me to my grief:  
To-morrow will I send.

ROMEO  So thrive my soul —

JULIET  A thousand times good night!
JULIUS CAESAR
ACT III
SCENE II The Forum.
The noble Brutus is ascended: silence!

BRUTUS Be patient till the last.
Romans, countrymen, and lovers! hear me for my cause, and be silent, that you may hear: believe me for mine honour, and have respect to mine honour, that you may believe: censure me in your wisdom, and awake your senses, that you may the better judge.
If there be any in this assembly, any dear friend of Caesar's, to him I say, that Brutus' love to Caesar was no less than his. If then that friend demand why Brutus rose against Caesar, this is my answer: Not that I loved Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more. Had you rather Caesar were living and die all slaves, than that Caesar were dead, to live all free men? As Caesar loved me, I weep for him; as he was fortunate, I rejoice at it; as he was valiant, I honour him: but, as he was ambitious, I slew him. There is tears for his love; joy for his fortune; honour for his valour; and death for his ambition. Who is here so base that would be a bondman? If any, speak; for him have I offended. Who is here so rude that would not be a Roman? If any, speak; for him have I offended. Who is here so vile that will not love his country? If any, speak; for him have I offended. I pause for a reply.

None, Brutus, none.

Then none have I offended. I have done no more to Caesar than you shall do to Brutus. The question of his death is enrolled in the Capitol; his glory not extenuated, wherein he was worthy, nor his offences enforced, for which he suffered death.

[Enter ANTONY and others, with CAESAR's body]
Here comes his body, mourned by Mark Antony: who, though he had no hand in his death, shall receive the benefit of his dying, a place in the commonwealth; as which of you shall not? With this I depart, - that, as I slew my best lover for the good of Rome, I have the same dagger for myself, when it shall please my country to need my death.

Live, Brutus! live, live!
Bring him with triumph home unto his house.
Give him a statue with his ancestors.
Let him be Caesar.
Caesar's better parts Shall be crown'd in Brutus.
We'll bring him to his house With shouts and clamours.

My countrymen, --

Peace, silence! Brutus speaks.

Good countrymen, let me depart alone,
And, for my sake, stay here with Antony:
Do grace to Caesar's corpse, and grace his speech
Tending to Caesar's glories; which Mark Antony,
By our permission, is allow'd to make.
I do entreat you, not a man depart,
Save I alone, till Antony have spoke.

[Exit]
First Citizen  Stay, ho! and let us hear Mark Antony.

Third Citizen  Let him go up into the public chair;
We'll hear him. Noble Antony, go up.

ANTONY  For Brutus' sake, I am beholding to you.
[ Goes into the pulpit ]

Fourth Citizen  What does he say of Brutus?

Third Citizen  He says, for Brutus' sake,
He finds himself beholding to us all.

Fourth Citizen  'Twere best he speak no harm of Brutus here.

First Citizen  This Caesar was a tyrant.

Third Citizen  Nay, that's certain:
We are blest that Rome is rid of him.

Second Citizen  Peace! let us hear what Antony can say.

ANTONY  You gentle Romans, -
Citizens  Peace, ho! let us hear him.

ANTONY  Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears:
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.
The evil that men do lives after them;
The good is oft interred with their bones;
So let it be with Caesar. The noble Brutus Hath told you Caesar was ambitious:
If it were so, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously hath Caesar answer'd it.
Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest -
For Brutus is an honourable man;
So are they all, all honourable men -

Come I to speak in Caesar's funeral.
He was my friend, faithful and just to me:
But Brutus says he was ambitious;
And Brutus is an honourable man.
He hath brought many captives home to Rome
Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill:
Did this in Caesar seem ambitious?
When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept:
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff:
Yet Brutus says he was ambitious;
And Brutus is an honourable man.
You all did see that on the Lupercal
I thrice presented him a kingly crown,
Which he did thrice refuse: was this ambition?
Yet Brutus says he was ambitious;
And, sure, he is an honourable man.
I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,
But here I am to speak what I do know.
You all did love him once, not without cause:
What cause withholds you then, to mourn for him?
O judgment! thou art fled to brutish beasts,
And men have lost their reason. Bear with me;
My heart is in the coffin there with Caesar,
And I must pause till it come back to me.

First Citizen  Methinks there is much reason in his sayings.

Second Citizen  If thou consider rightly of the matter,
Caesar has had great wrong.

Third Citizen  Has he, masters?
I fear there will a worse come in his place.

Fourth Citizen  Mark'd ye his words? He would not take the crown;
Therefore 'tis certain he was not ambitious.

First Citizen  If it be found so, some will dear abide it.
Second Citizen  Poor soul! his eyes are red as fire with weeping.

Third Citizen  There's not a nobler man in Rome than Antony.

Fourth Citizen  Now mark him, he begins again to speak.

ANTONY  But yesterday the word of Caesar might
Have stood against the world; now lies he there.
And none so poor to do him reverence.
O masters, if I were disposed to stir
Your hearts and minds to mutiny and rage,
I should do Brutus wrong, and Cassius wrong.
Who, you all know, are honourable men:
I will not do them wrong; I rather choose
To wrong the dead, to wrong myself and you,
Than I will wrong such honourable men.
But here's a parchment with the seal of Caesar;
I found it in his closet, 'tis his will:
Let but the commons hear this testament —
Which, pardon me, I do not mean to read —
And they would go and kiss dead Caesar's wounds
And dip their napkins in his sacred blood,
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory.
And, dying, mention it within their wills,
Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue.

William Shakespeare
KING LEAR

ACT I
SCENE I

GLOUCESTER  Here's France and Burgundy, my noble lord.

KING LEAR  My lord of Burgundy.

BURGUNDY  Most royal majesty,
I crave no more than what your highness offer'd,
Nor will you tender less.

KING LEAR  Right noble Burgundy,
When she was dear to us, we did hold her so;
But now her price is fall'n. Sir, there she stands:
If aught within that little seeming substance,
Or all of it, with our displeasure pieced,
And nothing more, may fitly like your grace,
She's there, and she is yours.

BURGUNDY  I know no answer.

KING LEAR  Will you, with those infirmities she owes,
Unfriended, new-adopted to our hate,
Dower'd with our curse, and stranger'd with our oath,
Take her, or leave her?

BURGUNDY  Pardon me, royal sir;
Election makes not up on such conditions.

KING LEAR  Then leave her, sir; for, by the power that made me,
I tell you all her wealth.
[To KING OF FRANCE]

For you, great king,
I would not from your love make such a stray,
To match you where I hate; therefore beseech you
To avert your liking in a more worthwhile way
Than on a wretch whom nature is ashamed
Almost to acknowledge hers.

KING OF FRANCE This is most strange,
That she, that even but now was your best object,
The argument of your praise, balm of your age,
Most best, most dearest, should in this trice of time
Commit a thing so monstrous, to dismantle
So many folds of favour. Sure, her offence
Must be of such unnatural degree,
That monsters it, or your fore-vouch'd affection
Fall'n into taint: which to believe of her,
Must be a faith that reason without miracle
Could never plant in me.

CORDELIA I yet beseech your majesty, -
If for I want that glib and oily art.
To speak and purpose not; since what I well intend,
I'll do't before I speak, - that you make known
It is no vicious blot, murder, or foulness,
No unchaste action, or dishonour'd step,
That hath deprived me of your grace and favour;
But even for want of that for which I am richer,
A still-soliciting eye, and such a tongue
As I am glad I have not, though not to have it
Hath lost me in your liking.

KING LEAR Better thou
Hadst not been born than not to have pleased me better.

KING OF FRANCE Is it but this, - a tardiness in nature
Which often leaves the history unspoke
That it intends to do? My lord of Burgundy,

What say you to the lady? Love's not love
When it is mingled with regards that stand
Aloof from the entire point. Will you have her?
She is herself a dowry.

BURGUNDY Royal Lear,
Give but that portion which yourself proposed,
And here I take Cordelia by the hand,
Duchess of Burgundy.

KING LEAR Nothing: I have sworn; I am firm.

BURGUNDY I am sorry, then, you have so lost a father
That you must lose a husband.

CORDELIA Peace be with Burgundy!
Since that respects of fortune are his love,
I shall not be his wife.

KING OF FRANCE Fairest Cordelia, that art most rich,
Being poor; most choice, forsaken; and most loved, despised!
Thee and thy virtues here I seize upon:
Be it lawful I take up what's cast away.
Gods, gods! 'tis strange that from their cold'st neglect
My love should kindle to inflamed respect.
Thy dowerless daughter, king, thrown to my chance.
Is queen of us, of ours, and our fair France:
Not all the dukes of waterish Burgundy
Can buy this unprized precious maid of me.
Bid them farewell, Cordelia, though unkind:
Thou losest here, a better where to find.

KING LEAR Thou hast her, France: let her be thine; for we
Have no such daughter, nor shall ever see
That face of hers again. Therefore be gone
Without our grace, our love, our benison.
Come, noble Burgundy.
[Flourish. Exeunt all but KING OF FRANCE, GONERIL, REGAN, and CORDELIA]
KING OF FRANCE  Bid farewell to your sisters.

CORDELIA  The jewels of our father, with wash'd eyes
Cordelia leaves you: I know you what you are;
And like a sister am most loath to call
Your faults as they are named. Use well our father:
To your professed bosoms I commit him
But yet, alas, stood I within his grace,
I would prefer him to a better place.
So, farewell to you both.

REGAN  Prescribe not us our duties.

GONERIL  Let your study
Be to content your lord, who hath received you
At fortune's alms. You have obedience scanted,
And well are worth the want that you have wanted.

CORDELIA  Time shall unfold what plaited cunning hides:
Who cover faults, at fast shame them derides.
Well may you prosper.

KING OF FRANCE  Come, my fair Cordelia.
[Exeunt KING OF FRANCE and CORDELIA]

SUPPLEMENT.
Translations of the Old English texts into present-day English

The voyage of Othere.
The text translated by Grant Chevallier

Othere said to his lord, King Alfred, that he lived northernmost of all the Northern People. He said that he lived in the northern land near the Western Sea. He said, however, that the land is very long to the north from there; but it is all waste, except that Finns live in a few places here and there - by hunting in winter and fishing in summer along the sea. He said that he at some time wanted to find out how long the land extends to the north, or whether any man lived north of the waste. Then he travelled northwards along the land: all the way he left the waste land on the starboard, and the open sea on the larboard for three days. Then he was as far north as the whalehunters ever travel. Then he travelled north still as far as he could sail in the next three days. Then the land turned eastward, or the sea into the land, he knew not which, except he knew that he waited there for a wind from the west and a little from the north, and then sailed east near the land as far as he could sail in four days. Then he had to wait for winds from due north, because there the land turned southward, or the sea into the land, he know not which. Then he sailed from there southwards along the land as far as he could in five days of sailing. Then there lay a great river up into the land. There they turned up into the river, because they dared not sail beyond the river because of hostilities; because the land was all occupied on the other half of the river. He had not previously encountered any occupied land, since he left his own home; but there was all the way waste land on the starboard, except some fishermen and fowlers and hunters, and they were all Finns; and there was always open sea on the larboard. The Biarmians had well settled their lands: but they dared not approach there. But the Finns' land was all waste, except some hunters lived there, or fishermen, or fowlers.

The Story of Caedmon (from Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People)

In this Abbess's Minster was a certain brother extraordinarily magnified and honoured with a divine gift; for he was wont to make fitting songs which conduced to religion and piety; so whatever he learned through clerks of the holy writings, that he after a little space, would usually adorn with the great sweetness and feeling, and bring forth in the English tongue; and by his songs the minds of many men were often inflamed with contempt for the world, and with desire of heavenly life. And moreover, many other after him, in the English nation, sought to make pious songs, but yet none could do like him, for he had not been taught from men, not through men, to learn poetic art, but he was divinely aided, and through God's grace received the art of song. And he therefore never might make aught of leasing or of the idle poems, but which only conduced to religion, and which it became his pious tongue to sing. The man was placed in worldly life until the time that he was of mature age, and has never learned any poem; and he therefore often in convival...
society, when for the sake of mirth, it was resolved that they all in turn should sing to the harp, when he saw the harp approaching him, then for shame he would rise from the assembly and go home to his house.

When he did so on a certain time, that he left the house of convivial meeting, and was out to the stall of the cattle, the care of which that night had been committed to him, — when he there, at proper time placed his limbs on the bed and slept, then stood a certain man by him, in a dream, and hailed and greeted him, and named him by his name, saying “Caedmon, sing me something”. The answered he and said, “I cannot sing anything, and therefore I went out from this convivial meeting, and retired hither, because I could not”. Again he who was speaking with him said, “Yet thou must sing to me”. Said he, “what shall I sing?” Said he “Sing me the origin of things”. When he received this answer, then he began forthwith to sing, in praise of God the Creator, the verses, and the words which he had never heard, the order of which is this:

```
Now must we praise the guardian of heaven's kingdom,
The Creator's might and his mind's thought;
Glorious Father of men as of every wonder he,
Lord eternal, formed the beginning.
He first framed the heaven as a roof,
Holy Creator the mid-earth the guardian of mankind,
The eternal Lord, afterwards produced;
The earth for men; Lord almighty!
```

Then he arose from his sleep, and had fast in mind all that the sleeping had sung, and to those words forthwith joined many words of song worthy of God in the same measure.


Thro’ wan night striding,
came the walker-in-shadow. Warriors slept
whose hest was to guard the gabled hall, —
He bade each of the men leave his horse strive it afar, and go forth, think of his hands and of high purpose Then the kinsmen of Offa first found out That the Earl would not bear with cowardice. Then from his hands he let the loved hawk fly back to the wood, and he stepped to the battle. By that might a man know that never would the youth weaken in warfare Then began Byrtnoth to embolden his men give them courage and counsel, showed them their places bade them hold their shields in the right fashion, fast with their fingers, and fear nothing. When he had fairly strengthened his folk he alighted among those whom he most loved, there where he felt his hearth-guard most faithful. Then there stood on the bank and called out stoutly the Viking herald, voiced his errand. He announced boasting a message to the earl that the Sea-goers sent from their places on the shore “Seamen proud have sent me to thee, bade me say that thou send quickly bracelets for your safety; the better it is for those to buy off with tribute this rush of spears than that we should deal our battle to you.

Translation of the Critical Text (by Melissa Bernstein) Sermo Lupi ad Anglos

The sermon of the Wolf to the English, when the Danes were greatly persecuting them, which was in the year 1014 after the Incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ:

Beloved men, know that which is true: this world is in haste and it nears the end. And therefore things in this world go ever the longer the
worse, and so it must needs be that things quickly worsen, on account of people’s sinning from day to day, before the coming of Antichrist. And indeed it will then be awful and grim widely throughout the world. Understand also well that the Devil has now led this nation astray for very many years, and that little loyalty has remained among men, though they spoke well. And too many crimes reigned in the land, and there were never many of men who deliberated about the remedy as eagerly as one should, but daily they piled one evil upon another, and committed injustices and many violations of law all too widely throughout this entire land.

And we have also therefore endured many injuries and insults, and if we shall experience any remedy then we must deserve better of God than we have previously done. For with great deserts we have earned the misery that is upon us, and with truly great deserts we must obtain the remedy from God, if henceforth things are to improve. Lo, we know full well that a great breach of law shall necessitate a great remedy, and a great fire shall necessitate much water, if that fire is to be quenched. And it is also a great necessity for each of men that he henceforth eagerly heed the law of God better than he has done, and justly pay God’s dues. In heathen lands one does not dare withhold little nor much of that which is appointed to the worship of false gods; and we withhold everywhere God’s dues all too often. And in heathen lands one dares not curtail, within or without the temple, anything brought to the false gods and entrusted as an offering. And we have entirely stripped God’s houses of everything fitting, within and without, and God’s servants are everywhere deprived of honor and protection. And some men say that no man dare abuse the servants of false gods in any way among heathen people, just as is now done widely to the servants of God, where Christians ought to observe the law of God and protect the servants of God.

But what I say is true: there is need for that remedy because God’s dues have diminished too long in this land in every district, and laws of the people have deteriorated entirely too greatly, since Edgar died. And sanctuaries are too widely violated, and God’s houses are entirely stripped of all dues and are stripped within of everything fitting. And widows are widely forced to marry in unjust ways and too many are impoverished and fully humiliated; and poor men are sorely betrayed and cruelly defrauded, and sold widely out of this land into the power of foreigners, though innocent; and infants are enslaved by means of cruel injustices, on account of petty theft everywhere in this nation. And the rights of freemen are taken away and the rights of slaves are restricted and charitable obligations are curtailed. Free men may not keep their independence, nor go where they wish, nor deal with their property just as they desire; nor may slaves have that property which, on their own time, they have obtained by means of difficult labor, or that which good men, in Gods favor, have granted them, and given to them in charity for the love of God. But every man decreases or withholds every charitable obligation that should by rights be paid eagerly in Gods favor, for injustice is too widely common among men and lawlessness is too widely dear to them. And in short, the laws of God are hated and his teaching despised; therefore we all are frequently disgraced through God’s anger, let him know it who is able. And that loss will become universal, although one may not think so, to all these people, unless God protects us.

Taken from http://www.xif.rochester.edu/~mjbernst/wulfstan/
### Old English Vocabularv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arcêstôl</td>
<td>n m a archiepiscopal see, or seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arêsan</td>
<td>s v1 to arise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aton</td>
<td>s v2 to draw up, pull out, lead out, draw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atol</td>
<td>adj terrible, ugly, deformed, repulsive, unchaste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustus</td>
<td>n August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æfter</td>
<td>num second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æfter prep</td>
<td>pr after, along</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlice</td>
<td>pron each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlice prep</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlice</td>
<td>(past w prt pr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlice adj</td>
<td>own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlic</td>
<td>see ætlic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æt3an</td>
<td>w pri pr (past æhte) to own, possess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ættiehan</td>
<td>see ættiehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æht</td>
<td>n f i possessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æhte see æt3an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ætlc</td>
<td>see ætlc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldordaʒas</td>
<td>m pl (all) the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldorpán</td>
<td>s v3 to happen, occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alhmpan</td>
<td>see alhmpan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aln</td>
<td>adj a, an, one, only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and, ond conj</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anda</td>
<td>n m n enmity, anger, vexation, zeal, injury, fear, horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>andlanʒ prep</td>
<td>along</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answarían</td>
<td>ondsvarian wv 2 to answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antecánt</td>
<td>n m a Antichrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>är n m a messenger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arâs see årisan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arcebiscop n m a archbishop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bâd see bidan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bað n m n Bath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baeczord</td>
<td>n a a left side of a ship, larboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baed see biddan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barr see beran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be prep by, near</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêaʒ, bêah see bûgan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêaʒas plur of bêah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêad see bêodan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêodo, beadu n f wo war, battle, fighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêah n m a ring; thing of value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bealohyðij adj intent on harm, considering destruction, evil-minded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bearn n m a child; warrior, fighting man soldier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebeðodan s v2 to enjoin, direct, order, drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebeðen see bebeðodan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beòðaen w v l deprive, strip, release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behealdan s v 7 to hold, possess; observe, look on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêheard see behæaldan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêlcen n s v 3 to be angry, enraged, belimpan s v 3 certain, belong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belumpen see beliman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bêon w anum (bom, earl, is, sind, sy, was, waron) be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beor ðaen w v 3 to guard, to keep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bèot n f boastful speech, promise, vow, command</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beran s v 4 to bear, to carry, to bring forth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bernpåen, bernʒþan w v l strip, rob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baryaþte see baryaþan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestri (e)pan w v l strip, plunder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestriþte see bestriþan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beswæcan s v l deceive, betray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hesþâwan w v l 1 to ensnare, deprive, deceive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bet adv better</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Middle English Vocabulary

A

accord n (OF accord) consent, accord, agreement
accorden, accorden v (OF accorder) agree, reconcile
acordaunt adj (OF accordant) accordant
agayn adv (OE ægain) again
al adj (OE eal) all
ale n (OE ealæ) ale, a malt beverage, darker, heavier, and more bitter than beer, containing about 6 percent alcohol by volume
also conj, adv (OE æl swa) also
alway, alway, always, alweys adv (OE ælne + wej) always
amorwe adv (æ + OE morjæn) in the morning
anon adv (OE on an) at once
any pron (OE æne) any
apothecarie n (OF apotocaire) apothecary, chemist
Aprille n (L Aprilis) April
aresten v (OF aresten) to check the course of; stop; slow down
Aristotle n Aristotle 384–322 B.C., Greek philosopher: pupil of Plato; tutor of Alexander Great
array (OF areyer) to prepare; attire; dress
Artbys n. Artios, a former province in Northern France
as conj (OE eal swa) as
ascendant n (OF ascendant) ascendant; influence; the point of the ecliptic or the sign and degree of the zodiac rising above the eastern horizon at the time of a birth or event
assent n (OF assent) assent, agreement, acquiescence; compliance

astronomye n (OF astronomie) astronomy; astrology (which was part of ancient medicine)
atte at the
aventure n (OF aventure what must happen) a chance, occurrence, a risk, chance of danger
Averrois Averrois, 1126?–98, Arab philosopher in Spain who asserted the unity of an active intellect common to all human beings while denying personal immortality
Ayyeen Ayyeen A.D. 980–1037, Islamic physician and philosopher, born in Persia.

B

bacheler n (OF bachelor farm hand) bachelor, and unmarried man
bargayn n (OF bargaygine) bargain, transaction
bathen v (OE bæthan) to bathe
be prep (OE be) be, by, near, to, for
bedde n (OE bed, bedde) bed
been v (OE böan) to be
benefice n (OF benefice) benefice, a position or post granted to an ecclesiastic that guarantees a fixed amount of property or income
berd n (OE beard) beard
beren v (OE beran) to bear
Bernard Bernard, contemporary of Chaucer, Professor of Medicine at Montpellier
best adj (OE best, beot) best
bevere n (OE befor, befor) beaver (606p)

Bible n (OF bible < ML biblia) the Bible
bifil (past tense of bifallen. OE befallan) to happen, to chance
biforen, biforen adv (OE beforen) before
bigan past tense from bigynnen
bigynnen v (OE biginen) to begin
bisetten v (OE be-setten) best, surround:
his wit beset = used his head
bisllyy adv (OE bysslly + ly) busily, industriously
bismoteren wv (OE be-smite, besmitan) to cover with dirt, smudges
bitwexe prep (OE be-tweæx, betwix) between
blak adj (OE blæc) black
blisful adj (OE blid + ful) blissful
blithe adj (OF bliðge) blithe, joyous, merry, or gay in disposition
book n (OE book) book
boote 1 n (OE boote) relief; cure, remedy
boote 2 n (OF boote; of uncert. orig.) boot
born p II from beren born
breath n (OE bræð) but
conj (OE butan, be + utan) but

C

cas, cas n (OF cas) event, chance, state, condition
callen v (OF Scand kalla) to call
carf past tense of kerven
Caunterburyward adv in the direction of Canterbury
cause n (OF cause < L causa) cause, reason
certeyn adj (OF certein) certain, confident, sure; definite or particular, but not named or specified
chambre n (OF chambre vauluted room) room, chamber

chevysance n (OF chevysance) achievement, profit; here money-lending
chivalrie n (OF chevalerie, from chevalier a horseman, esp. a mounted soldier; knight) chivalry
chyvachie n (OF chyvachie) riding, raid, expedition of cavalry
clad adj (OE clod) clothed, covered (for protection)
clapsen, claspen v (OE clappen to embrace) clasp, fasten
clerk n (OF cler, Lat clericus) clerk, clergy man, scholar (here: a student at Oxford and thus preparing for the priesthood)
cofre n (OF cofre) cof fer, chest, esp. for storing valuables
cok n (OE coc < L cocus, coquus) cook
comen v (OE cumón) come, arrive
compaignye n (OF compaignie companionship) company, group
composicion n (OF composicion) composition, structure, essay
condicioun n (OF condicioun—agreement) mode of being, social position
Constantyn Constantyn Afer, a renowned physician born at Carthage in the 12th century
coold adj (OE coold) cold
corage n (OF corage) spirit, nature; purpose, bravery, endeavour
cordial adj (OF cordial) a stimulating medicine (for the heart); powdered gold was actually used as a medicine
cost n (from OF co(m)ster) cost
cours n (OF course a running, course) course
courtesy n (Old Dutch korte pie) short cloak
Cristendom n the Christian world, Christendom
crop n (OE crop sprout, ear of corn, paunch) bush, sprout, twig, crown of a tree
crull adj (OE curt) curly
cure n (OF cure) cure; care
curtieis adj (OF col(u)teis) polite, courteous
curtieisie, adj (OF curteisie) excellence of manners or social conduct; polite behavior, courtesy
cut n (OE cut) cut; here: a straw, slip of paper, etc., used in drawing lots; drawn cuts to draw straws
dance n (OE dauncen) to dance
damascien John Damascene, an Arab
damascien, n
damascien, adj
damasc, n
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government n (OF governour, gouverneur)  
a governor, a person charged with authority

gowan n (OF guonne, gounne fur or leather garment) garment, dress

grace n (OF grace) grace

graunten v (OF graunter) to grant
greet adj (OE gret) great, large, thick, coarse
grounden v (from OE grund) to ground, instruct in elements or first principles
gyde n (OF gui(d)er v, gui(d)e n) guide
gypoun n (OF gipon) tunic worn under the coat of mail

H

habergeoun n (OF habergeon) coat of mail
halfe n (OE halaf) half
halawe (OE halo) saint
Haly Haly, or Hall, an Arabian commentator
on Galen in the 11th century
harm n (OE hærm) harm, physical or mental injury of damage
hat n (OE hæt) hat
heed n (OE heafod) head
heede n (from OE hædan) heed, careful attention; notice
heeth (OE hæð) heath, (waste) land without trees, usually with sandy soil and scrubby vegetation, esp.
heather
heigh, hy, hye adj (OE hēh) high, lofty
helpen v (OE helpan) to help
hen pers pron 3rd pers dat pl them
henten 3 (OE hentan) to get; to grasp
herkenen v (OE hercnonian) to hearken, to listen

herte n (OE heorte) heart
Hethenesse n lands governed by heathens. i.e. people who do not acknowledge the God of Christianity, Judaism, or Islam
holt n (OE holt) a grove, wood
holwe adj (OE holw – a hollow place) sunken, hollow, hungry or empty
homward adv (OE hād m + weard) homeward, in the direction of home
hond = hand
honour n (OF onor, honor – esteem) honour, esteem
honounen v (OF onorer, onurer) to honour
booly adj (OE hālī) holy, sacred
hoost n (OF hoste) host
hoot adj (OE hōt) hot
hors n (OF horse) horse
hostelrye n (OF hostellerie) hostelry, inn
houre n (OF houre, houre) hour
how adv (OE hō) how
humour n (OF humor) (in medieval physiology) one of the four elemental fluids of the body, blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile, regarded as determining, by their relative proportions, a person's physical and mental constitution.
hy, hye, heigh adv (OE hēh) high
hye adv see hy

I

I pron (OE ic) I
in prep (OE in) in
inne adv (OE inne) inside
inspiren v (OF inspirer) to breathe upon, blow into; inspire

J

juge n (OF juge) judge, authorized arbiter
jugglement n (OF jugemen) judgement, opinion
justen v (OF joustere [from Latin justa close]) to joust, to engage in combat of two men-at-arms on horseback; to fight on horseback

K

keepen v (OE cepan) to keep (here: to keep safe)
kept see keepen
kerven v (OE cearnan) to carve, to cut
knew see known
knuyght n (OE enhalt – a boy, youth, man of arms) knight
koude v past tense (OE cuman) could; knew
kowthe, couthe (OE cūt; P II of cuman to know) known

L

lady (OE hlæcfolc) lady
lat imper of letan
lay v past of lyen
leef adj (OE lēof) ready; glad
leene adj (OE hlēm) lean, not fat, abnormally thin
lenge adj comp degree of long
lernen v (OE lærnian) to learn
lernyne n (OE lornun) learning
lessten, listen v (OE lystan) to list; to be pleasing to (a person); (tr) to desire or choose
letan v (OE letan) to let
letuarie n medicinal syrup
levere adj comp degree of leef
leyn v (OE lecian) lay
licour n (OF licir) liquid, fluid
lik adv (OE lif) like
litel adj (OE litel) little
logyk n (OF logique < Lat logic < Greek logikos) logic
lokke, locke n (OE locc lock of hair) lock, a ringlet of hair
lond, land n (OE land, Lond land, country
long adj (OE lan) long
longen v (OE langian) to long, have an earnest or strong desire or craving; yeam
looken v (OE lckian) look; seem
lord n (OE hléoford) lord, master
lordynge n a gentleman; lord; used in the plural as a form of address
love v (OE lufian) to love
lyf n (OE lif) life
lynen v to cover the inner side or surface of

made see maken
magyk n (OF magique) magic; control of supernatural agencies or the forces of nature; magyk naturel astrology and related sciences
maken v (OE macian) to make, to do
maladie n (OF maladie) malady, illness
man n (OE man) man
March n (OE Martius) March

marchant n (OF marcheant) merchant
martir n (OE martyr + Latin < Greek martyr
mayde, mayden n (OE maciën) maid
mayster n (OE maister) master
me pron dat case of 1
meede n (OE méid) meadow
meek adj (O Scand mjukr) meek, humble, gentle
melodye n (OE melodic) melody
menen v (OE mienan) to mean, intend
mesurable adj (mesurable) measurable, capable of being measured.
Middelburgh n Middleborough
mo var of moore
moiste, moyste adj (OF moiste) moist
moore adj, adv (comparative degree of michel, muchel) (OE mara) more
moost adj, adv (superlative degree of michel, muchel) (OE màst) most
moral adj (OF morale) moral
morse-song n (OE morson + song) main, the service of public prayer, said in the morning, in the Anglican Church
moten v (OE mèan) may, be allowed; must
mottetele adj (O mot speck + lif) motley, multicoloured or parti-coloured
mury adj (O myr(i)je, mert(i)je) merry, cheerful
myghte v past of may might
myselve pron (OE mîn + OE seolf) myself

N
name n (OE nama) name
namoore = no more
nas = ne wâs
nat pron (OE nàwihit) nothing; particle not
nateles adv, conj (OE nà ñi泽) nonetheless, despite that; however; nevertheless
nature n (OE nature) nature
naturel adj (OF naturel) natural; based on the state of things in nature; magyk naturel astrology and related sciences
neede n, adj (OE nûd, nîte) need; needed; to be essential or necessary to:
near adv (OE nàh) near
noghlt pron (OE nàwih) nothing
noot = ne wot don't know
norisying adj (from OF norisss- + ing) nourishing
nought pron (OE nàwih) nothing; particle not
now adv (OE ñàh) now
nyght n (OE nîht) night
nyghtertale n (OE nîht + tale) nighttime
nyghtyngeale n (OE nhîte-ale, literally: night-singer, from niht + jalan to sing) nightingale
nyne num (OE niȝon) nine

O
o = a (indefinitive article)
obedient adj (OF ñ L obedient) obedient, compliant or willing to obey
of prep (OE of) of
office n (OF office) office, employment outside church
old adj (OE eald) old
other adj, pron (OE ñeðer) the second, other
open adj (OE open) open
Orewelle n Orwell
ote n (OE ñêth) oath
oure possess pron (OE ñûr) our
over adj (OE ñéfer) outer (covering)
overeste adj superl degree of over

P
paas n (from OF pacen) a short walk
pacent, passen v (OF passer - step, pace) to pass
pacient n (OF patient < L patient) a patient, a person who undergoes treatment
palmer n (OF palmer) Palmer, pilgrim
parfit adj (OF parfut, parfet) perfect
payen v (OF paié) to pay
perecen v (OF perecer) to pierce, penetrate
pers n, adj (L. persius from L. Persicus Persian) blue-gray; blue-gray cloth
pestilence n (OF pestilence) pestilence, plague (the Black Plague hit England in 1348, 1362, 1369, and in 1376)

philosophre n (OF philosophre) philosopher; alchemist
philisik n (OF fisique) < L physique natural science (ML. medical science) < Gk physik science of nature) medical science, medicine
pilgrim n (OF pelegrin) pilgrim
pilgrymage n (OF pelegrinage) pilgrimage, a journey, esp. a long one, made to some sacred place as an act of religious devotion
place n (OF place) place
pleyn adj (OF plain) clear, manifest, ordinary, simple
philosophie n (OF philosophie) philosophy, the investigation of natural phenomena, esp. alchemy, astrology, and astronomy
port n (OF port, from v porter) bearing, behaviour, manners
Pycardie, Picardy, a region in N France: price, value, price

prioress, a prioresse) (OF prioresse) a woman holding a position corresponding to that of a prior, sometimes ranking next below an abbess.

poynt n (OF point) point, purpose, aim

prikien v (OE prikian) to prick, rudge, spur

Prioresse n (OF prioresse) prioress, a woman holding a position corresponding to that of a prior, sometimes ranking next below an abbess.

price, value (prise, pris)

prize, value (prize)

pris n (OF pris) price, value

purtreyen v (OF portрай) to paint, draw

Pyclardie n Picardy, a region in N France: formerly a province

Q

quethen v (OE cweadan) to say, speak

quod v past of quethen

quyk adj (OE cweic) alive; living; quick; quyk

quyth n, adj (OE cwythe) past; quick; quyth

R

rake n (OE raca) rake

Ram n (OE ramn) a male sheep; the constellation Aries, the first sign of the zodiac

Razis or Razesan, Arabian physician of the 10th century

rebél n, adj (OF rebelle) rebe; rebellious, defiant

recorden v (Lat recordare) to remember

reedy adj (OE rád, ráde) ready

reed adj (OE reed) red

reportour n (OF reporteur) a reporter, one who reports; here reporter of their merits

reason n (OF reisun) reason; view

resten v (OE resten) to rest, to repose

reulea, rulun v (OF riule) to rule, direct, influence, govern

reverence n (OF reverence) reverence, devoted veneration

rich adj (OF ríc) rich

riden, ryden v (OE riadan) to ride

right adv (OE riht) exactly, precisely

risen v (OE riadan) to rise

roos v past tense of risen

Rufus a physician in Ephesus about the times of Trajan

ryden, ridden v (OE riadan) to ride

rysen v (OE riadan) to rise, get up

S

sangwyn adj (OF sanguin) blood-red; red; ruddy-faced

satt v past of sitan

saugh v past tense of seen, sene, see

saustrie n (OF sastre) pashery, an ancient stringed instrument similar to the lyre, but having a trapezoidal sounding board over which the strings are stretched

scoleyen v (OF scoloie) to study, to attend school

se = see

see, seen, sene v (OE sēan) to see

seek, seeke adj (OE sēoc) sick, ailing

Seint Thomas saint Thomas Becket

seeken v (OE sēcan) to seek, try to find out, to come to, to visit

sellen v (OE sellen) to sell

sennem v (OE sennam < O Scand sanna to beseech; to reconcile) to seem

sendi n (OF cendal) sendal a fine silk fabric used, esp. in the Middle Ages, for ceremonial clothing, etc.; a garment of such fabric

sentence n (OF sentence) an opinion given on a particular question; judgement, etc.; hear sentence deep significance

Serapis John Serapion, a physician, contemporary of Avicenna and Hali (11th century)

servysable adj (OF servysable) serviceable, diligent in service

seson n (OE seson) season

seyde see seyen

seyen v (OE secan) say, utter, pronounce

shamefacednesse n (OF shamefacednesse) shamefacedness

shape n (OEescap) shape

shield n (OE scyld - shield) shield, a gold coin

shire n (OE scir) district, province

short adj (OE scort) short

shortly adv (OE scort + ly) shortly, in a short time, soon

shour v (OE scort) n shower

sike, seke adj (OE sêc) sick, ailing

sire n (OE sêr) sire; sir

sit v (OE sitan) to sit

stepen v (OE slæpan) sleep

sleve n (OE slêf, slê fan apron) sleeve

snail n (OE smæl) small

sobely adv (OF sobe + ly) soberly, quiet or sedate, grave

solaen n (OF solas) solace, comfort in sorrow, misfortune or trouble

solempnely adv (OF solempnely) solemnly, pompously, earnestly

sontyme adv (OE symte timan) sometime, occasionally

sundry adj (OF sundri) private, separate

sundry, various or diverse

sone n (OE sunu) son

soone n (OE stonu) sun

soote, swete (OE este) adj sweet

sooth n, adj (OE stô) true, sooth

soper n (OF soper) supper; an evening meal

sort n (OF sorte) manner

south n, adj (OE sôth) south, truth; true

soul n (OE sôul) soul

sownen, soonen (OF suar) to pronounce, to utter, to produce sounds, space n (OF espacie) space; extent of time

spak see spoken

specche n (OF spec) speech

special adj (OF special) special

spoken v (OF specken) to speak

spenden v (OF spenden) to spend

spent v past tense see spenden

spente see spenden

springen v (OE springan) come into being, rise, arise

squier n (OF esquier, escuier shield bearer) bachelor, a young noble aspiring to knighthood; squire

stable n (OF estable) stable

stature n (OF stature) stautre; height of a person

stonden v (OE standen) to stand

strange adj (OF strange) foreign, unfamiliar

strond n (OE stromd, strond) shore

studie n (OF studie) study

studien n (OF estudier) to study

superfluity n (OF superfluite) superfluity, a superabundant or excessive amount

surgery n (OF cirurgie) surgery, the branch of medicine concerned with treating diseases, injuries, or deformities by manual or operative procedures

sweren v (OE swarian, swerian) swear; declare; answer
List of abbreviations

A.D. – Anno Domini; since Christ was born
Acc – accusative
Adj – adjective
Adv – adverb
B.C. – before Christ (used in indicating dates)
C – (with a year) about: c
Conj – conjunction
dat – dative case
dem – demonstrative
F – feminine
Fl – floruit; he (or she) flourished: used to indicate the period during which a person flourished, esp. when the exact birth and death dates are unknown
Gk – Greek
Indic – indicative
Irreg – irregular
L. Lat. – Latin
M – masculine
ME – Middle English
ML – Medieval Latin
N – noun

N – neuter
Nom – nominative
Num – numeral
OE – Old English
OF – Old French
O Scand – Old Scandinavian
PII – Participle II
Pers – personal; person
Pl – plural
Possess – possessive
Prep – preposition
Pret – preterit
Pret-pres – preterite-present
Pron – pronoun
S – strong
Sg – singular
Subj – subjunctive
Suppl – suppletive
V – verb
W – weak

The classes of verbs are marked in the following way: w v I (weak verb class 1) or s v I (strong verb class 1); The nouns are marked in the following way N m a – noun masculine gender a-stems; n n n noun neuter gender n-stems
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тел (0536) 79-19-88
м. Кременчук, вул. Першотравнева, 44, торгівельний комплекс "Фокстрот"

Кривий Ріг
Магазин “Книжник”
tel (0564) 65-41-96
м. Кривой Рог, пр. 200 років Кривого Рогу, 7а
КП "Букініст"
tel (0564) 92-37-32
м. Кривий Ріг, пл. Визволення, 1

Луцьк
Книгарня “Освіта”
tel (0332) 72-46-14
м. Луцьк, просп. Волі, 8

Львів
Магазин “Медкнига”
tel (0322) 72-36-34
м. Львів, площа Ринок, 15
Львівський державний медичний університет
tel (0322) 75-89-42
м. Львів, вул. Пекарська, 69, теоретичний корпус, книжний лоток
Львівський національний університет ім. І. Франка
Книгарня
tel (0322) 96-44-49
м. Львів, вул. Університетська, 1

Полтава
Магазин “Планета”
tel (0532) 7-20-19
м. Полтава, вул. Жовтнева, 60-а

Одеса
“Книжкова перлина”
tel (0482) 35-84-04, 35-84-05
м. Одеса, вул. Дерибасівська, 14
“Книжкове диво”
tel (048) 728-76-84
м. Одеса, Скатеринська, 22

Симферополь
“Мудрий лис”
м. Симферополь, вул. Маяковського, 12

Суми
Будинок книги “Кобзар”
tel (0542) 22-51-17
м. Суми, вул. Кірова, 8

Тернопіль
Магазин “Просвіта”
tel (0352) 22-24-33, 21-40-91
м. Тернопіль, вул. Руська, 14

Харків
Книжковий магазин “BOOKS”
tel (0572) 14-04-70
м. Харків, вул. Сумська, 51

Херсон
ЦУМ, 2 поверх, відділ “Учбова книга”
tel (0552) 26-21-71
м. Херсон, просп. Ушакова, 49
Університет, 2 поверх, “Учбова книга”
tel (0552) 26-21-71
м. Херсон, вул. 40-річчя Жовтня, 27

Хмельницький
Магазин “Книжковий світ”
tel (03822) 6-60-73
м. Хмельницький, вул. Поліська, 25

Черкаси
Магазин “Світ”
tel (0472) 47-92-20
м. Черкаси, вул. Байди Вишневецького, 38

Чернівці
Магазин “Книга”
tel (03722) 2-18-11
м. Чернівці, вул. Шептицького, 25

З приводу придбання книг звертатися у відділ маркетингу видавництва "НОВА КНИГА"
tел/факс (0432) 52-34-80
тел (0432) 52-34-81, 43-19-32
E-mail: newbook1@vinnitsa.com
yan_ser9@ua.fm
або м. Київ Книжковий ринок “Петрівка” ряд 63, місце 9

Більш детальна інформація
www.novaknyha.com.ua
Навчальне видання
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